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Abstract

Systems with multiple transmitting and receiving antennas in large-scale (LS-MIMO – large-scale multiple-
input multiple-output) enable high spectral and energy efficiency gains, which results in an increase in the
data transmission rate in the same band, without increasing the transmitted power per user. In addition, with
the increase of the number of antennas in the base station (BS) it is possible to attend to a larger number of
users per cell, in the same occupied band. Furthermore, it has been found in the literature that the reported
advantages of LS-MIMO systems can be obtained with a large number of antennas on at least one side of
the communication, usually in BS due to physical restriction in user equipments. However, such advantages
have their cost: the use of a large number of antennas also difficult tasks involving signal processing, such
as estimation of channel coefficients, precoding and signal detection. It is at this juncture that this Doctoral
Thesis is developed, in which the computational complexity of performing efficient detection methods in LS-
MIMO communication systems is explored through the analysis of algorithms and optimization techniques in
the solution of specific problems and still open. More precisely, this Thesis discusses and proposes promising
detection techniques in LS-MIMO systems, aiming to improve performance metrics – in terms of error rate
– and computational complexity - in terms of the number of mathematical operations. Initially, the problem
is introduced through a conventional MIMO system model, where channels with imperfect estimates and
correlation between transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) antennas are considered. Preprocessing techniques
based on lattice reduction (LR) are applied in linear detectors, in addition to the sphere decoder (SD), which
proposes a lookup table procedure in order to provide a reduction in computational complexity. It is shown
that the LR method in the pre-detection results in a significant performance gain in both the condition of
uncorrelated and correlated channels, and in the latter scenario the improvement is even more remarkable
due to the diversity gain provided. On the other hand, the complexity involved in the application of LR in
high correlation scenarios becomes preponderant in linear detectors. In the LR-SD using the lookup table
procedure, the optimum gain was reached in all scenarios, as expected, and resulted in a lower complexity
than maximum likelihood (ML) detector, even with maximum correlation between antennas, which represents
the most complex scenario for the LR technique. Next, the message passing (MP) detector is investigated,
which makes use of Markov random fields (MRF) and factor graph (FG) graphical models. Moreover, it is
shown in the literature that the message damping (MD) method applied to the MRF detector brings relevant
performance gain without increasing computational complexity. On the other hand, the DF value is specified
for only a restricted range of scenarios. Numerical results are extensively generated, in order to obtain a range
of analysis of the MRF with MD, which resulted in the proposition of an optimal value for the DF, based on
numerical curve fitting. Finally, in the face of the MGS detector, two approaches are proposed to reduce the
negative impact caused by the random solution when high modulation orders are employed. The first is based
on an average between multiple samples, called aMGS (averaged MGS). The second approach deploys a direct
restriction on the range of the random solution, limiting in d the neighborhood of symbols that can be sorted,
being called d-sMGS. Numerical simulation results show that both approaches result in gain of convergence
in relation to MGS, especially: in regions of high system loading, d-sMGS detection demonstrated significant
gain in both performance and complexity compared to aMGS and MGS; although in low-medium loading, the
aMGS strategy showed less complexity, with performance marginally similar to the others. Furthermore, it is
concluded that increasing the dimensions of the system favors a smaller restriction in the neighborhood.

Keywords: LS-MIMO; low complexity detectors; performance-complexity tradeoff; lattice reduction; mes-
sage passing detector; mixed Gibbs sampling detector.



Resumo

Sistemas com múltiplas antenas transmissoras e múltiplas antenas receptoras em larga escala (LS-MIMO –
large-scale multiple-input multiple-output) possibilitam altos ganhos em eficiência espectral e energética, o
que resulta em aumento da taxa de transmissão de dados numa mesma banda ocupada, sem acréscimo da
potência transmitida por usuário. Além disso, com o aumento do número de antenas na estação rádio-base (BS
– base station) possibilita-se o atendimento de maior número de usuários por célula, em uma mesma banda
ocupada. Ademais, comprovou-se na literatura que as vantagens relatadas dos sistemas LS-MIMO podem ser
obtidas com um grande número de antenas em, pelo menos, um dos lados da comunicação, geralmente na BS
devido à restrição física nos dispositivos móveis. Contudo, tais vantagens têm seu custo: a utilização de um
grande número de antenas também dificulta tarefas que envolvem processamento de sinais, como estimação
dos coeficientes de canal, precodificação e detecção de sinais. É nessa conjuntura em que se desenvolve esta
Tese de Doutorado, na qual se explora o compromisso desempenho versus complexidade computacional de
métodos eficientes de detecção em sistemas de comunicações LS-MIMO através da análise de algoritmos e
técnicas de otimização na solução de problemas específicos e ainda em aberto. Mais precisamente, a presente
Tese discute e propõe técnicas promissoras de detecção em sistemas LS-MIMO, visando a melhoria de métricas
de desempenho – em termos de taxa de erro – e complexidade computacional – em termos de quantidade
de operações matemáticas. Inicialmente, o problema é introduzido através de um modelo de sistema MIMO
convencional, em que são considerados canais com estimativas imperfeitas e com correlação entre as antenas
transmissoras (Tx) e entre as receptoras (Rx). Aplicam-se técnicas de pré-processamanto baseadas na redução
treliça (LR – lattice reduction) em detectores lineares, além do detector esférico (SD – sphere decoder), o qual
é proposto um procedimento de tabela de pesquisa a fim de prover redução na complexidade computacional.
Mostra-se que o método LR na pré-detecção resulta em ganho de desempenho significante tanto na condição
de canais descorrelacionados quanto fortemente correlacionados, sendo que, neste último cenário a melhoria é
ainda mais notável, devido ao ganho de diversidade proporcionado. Por outro lado, a complexidade envolvida
na aplicação da LR em alta correlação torna-se preponderante em detectores lineares. No LR-SD utilizando
o procedimento de tabela de pesquisa, o ganho ótimo foi alcançado em todos os cenários, como esperado,
e resultou em complexidade inferior ao detector de máxima verossimilhança (ML – maximum likelihood),
mesmo com máxima correlação entre antenas, a qual representa o cenário de maior complexidade a técnica
LR. Em seguida, o detector por troca de mensagens (MP – message passing) é investigado, o qual faz uso
de modelos grafos do tipo MRF (Markov random fields) e FG (factor graph). Além disso, mostra-se na
literatura que o método de amortecimento de mensagens (MD – message damping) aplicado ao detector
MRF traz relevante ganho de desempenho sem aumento na complexidade computacional. Por outro lado, o
valor do DF (damping factor) é especificado para somente uma variedade restrita de cenários. Resultados
numéricos são extensivamente gerados, de forma a dispor de uma gama de análises de comportamento do
MRF com MD, resultando na proposição de um valor ótimo para o DF, baseando-se em ajuste de curva
numérico. Finalmente, em face ao detector MGS (mixed Gibbs sampling), são propostas duas abordagens
visando a redução do impacto negativo causado pela solução aleatória quando altas ordens de modulação
são empregadas. A primeira é baseada em uma média entre múltiplas amostras, chamada aMGS (averaged
MGS). A segunda abordagem realiza uma restrição direta no alcance da solução aleatória, limitando em até d a
vizinhança de símbolos que podem ser sorteados, sendo chamada de d-sMGS (d-simplificado MGS). Resultados
de simulação numérica demonstram que ambas abordagens resultam em ganho de convergência em relação ao
MGS, destacando-se: em regiões de alto carregamento, a detecção d-sMGS demonstrou ganho expressivo tanto
em desempenho quanto em complexidade se comparada à aMGS e MGS; já em baixo-médio carregamentos,
a estratégia aMGS demonstrou menor complexidade, com desempenho marginalmente semelhante às demais.
Além disso, conclui-se que o aumento do número de dimensões do sistema favorece uma menor restrição na
vizinhança.

Palavras-Chaves: Sistemas de múltiplas antenas em larga-escala; detecção de dados; compromisso
desempenho-complexidade; redução treliça; detector por troca de mensagens; amostragem mista de Gibbs.
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(t−1)
i ,d

)
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ŝ
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i , with distance d
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based on information from ith observation node, referring to algorithm FG-
BP

Pe Error probability

q Mixing ratio, referring to MGS algorithm

Q Orthogonal matrix referring to QR decomposition of H

r SD algorithm search radius

R Upper triangular matrix relating to QR decomposition of H

Rc Correlation matrix used for simplification in the MRF-BP algorithm

Rmax Maximum number of restarts, from MGS and MGS-based algorithms

sc Transmitted symbols vector in uplink channel, complex-valued from QAM
constellation

s Transmitted symbols vector in uplink channel, real-valued from PAM
constellation

ŝ Estimated transmitted signal vector

ŝi,j Chapter 5: Denotes the vector ŝ(t) with its ith position changed to the
symbol aj from the constellation adopted

T Chapter 2: Unimodular matrix from LR technique

T Chapter 5: Number of realizations (symbol periods) in a Monte-Carlo
Simulation

U Unimodular matrix from LR technique

W Generic linear detection matrix

Wmf Linear detection matrix from MF detector

Wzf Linear detection matrix from ZF detector

Wmmse Linear detection matrix from MMSE detector

x Transformed received signal vector, x = QHy

yc Vector, in complex form, of received signals by base station in uplink channel

y Vector, in real form, of received signals at base station in uplink channel

ỹ Transformed vector of received signals at the base station, referring to the
SD algorithm



z Transmitted symbols vector in LR reduced basis, z = T−1s
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1 Introduction

This chapter aims to introduce the basic concepts and a literature review regarding signal detection in large
scale multiple-input multiple-output (LS-MIMO) systems. In addition, the objectives of the research are listed,
as well as the main contributions achieved. Finally, the structure of this PhD Thesis is briefly described.

1.1 Introductory Concepts and Motivation

Digital communications are the basis of a whole new conception of multimedia electronic communication,
being able to provide integration of voice, data and video in a single channel of wireless communication; this
generation of systems also increasingly requires voice quality and high rate of data transmission in the services
provided. In the last decade, studies related to wireless and cellular communications have allowed progressive
reductions in the size and power consumption of mobile terminals. At the same time, the availability of
these multimedia services has been meeting an increasing demand of users and coverage of regions, and it is
expected that this growing trend should continue in the coming years [1, 4]. Fig. 1.1 shows the projection,
presented in [1], of the growth in the number of electronic communication devices, consumer global mobile
internet traffic and average mobile network connection speeds. It can be clearly understood that a significant
growth is foreseen in all the presented questions. With regard to the communication devices, Fig. 1.1.a, a
growth of approximately 10 billion devices is expected in the period 2017 to 2022, and for the year 2019 it
already is expected a little more of 20 billion devices. Relative to consumer internet traffic, Fig. 1.1.b, and
average speeds of the mobile network, Fig. 1.1.c, there is a stronger compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
in the mobile compared to fixed data traffic. Also, a CAGR of 20% to 30% is expected in the average mobile
network connection speeds, in the period from 2017 to 2022. Thus, it can be concluded that both the number
of mobile devices as the required throughput tend to grow significantly in the coming years.

On the other hand, the physical resources (for example, band of frequencies, number of time slots, user
spatial distribution, among others) required for wireless data transmission will remain the same. Therefore,
wireless communication systems need to be innovative in order to combine coverage area, efficiency in both
bandwidth and power, and also being able to operate in different scenarios: urban, suburban and rural, interior
and exterior, with maintenance of quality of service (QoS).

At the end of the 1990s, Alamouti and Foschini proposed innovative communication schemes from the
perspective of increasing reliability and capacity respectively, using the concept of multiple transmitting and
receiving antennas, sharing the same physical environment [5, 6]. These transmission schemes, called MIMO,
inaugurated a new era in wireless communications subject to fading. In point-to-point communication using
multiple antennas, it has been demonstrated in [6, 7] that the channel capacity grows linearly with the minimum
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: Projections regarding the number of communications devices and the demand for global mobile
traffic; a) Number of electronic communication devices; b) Consumer global mobile internet traffic and c)

Average mobile network connection speeds. Source: [1].

number of transmitting and receiving antennas. Thus, the tendency is to use a large number of antennas in
base stations (BS) and, where possible, also in user equipment (UE).

Later in [8], communication structures have been proposed and analysed using tens to hundreds of
antennas in transmitting and receiving the signals, which have been termed Massive MIMO or LS-MIMO
structures. The main advantage obtained with the use of a large number of antennas is in the increased
throughput, since the system channel capacity with multiple antennas grows linearly with the minimum number
of transmitting and receiving antennas [9]. More appropriately, LS-MIMO is defined as a transmit/receive
system which typically utilizes several dozen or even hundreds of antennas in at least one of the communication
terminals, generally in BS due to the reduced physical space within the UEs [10, 11], causing a single antenna
scheme to be adopted in the UEs; on the other hand, a high number of antennas is installed in each BS.
Generally speaking, the main benefits of LS-MIMO systems are:
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1. High reliability and high spectral efficiency: considering the reliability, in terms of error probability
(Pe), and system capacity, in bps/Hz, one can compare SISO (single-input single-output), SIMO (single-
input multiple-output) and MIMO. Consider a unicellular system with N antennas in BS and K single-
antenna users, in reverse channel with perfect knowledge of channel conditions in BS. In the case of SISO
(K =N = 1), the error probability decreases linearly with the increase of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
γ, effect resulting from fading channel. With the increase in the number of receiver antennas, i.e., SIMO
(K = 1 and N > 1), there is a spatial diversity gain at the receiver, with that, the error probability
decreases at a rate of γ−N with increasing SNR [12]. Although the SIMO showed a performance
improvement in relation to SISO, regarding channel capacity, both presented a logarithmic growth with
increase of the SNR. Consequently, they require a significant increase in power to increase capacity. In
the MIMO systems (K > 1 and N > 1), the probability of error decreases with the SNR on a scale of
γ−KN . In addition, with MIMO, a proportionally linear increase in the channel capacity is obtained
by the minimum amount between transmitting and receiving antennas, which exceeds the logarithmic
condition obtained in SISO and SIMO [12] cases. With the use of a large number of transmitting and
receiving antennas, such as LS-MIMO (K � 1 e N � 1), an approximately exponential decay can be
obtained for the error probability, as seen that the probability of error decays in γ−KN [12]. As for
the capacity of the LS-MIMO channel, it is demonstrated in [13] that in the case K � N, K →∞,
capacity can be approximated as C ≈N log2(1 +γ); while in the case N �K, N →∞, it is obtained
C ≈K log2(1+ γN

K ). In both cases, the upper bound of the MIMO channel capacity is limited by [11, 13]:

log2(1 +γN)≤ C ≤min(K,N) log2(1 + γmax(K,N)
K

) (1.1)

One can notice that, in the case of LS-MIMO, it is possible to obtain a large improvement in capacity
by only increasing the quantity of antennas N and K, which also represents a large increase in spectral
efficiency, since it increases throughput in the same frequency band. Analogously, the throughput is
increased without raising the transmitted power per user, representing high energy efficiency. Therefore,
MIMO systems, especially LS-MIMO, are attractive in both reliability and channel capacity attainable.
The table 1.1 summarizes, in a simplified way, the gains in channel reliability and capacity obtained in
SISO, SIMO and MIMO systems [12].

Table 1.1: Reliability and capacity in SISO, SIMO and MIMO in fading channels.

System type Error probability (Pe) Capacity (C), in bps/Hz
SISO (K =N = 1) Pe ∝ γ−1 C = log2(1 +γ)

SIMO (K = 1 e N > 1) Pe ∝ γ−N C = log2(1 +γ)

MIMO (K > 1 e N > 1)
Full-diversity gain Pe ∝ γ−KN C = log2(1 +γ)

Full-multiplexing gain Pe ∝ γ−N C = min(K,N) log2(1 +γ)

2. High energy efficiency: in general, the spectral efficiency in a communication system can be enhanced
by increasing the modulation order (e.g., 16-QAM to 64-QAM, QAM - quadrature amplitude modulation)
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or increasing the number of spatial dimensions for signaling (i.e., increasing K), or even by combining
the two conditions. However, a question may arise: it would be more advantageous to use a single
antenna system (SISO) with high modulation order (e.g., 64-QAM) or a MIMO system with low-
order modulation, e.g., binary phase shift keying (BPSK)? In order to increase spectral efficiency in
a given communication system, the augmentation in the number of transmitting antennas, even with
low modulation order, is more energy efficient than increasing the modulation order with low number
of antennas [12]. An example is shown in Fig. 1.2, where three scenarios were simulated, so that all
achieve the same spectral efficiency of 6 bps/Hz: SISO (K = M = 1) in 64-QAM modulation, SIMO
(K = 1 and M = 6 ) in 64-QAM and MIMO (K = M = 6) with BPSK modulation. It is possible to
notice that, in the case of SISO 64-QAM, the performance is quite poor and only decreases linearly
with the increase of the SNR, condition already predicted according to Table 1.1. By only increasing
the number of receiver antennas in SIMO 64-QAM, it is possible to identify a significant performance
improvement, caused by spatial diversity gain at the receiver, where the error probability decays in γ−M

with the SNR. In the performance of the MIMO BPSK system, the spatial diversity gain is similar to the
SIMO case, however, it is noted that, for a 10−3 bit error rate (BER), the MIMO system outperforms
the SIMO by about 7 dB, thus presenting better energy efficiency. Therefore, it can be stated that for
a given spectral efficiency to be achieved, the option of increasing the number of spatial dimensions for
signaling is more advantageous than increasing the order of modulation. This is another condition that
favors the use of large-scale antennas, i.e., LS-MIMO.

3. Channel hardening condition: the channel matrix, H ∈ CM×K , follows an i.i.d. (independently
identically distributed) distribution. With the increase of its dimensions and keeping fixed the relation
K
M , the distribution of its singular values tend to become less related to the values of the channel matrix
distribution. This is a result of the Marčenko-Pastur Law which states that if the M ×K entries of
a matrix H are i.i.d. of zero mean and variance 1

M , then the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues
of HHH and HHH converge, with K,M →∞ and fixed ratio K

M , for a deterministic density function
[14]. In this sense, it is said that the channel “hardens”, becoming progressively deterministic with the
increase of the number of antennas. In addition, it is noticed that in the channel hardening condition,
the elements of the HHH main diagonal become more and more predominant in relation to the other
elements of the matrix, allowing a diagonal matrix approximation. The channel hardening condition
also results in a number of advantages in large signal processing, such as, for example, the operation of
the matrix inversion required by some detection methods can be approximated using series expansion
techniques, resulting in a decrease in detection complexity. In addition, channel hardening may imply
that simple LS-MIMO detection methods result in quasi-optimal performance [12].

In the work of [8], it is shown that in an asymptotic model of the LS-MIMO scheme in which an infinite
number of antennas are assumed in the BS, the following conditions can be obtained: the effects of background
noise and fast fading of the channel disappear, the transmission rate and number of UEs become independent
of cell size, spectral efficiency becomes independent of bandwidth and the energy required by bit transmission
tends to zero. However, these are fully achieved as long as this unlimited number of antennas in BS meets
a fixed number of UEs. In the work of [15] a communication system using LS-MIMO is proposed capable
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Figure 1.2: Comparative performance between SISO 1×1 64-QAM, SIMO 1×6 64-QAM and MIMO 6×6
BPSK, with spectral efficiency of 6 bps/Hz in fading channel.
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of achieving a transmission rate of up to 4 times compared to current 4G LTE (long term evolution). On
the other hand, with an increasing number of antennas in BSs and UEs, spectral efficiency can become quite
compromised by the interference of simultaneous transmissions from neighboring areas [16]. In addition, the
implementation of large numbers of antennas in the UEs becomes a difficult task to be feasible due to the
reduced space found inside these devices, even considering carrier frequencies of third and fourth generation
systems (3G, 4G, respectively) keeping in mind that the ultimate goal of the LS-MIMO scheme is to offer all
the benefits of conventional MIMO, but on a large scale. In this way, it is noticed that there are still open
questions regarding the implementation of LS-MIMO systems.

In addition, multiuser schemes can be combined with MIMO systems, creating the so-called MU-MIMO
(multiuser-MIMO) in which the BS communicates with several UEs simultaneously within its spatial domain.
As an added benefit, total capacity can be increased by pre-decoding and decoding in the BS, even when the
UE has a small number of antennas [17]. Therefore, the multi-user schema combined with LS-MIMO, called
MU-LS-MIMO, is a very promising proposal, and currently intense efforts are being made in the literature,
such as [15], in which a MU-LS-MIMO system is proposed, called FD-MIMO (Full-Dimension MIMO). In this
transmission-reception scheme, 32 antennas were employed, achieving a mean transmission rate gain in the
cell from 2 to 3.6 times compared to the conventional 4G-LTE system.

As in LS-MIMO, the main advantage reached with the MU-LS-MIMO scheme is the high transmission
rate achieved, however, the estimation of the channel parameters is a key point in this process. A large number
of antennas also generate a high number of wireless channels to be estimated. In order to do this, some of the
most promising works use the transmission of the channel’s current state parameters as part of the transmitted
information, usually called a pilot signal [8]. In this way, the problem of channel estimates is bypassed. In
addition, it has been found that a sufficient increase in the number of BS antennas in an LS-MIMO system
is able to mitigate the damaging effect of the error in channel estimates due to the condition of channel
hardening, and these results become very interesting in scenarios with imprecise channel estimates due to high
noise power, ie, reduced SNR. On the other hand, a major problem of inter-cellular interference in LS-MIMO
TDD (time division duplexing) systems has also been reported due to the use of the same spreading pilots
sequences (PS) in different cells. The problem is called pilot contamination, persisting even in scenarios with
infinite number of antennas in BS.

1.2 Framework of main contributions in LS-MIMO signal detection

This section discusses the relevant techniques currently found in the literature for signal detection in LS-MIMO
systems. A summary framework containing the contributions related to the techniques is presented in Table
1.2. In Subsection 3.2.3, the computational complexities of those detection strategies are compared.

1.3 Problem Formulation

It is noted that LS-MIMO systems offer a number of advantages that meet the needs of modern wireless
communication systems. On the other hand, there are technical challenges that must be solved for the
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Table 1.2: Framework of the most relevant LS-MIMO detection techniques found in literature

Year Authors Detector Main contributions
2008 Vardhan et al. [18] Likelihood Ascent

Search (LAS)
It proposes the LAS heuristic detection technique in
code division multiple access (CDMA) multiuser detec-
tion (MuD) systems. The technique demonstrates low
complexity and good performance results and is also
applicable for LS-MIMO systems, however, it does not
escape from local minima, which compromises its per-
formance under certain conditions.

2009 Rajan et al. [19] Reactive Tabu Search
(RTS)

It proposes the RTS heuristic detection technique in
LS-MIMO systems. It is demonstrated that the RTS
technique has quasi-optimum performance with large
number of antennas and presents an improved strat-
egy for local minima escape, however its performance
is greatly degraded at high modulation orders.

2010 Som et al. [20] FG-BP It proposes a message passing (MP) algorithm through
BP applied in Factor Graph (FG) graphical model,
called FG-BP detector. The FG-BP demonstrates
quasi-optimal performance results with increase of an-
tennas, which is favorable to LS-MIMO systems. Lower
complexity order compared to MRF-BP.

2011 Srinidhi et al. [21] Layered Tabu Search
(LTS)

It proposes the technique of LTS heuristic detection in
LS-MIMO systems that applies the Tabu Search (TS)
technique in layers, in order to solve the performance
degradation in high modulation orders presented by
RTS.

2013 Datta et al. [2] Mixed Gibbs Sampling
(MGS)

It proposes the MGS detector to solve the performance
problem (called stalling problem) presented by the con-
ventional GS technique. It is demonstrated that MGS
solves the proposed problem and presents near-optimal
performance under low modulation orders.

2015 Guo et al. [22] Relaxation Iteration
Method (RID), called

RID-MMSE

It proposes the RID-MMSE technique to calculate
MMSE detection through iterative convergence, in LS-
MIMO scenarios, with reduced complexity when com-
pared to MMSE and marginally similar performance.
Like MMSE, it performs poorly with high system load-
ing.
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implementation of such systems, among which we can highlight:

• Allocation of a large number of antennas and RF (radio-frequency) chains: the physical allocation
of a large number of antennas is a challenging task, even when it comes to BS. In the case of the UEs,
the difficulty becomes even greater, since many of the mobile devices have small size (of the order of
centimeters). Given a certain available physical space, increasing the number of antennas reduces the
distance between them, which can increase spatial correlation, and consequently reduce channel capacity.
As a general rule, it is assumed that a minimum distance of λ2 (where λ is the carrier wavelength) between
the antennas is sufficient to guarantee a spatial correlation approximately null between the antennas.
Although it does not represent the central topic of this Doctoral work, it is one of the LS-MIMO
problems that have been explored in the literature, and the proposed solutions are divided essentially in
the following areas:

– High frequency carriers: using carriers operating at high frequencies (i.e., above 10 GHz) allows
the allocation of a larger number of antennas in a given physical space, since the wavelength is
inversely proportional to the frequency (e.g., λ2 = 3cm in 5GHz), which allows the allocation of a
larger number of antennas while maintaining the minimum inter-antenna spacing that ensures the
decorrelation. In this sense, it is possible to obtain wavelengths in the order of millimeters, called
in millimeter wave (mmW) in literature [23–27].

– Array of antennas using 3 dimensions (volume): in addition to the one-dimensional or two-
dimensional antenna arrays, it is possible to use the third dimension, in order to explore the
volume of these arrangements. This approach is called in the literature of MIMO cubes in which
the multiple antennas are arranged in cubic-shaped structures [28–30].

– Compact antenna arrays: in this approach, the antenna spacing less than λ
2 is used in order to

explore solutions that bypass the degradation caused [31–34].

– Spatial modulation: spatial modulation (SM) is a modulation technique in which the selection of
the active antennas relates to the transmitted information, so that the amount of RF chains can be
reduced without compromising the spectral efficiency. In addition, SM can reduce the complexity,
size and cost of implementing the system [24, 35–37].

• Problems in multicellular operation: the LS-MIMO operation in multicellular scenario brings with
it a series of operational challenges to be solved. As already mentioned, one of the main problems
related to the multicellular LS-MIMO operation is the intercellular interference caused by the pilot
contamination. In addition to this central problem, it may be mentioned the following studies fields: cell
size, management of resource allocation between cells, techniques to mitigate inter-user and intercellular
interference. Currently, one of the most promising approaches to solving most of these problems is
through cooperative networks, also known as BS cooperation, in which there is exchange of information
among BSs, for example, to combat system intercellular interference [38–41].

• Signal processing techniques with low computational complexity: due to the high dimension of
the LS-MIMO problem, low complexity algorithms for signal detection, precoding, channel estimation,
among others, become essential for the feasibility of implementing such systems [42–46]. This aspect
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represents the central scope of this Doctoral work, more precisely the efficient signal detection with very
low computational complexity. Further details on the contributions achieved with this work, in addition
to the resulting publications are found in the Sec. 1.6.

1.4 Scope and Objectives

1.4.1 Scope

From the fundamental aspects and considerations presented in Section 1.1, the main concepts considered in
this work can be highlighted:

• LS-MIMO: communication systems employing transmitting and receiving antennas in large-scale are
part of the central theme of this work;

• System performance: main metric of analysis and optimization described in this work, measured
through the error rate;

• Efficient signal detection: the search for detection techniques that result in improved computational
complexity versus performance is one of the main scopes of this work;

• Low complexity techniques: signal processing techniques that employ few mathematical operations to
solve the problems of interest in the data detection are targeted in this study, in view of the considerations
given in relation to LS-MIMO systems.

1.4.2 Objetives

This Doctoral Thesis has the objetives listed below:

1. General: Systematic analysis of promising methods of detection in multiple access LS-MIMO systems,
including the analysis of the following metrics: (a) performance (b) computational complexity (c) per-
formance it versus complexity tradeoff as well as the (d) diversity gain analysis of the proposed schemes,
seeking the construction of a viability framework for the implementation of these transmission/detection
schemes in large-scale MIMO systems.

2. Specific:

(a) Numerical analysis (simulation) of multiuser systems under LS-MIMO baseband channels through
promising techniques for signal detection;

(b) Proposition of strategies that aim at the improvement of the performance × complexity tradeoff,
considering promising detection techniques found in the literature;

(c) Analysis of performance × computational complexity relative to each transmission scheme analysed
or proposed;
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1.5 Organization of the Doctoral Thesis

This Thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 makes an introduction to the main scope of the Thesis by adopt-
ing a conventional MIMO system in order to establish a relationship with LS-MIMO schemes. The introductory
system model is presented, in addition to modeling for errors in channel estimates and correlation between an-
tennas. Then, the main conventional detectors arranged in the literature are presented and the pre-processing
lattice reduction (LR) technique is explained. Besides that, the main results of the performance-complexity
analysis of known MIMO detectors assisted by the LR technique, considering correlated channels and imperfect
estimates of channel conditions are discussed. These results portray the first problem investigated in this work
and are part of published work, which is in its full version in the Appendix A.

Chapter 3 defines the LS-MIMO system model adopted, which refers to the background for the main
research of this Thesis. In addition, a summary table is presented, relating the computational complexities
of the detection techniques studied in this research, in order to subsidize the choice of strategies investigated
and contributions achieved during this Doctoral Thesis.

In Chapter 4 is presented the main contributions regarding the analysis of the MP LS-MIMO detector.
Such detector is based on BP algorithm through MRF and FG graphical models. The message damping (MD)
method, which is known to increase the performance of BP-based detectors with no extra computational
complexity [20], is applied on both MRF-BP and FG-BP approaches. A numerical analysis is made in an
extensive range of LS-MIMO scenarios and an optimal value for damping factor (DF) is proposed. The results
of this chapter are from the published paper, which is available in the Appendix C.

Chapter 5 brings the main results and contributions regarding the proposed multiple sampling in the MGS
detector, named averaged MGS (aMGS). The aMGS aims to reduce the impact caused by the noisy solution
from the mixture used in the MGS, especially when a high order of modulation is considered. Numerical
results showed an algorithm convergence improvement, which resulted in a better performance × complexity
tradeoff, especially when the system loading is high. This proposed scheme is part of the published work
in the Appendix D. In addition, a second noisy solution mitigation approach was proposed, called d-sMGS
(d-simplified MGS). The d-sMGS detector is based on the neighborhood restriction of the noisy solution at a
distance d, considering the constellation adopted. Regarding aMGS and MGS, the d-sMGS detector presented
better performance × complexity tradeoff in high SNR regions and the increase in distance d showed to be an
interesting choice with increasing problem dimensions. The proposition of the d-sMGS detector is part of the
paper currently under R1 revision process and a copy of this work is presented in the Appendix E.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the main conclusions delineated by the development of the works investigated during
this PhD Thesis are placed. The main results obtained are summarized, highlighting the contributions.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that Appendices A to E refer the main results obtained in the form of
scientific papers. The three first papers are already published in specialized journals, while the fourth is under
R1 review.
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1.6 Summary of contributions and generated publications

In the following, the main contributions achieved during this Doctoral work are listed. Also, it is summarized
the scientific production directly and indirectly related to this Thesis, since the student admission in the
Doctorate Program of the EPUSP (March 2014) until the present moment.

1.6.1 Contributions of this Thesis

1. Lookup table procedure on Sphere Decoder aided by Lattice Reduction: it is proposed a lookup
table procedure during the tree search on a MIMO sphere decoder (SD) aided by LR. Since the symbols
constellation in the LR reduced basis has a different structure from the original one, the conventional
SD tree search cannot be performed. Thus, the proposed procedure stores previously calculated values
during the tree search, avoiding that they are recalculated, which results in computational complexity
reduction.

2. Damping factor analysis on Message Passing detectors: an optimal DF is proposed, which is a
function of the number of antennas and SNR value, based on an extensive analysis of the message damp-
ing method impact on the BER performance. The proposed optimal DF has demonstrated a promising
performance versus complexity tradeoff for MRF-BP detector, especially in LS-MIMO scenarios.

3. Multiple sampling scheme on Mixed Gibbs Sampling detector: it is proposed a procedure that
considers the output of each detected position in iterative symbol detection process, called coordinate
updating process, as an average between multiple samples, which if called multiple sampling (MS)
strategy. The proposed scheme demonstrated to enhance the LS-MIMO MGS algorithm convergence,
since the negative impact of the random solutions, which is used in the MGS detection, is alleviated.

4. Neighborhood limitation strategy on Mixed Gibbs Sampling detector: with the same goal of
multiple sampling scheme, it is proposed a strategy that limits the range of the MGS random solutions,
called neighborhood limitation (NL) scheme, and also result in convergence gain of the MGS algorithm.
Compared to the MS strategy, the NL resulted in better performance-complexity tradeoff when a high
LS-MIMO system loading is considered.

1.6.2 Publications directly associated to the theme

1. A. M. Mussi, B. F. Costa, T. Abrão. Efficient Lattice Reduction Aided Detectors Under Realistic
MIMO Channels. Full paper published in the Wireless Personal Communications journal (IF= 1.200,
B1-Eng. IV in QUALIS-CAPES), in October 2016. Copy of the published article is presented in Appendix
A.

2. A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Analysis of Message Passing Detectors for Large Scale MIMO Systems.
Full paper published in the IET Signal Processing journal (IF= 1.250, A2-Eng. IV in QUALIS-CAPES),
in July 2017. Copy of the published article is presented in Appendix C.
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3. A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Multiple restarts mixed Gibbs sampling detector for large-scale antenna
systems. Full paper published in the IET Signal Processing journal (IF= 1.250, A2-Eng. IV in QUALIS-
CAPES), in November 2018. Copy of the published article is presented in Appendix D.

4. A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Mitigating the noisy solution impact of mixed Gibbs sampling detector
in high-order modulation large-scale MIMO systems. Full paper under R1 review in the EURASIP
Journal on Advances in Signal Processing journal (IF= 1.639, A2-Eng. IV in QUALIS-CAPES), resub-
mitted in January 2019. Copy of the R1 submitted version in Appendix E.

5. A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Damping Factor Analysis on Large Scale MIMO Detector Based on
Message Passing. Full paper published in the “XXXIV Simpósio Brasileiro de Telecomunicações"
(SBrT2016), in August 2016. Copy of the published conference article is presented in Appendix B.

1.6.3 Publications indirectly associated to the theme

1. R. T. Kobayashi, A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. BER minimisation via optimal power allocation and
eigenbeamforming in MIMO systems. Full paper published in the Telecommunication Systems jour-
nal (IF= 1.527, A2-Eng. IV in QUALIS-CAPES), in July 2018.

2. R. T. Kobayashi, A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Near-Perfect Reconstruction Short Length Pulses
for FBMC systems: Re-optimizing OFDP design via Semi-Definite Programming. Full paper
accepted for publication in the IET Signal Processing journal (IF= 1.250, A2-Eng. IV in QUALIS-
CAPES), accepted in February 2019.

3. J. L. Negrão, A. M. Mussi, T. Abrão. Semidefinite Relaxation for Large Scale MIMO Detection.
Full paper published in the “XXXIV Simpósio Brasileiro de Telecomunicações" (SBrT2016), in August
2016.
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2 Introductory investigation: conventional MIMO
to large-scale MIMO

This chapter introduces the central problem of LS-MIMO signal detection systems by adopting a MIMO
conventional point-to-point system. This choice aims to investigate the basic characteristics of conventional
MIMO in order to establish a relationship with large-scale antennas systems.

In addition, conventional MIMO detectors are presented, ranging from linear to exhaustive and tree
searching. In addition, we discuss the numerical results related to the first work developed in this Thesis
dealing with the performance of conventional detectors and sphere decoder (SD) aided by the LR preprocessing
technique in hostile channels.

Initially, a brief bibliographic review is contextualized. Next, the adopted point-to-point MIMO system is
described, in addition to the model for channel estimation error and antenna correlation. Then, conventional
detectors are presented, besides a detailed demonstration of the proposed detection procedure for the LR-aided
SD detector. At the end, the main numerical results obtained are presented and discussed, followed by the
main conclusions.

2.1 Introduction

In MIMO signal detection, the LR acts as a preprocessing technique which results in improvement in the system
performance-complexity tradeoff due to the quasi-orthogonalization of the MIMO channel achieved with the
LR technique, which, in turn, reduces considerably the detector processing task. The LR is a mathematical
concept deployed to solve many problems involving lattice points. For instance, in the MIMO signal detection
problem, the LR can be used to improve the channel matrix conditioning, thus allowing the use of simpler
detector structures [47]; in other words, reduction in computational complexity can be achieved with the LR
technique aggregation while maintain overall system performance acceptable [48], [49].

The SD detector can achieve the exact ML detection performance, but requires considerable amount of
computations compared with various suboptimal detections. Furthermore, in scenarios with large number of
transmit and receive antennas with high order modulation (e.g., 64-QAM, 128-QAM, and so on) the SD
becomes impracticable. To reduce the overall SD complexity, a lattice-reduction-aided sphere decoding (LR-
SD) was proposed during this Doctoral work. Since the SD already achieves optimal performance, the LR-SD
would not result in performance improvement; nevertheless the LR preprocessing technique would aim in the
SD complexity reduction, specially under large dimensions of detection, e.g., considering MIMO channels with
high order modulations and number of transmitting-receiving antennas.
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The concept of LR-SD for MIMO detections has been mentioned in recent literature, particularly in [50–
54]. In [50, 51], lattice reduction is considered not being useful for the sphere decoding for MIMO detections,
which is a closest lattice vector problem over a (finite) subset of the infinite lattice. The reason given is
that the lattice transforming matrix often destroys the properties of the subset, and the result of LR-SD,
which is the closest lattice point to the received signal point, is not necessarily the ML detection result,
which is the closest lattice point to the received signal point with the finite subset as the search space. The
authors of [52] believe that although the LR-aided SD for MIMO detections can achieve the ML detection
BER performance, it can not offer the complexity reduction because the search may be repeated many times
to exclude the undesired lattice points. However, recent theoretical analysis in [53] confirmed that the LR-SD
for MIMO detections is able to reduce the computational complexity significantly, but the authors admit it
assumes a performance gap to the ML detection because sometimes its search result is not equal to the ML
detection result. The computational complexity reduction achieved by the LR-SD detector compared to the
conventional SD is also pointed out in [55, 56]; the reason is that the preprocessing technique is able to reduce
the total number of search paths. Also, the LR-SD is used in [54], but the exact ML performance can not
be achieved essentially owing to the same reason as presented in [53]. Notice that in most of the studies
involving LR-SD MIMO detector perfect channel condition scenarios (pCSI and uncorrelated channels) have
been considered. Specifically in the actual research, the LR-SD MIMO detector is analyzed under unfavorable
channel conditions.

2.2 Conventional MIMO System Model

In this chapter, a baseband linear non-line-of-sight (NLOS) transmission system with Nt inputs and Nr outputs
is adopted, which is called conventional point-to-point MIMO and is described in Fig. 2.1. The disposition of
antennas in both the transmitter and the receiver is through an uniform linear array (ULA). The ULA in the
transmitter can either represent a single device with multiple antennas or, from a multiuser point of view, as
a cluster of users confined in an environment (for example, a corridor).

The matrix model for the system under investigation is

yc = Hcsc+ηηηc (2.1)

where Hc represents an Nr×Nt fading coefficients matrix following a Rayleigh distribution (for amplitudes)
representing NLOS point-to-point communication, sc is the vector Nt× 1 of transmitted symbols and ηηηc is
the independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The AWGN vector ηηηc is assumed to be a complex
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance given by:

E[ηηηcηηηHc ] = σ2INr (2.2)

where σ2 is the noise variance at each receive antenna.

The availability of channel status information in BS is considered in two modes: perfect channel state
information (pCSI) or imperfect channel state information (iCSI). The estimation errors related to the iCSI
are described in Subsec. 2.2.1. The correlation between antennas is depicted in Subsec. 2.2.2. The average
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Figure 2.1: Introdutory conventional MIMO point-to-point communication system with Nt transmitting
antennas and Nr receiving antennas.

received SNR at each receive antenna can be modeled as:

γ = NtPs
σ2 , (2.3)

where Ps is the average power of the received symbols.

The equivalent real-form [57] received signal can be written as:

y = Hs+ηηη (2.4)

where y ∈ R2Nr×1, H ∈ R2Nr×2Nt , s ∈ R2Nt×1, ηηη ∈ R2Nr×1, and defined as:

H =

<{Hc} −={Hc}
={Hc} <{Hc}

 (2.5)

s =

<{sc}
={sc}

 , ηηη =

<{ηηηc}
={ηηηc}

 , y =

<{yc}
={yc}


where <{·} and ={·} denotes the real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively.

2.2.1 Imperfect Channel State Information

The model adopted in this study incorporates statistical errors to the estimate received in BS, which is called
iCSI. It is important to emphasize that this channel error estimation model comprises both module and phase,
being the last more harmful for the detection process. Thus, the estimated channel matrix can be modeled
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as:
Ĥ′c = Hc+εεε (2.6)

where εεε = εεεi + jεεεq is a stochastic complex error, with in-phase and quadrature components assumed i.i.d.
Gaussian variables, with εεεi and εεεq ∼N

(
0,σ2

ε /2
)
. Also, this estimation must be normalized by (1+σ2

ε )−1, as
suggested by [58]; therefore the estimated MIMO channel matrix Ĥ becomes:

Ĥc = Hc+εεε

1 +σ2
ε

(2.7)

This normalization is necessary aiming to not change the original average power channel characteristics.
Furthermore, in this modeling, the variance σ2

ε is assumed inversely proportional to the SNR:

σ2
ε = nε

γ
(2.8)

where nε represents the channel error factor.

2.2.2 Antenna Correlation

One important class of MIMO channel model assumes that the correlation between the transmitting antennas
(Tx) is independent of the correlation among receiving antennas (Rx); hence, admitting a Rayleigh flat-fading
MIMO channel, [59], one can express the fading coefficients matrix:

Hc =
√

RH,RxG
√

RH,Tx (2.9)

where G ∈ CNr xNt is an i.i.d. complex Gaussian zero-mean and unit variance elements. The correlation
matrices RH,Tx ∈ RNt xNt and RH,Rx ∈ RNr xNr denote correlation observed among the transmitter antennas
and receiver antennas, respectively. Considering an ULA on the transmitter and receiver, the matrices RH,Tx

and RH,Rx can be written as:

RH,Tx =



1 ρTx ρ4
Tx · · · ρ

(Nt−1)2

Tx

ρTx 1 ρTx · · ·
...

ρ4
Tx ρTx 1 · · · ρ4

Tx
...

...
... . . . ρTx

ρ
(Nt−1)2

Tx · · · ρ4
Tx ρTx 1


, (2.10)

RH,Rx =



1 ρRx ρ4
Rx · · · ρ

(N−1)2

Rx

ρRx 1 ρRx · · ·
...

ρ4
Rx ρRx 1 · · · ρ4

Rx
...

...
... . . . ρRx

ρ
(N−1)2

Rx · · · ρ4
Rx ρRx 1


, (2.11)

where ρTx and ρRx are the normalized correlation index in Tx and Rx, respectively. Note that a totally
uncorrelated scenario means ρTx = ρRx = 0, while a fully correlated scenario implies ρTx = ρRx = 1.

In this chapter, an equivalent antenna correlation in Tx and Rx is considered, thus, for simplicity, ρTx =
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ρRx = ρ.

2.3 Conventional MIMO Detectors

In the sequel, classical MIMO detectors found in the literature are revisited, including linear MIMO detectors:
matched filter (MF), zero forcing (ZF), minimum mean squared error (MMSE); besides the successive interfer-
ence cancellation (SIC), maximum likelihood (ML), sphere decoder (SD), and the sorted QR decomposition-
based MIMO detectors are also presented.

The techniques presented in this section can be either calculated in the complex or real domain. In order
to simplify the variables nomenclature, the equivalent real-valued system model will be considered.

2.3.1 Linear MIMO Detection

The linear detection scheme in BS is given by multiplying the received signal, y∈Z2Nr×1, by a linear detection
matrix, W ∈ Z2Nr×2Nt . Considering the real-valued system model for UL transmission, Eq. (2.4), the
estimated symbols vector in the linear detection can be written as:

ŝ = WHy = WHHs+WHηηη (2.12)

From Eq. (2.12), the estimated symbol from the kth user, sk, can be given by:

ŝk = wH
k hksk︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+
Nt∑
m6=k

wH
mhmsm︸ ︷︷ ︸

inter-user interference

+ wH
k ηηη︸ ︷︷ ︸

modified background noise

(2.13)

where wk denotes the kth column of the linear detection matrix W. Below, the linear detectors MF, ZF and
MMSE are described.

Matched Filter Detector

The MF represents the simplest linear detection technique. In the detection of a given user symbol, interference
from other users is treated simply as noise. The linear detection matrix MF is given by:

WH
mf = HH (2.14)

The Fig. 2.6 exemplifies the BER performance results of linear detectors in BPSK modulation. It can be
observed that the simple MF detection technique is not sufficient to solve the MIMO detection problem in
heavily loaded scenarios, e.g., for Nt =Nr antennas.

ZF Detector

The ZF detector is a linear detector based on the cancellation of inter-user interference, however, the back-
ground noise effect is ignored. Through the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix, H†, the ZF detector
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completely cancels multiuser interference by projecting each inter-user interference into the orthogonal com-
plement of the desired signal. In this case, the linear detection matrix is given by the pseudo-inverse of the
channel:

WH
zf = (HHH)−1HH (2.15)

And the respective detected symbols by the detector ZF can be simply obtained as:

ŝzf = WH
zfy = (HHH)−1HHHs+ (HHH)−1HHηηη

ŝzf = s+ (HHH)−1HHηηη (2.16)

Since WH
zfH = I2Nt , the transformation WH

zfy provided the complete cancellation of inter-user inter-
ference in UL. On the other hand, it is noted by Eq. (2.16) that background noise was amplified during
the interference elimination process, which causes significant degradation of performance, especially in low
SNR scenarios. The per-symbol complexity of the ZF detection algorithm is quadratic with the number of
transmitting antennas, i.e. O(N2

t ), due to the matrix inversion operation. Despite acceptable computational
complexity, its performance is degraded in scenarios with increasing number of Tx antennas and high system
loading, as seen in Fig. 2.6, where the ZF detector is presented with BPSK modulation, attesting not to be
an appropriate technique for LS-MIMO scenarios.

MMSE Detector

The MMSE detector is a detector in which its linear detection matrix is obtained from the criterion of mean
squared error (MSE) between the transmitted symbols vector, s, and the transformed received signal vector,
WH

mmsey. More precisely,
WH

mmse = min
W∈Z2Nr×2Nt

E{||WHy− s||} (2.17)

where E{·} is the statistical expectation operator.

The solution for Eq (2.17) is given by [60]:

WH
mmse = (HHH+σ2I2Nt)−1HH (2.18)

And the detected signal by the MMSE detector is given by:

ŝmmse = WH
mmsey (2.19)

The MMSE detector combines the performance qualities of the MF and ZF detectors [12]. According to
Eq. (2.19), in high SNR scenarios the MMSE detector performs as the ZF, since the second term inside the
parentheses becomes negligible. At low SNR (unfavorable scenario to the ZF detector), the MMSE detector
operates as MF (surpassing the ZF performance). Its per-symbol complexity, like the ZF, is quadratic with the
number of Tx (O(N2

t )), due to inverse matrix operation. However, like ZF, its performance is also degraded
in medium to high system loading LS-MIMO scenarios [12].
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2.3.2 MMSE-SIC MIMO Detection

The MMSE-SIC MIMO detector is performed from the decomposition of the channel matrix H and assuming
that H is square or tall, i.e. Nt ≤Nr. Hence, applying for instance the QR factorization on the channel matrix
H:

H = QR (2.20)

where Q is a 2Nt×2Nt unitary matrix and R is a 2Nt×2Nr upper triangular matrix. Thus, multiplying QH

by the receive signal y results in:

x = QHy =⇒ x = QHHs+QHηηη =⇒ x = QHQRs+QHηηη =⇒ x = Rs+ η̃ηη (2.21)

where η̃ηη = QHηηη is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector and QHQ = I.

The channel correlation matrix can be either square or tall. Initially, assuming a square Na×Na matrix
H, where 2Nt = 2Nr =Na, we have:

x = Rs+ η̃ηη
x1

x2
...

xNa

=


r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,Na

0 r2,2 · · · r2,Na
...

... . . . ...
0 0 · · · rNa,Na




s1

s2
...
sNa

+


η̃1

η̃2
...
η̃Na

 (2.22)

Thus, we can write the recurrent equations in order to determine the soft decision xNa to x1:

xNa = rNa,NasNa + η̃Na

xNa−1 = rNa−1,NasNa + rNa−1,Na−1sNa−1 + η̃Na−1
...

...

(2.23)

Now, assuming that a tall channel matrix H, the same recurrent equations procedure of Eq. (2.23) can
be followed, which a part of the received signals will be composed of non-useful information, i.e., that do not
take into account the vector of estimated symbols. This part can be ignored, making the procedure similar to
the case of square channel matrix.

Hence, s̃Na can be detected from xNa as follows:

Let s̃Na = xNa
rNa,Na

= sNa + η̃Na
rNa,Na

(2.24)

Then, the contribution of s̃Na is to be canceled in detecting s̃Na−1 from xNa−1. This sequential detection
procedure is terminated until all the data symbols of s are detected. The nth symbol of s can be detected
after canceling Na−n data symbols as:

un = xn−
Na∑

q=n+1
rn,q s̃q,

s̃n = un
rn,n

, n ∈ {1,2, · · · ,Na−1} (2.25)
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Finally, the background noise can be taken into account in order to minimise the MSE, [61].

2.3.3 MMSE-OSIC MIMO Detection

Further performance improvement on the MMSE-SIC technique can be achieved through a properly ordering
[62], [63], witch mitigate error propagation in the interference cancellation step. The ordering criterion is the
minimization of the Q columns norm, which makes the detection be proceeded from the least noise corrupted
symbol to the most. The form of the decomposition is simply:

HP = QR (2.26)

where matrix P is a permutation matrix, used to reorder the symbols after applying the SIC detection, Eq.
(2.25), by multiplying it and the estimated symbol. Therefore the application of sorted QR Decomposition
(SQRD) instead of the QR decomposition change the detector SIC into OSIC.

The SQRD procedure is summarized by the pseudocode in Algorithm 2.1.

Algorithm 2.1: Sorted QR decomposition
Input: Q = H,R = 0,P = I2Nr

Output: Q,R
1: for i= 1 to 2N do
2: k = argmin

j=i to nT
‖qj‖2

3: exchange columns i and k in Q, R and P
4: ri,j = |qi|
5: qi = qi/rii
6: for j = i+ 1 :Nt do
7: ri,j = qHi qj
8: qj = qj− ri,jqi
9: end for

10: end for

2.3.4 Maximum Likelihood Detector

The ML results in optimal performance and consists in finding the closest lattice point to the received signal
y with the finite subset A as the search space:

sML = min
ŝ∈A2Nt

||y−Hŝ||2 (2.27)

However, the ML detector in Eq. (2.27) is exponentially complex in Nt, being prohibitive for large Nt ·Nr,
which is the case of LS-MIMO systems.
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Sphere Decoding

The SD detector, proposed in [64] and based on the MIMO detection in [50, 65], is based on a search on the
points s ∈ A2Nt of the mesh lying within a hypersphere of radius r, centered on the received vector y. The
delimitation, through the radius r, reduces the search space and, consequently, the computational complexity
of the algorithm [51]. In this way, the strategy to choose the radius r has a direct impact on the SD complexity,
in this sense, the pruning method [66] stands out as one of the most used in the literature. The SD detector,
with appropriate search radius, can achieve a performance similar to ML, and is often reported in the literature
as the optimal threshold, in scenarios where obtaining ML becomes impractical. On the other hand, the major
disadvantage of the SD technique consists of its computational complexity that is variable, stochastic and
dependent on channel conditions and noise level, as well as the number of antennas and the modulation order
[67]. Thus, according to the combination of these factors, the computational complexity of the SD can go
from quadratic polynomial (best case) to exponential [68].

The basic operation of the SD algorithm can be described fundamentally through two steps: 1) prepro-
cessing step; 2) tree search step. The preprocessing step consists of constructing the search tree structure.
Initially, the channel matrix H is decomposed using the QR decomposition as in Eq. (2.20). Same of SIC
procedure, the received signal vector, y of the Eq. (2.4), is left multiplied by QH , which results in Eq. (2.21).

Based on Eq. (2.21), the ML detection criterion can be rewritten as:

ŝML = argmin
s∈A2Nt

‖x−Rs‖2

= argmin
s∈A2Nt

Nt∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣xi−
Nt∑
j=1

ri,jsj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2.28)

where ri,j is the element of the ith row and jth column of matrix R.

Note from Eq. (2.28) that, due to the triangular condition of R, the summation for calculating the ML
criterion can be given in a cumulative sequence, represented by a tree search of depth 2Nt. The search space
is reduced by radius r, in order to reduce complexity. Therefore, the SD problem can be written as:

ŝSD = min
s∈A2Nt

(
‖x−Rs‖2 ≤ r2

)
(2.29)

As mentioned before, the disadvantage of the SD algorithm lies in its computational complexity dependent
on channel conditions, noise level, number of antennas and modulation order, which results in impracticable
complexities under certain conditions of low SNR and/or high order modulation. Several SD-based strategies
have been proposed, such as the fixed sphere decoder (FSD), [67], repeated tree search [69], single tree search
[70, 71] and smart ordering and candidate adding (SOCA) [72].

2.4 Lattice Reduction Based MIMO Detection

The lattice (basis) reduction has been proposed in aiming to transform a regular basis to a nearly orthogonal
one. In this sense, choosing the channel matrix H as a basis for a lattice, the MIMO problem can be treated
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as a lattice decoding problem.

A lattice can be generate by different basis (channel matrices), since the MIMO detection goal is reducing
the noise and interference between multiple signals, it is convenient to find a matrix whose columns are nearly
orthogonal to generate the same lattice. Hence, LR pre-processing technique can be applied to improve the
MIMO detection performance; these methods are regarded as the LR-based detection for MIMO systems.

In order to deploy LR technique, the original constellation must be defined in terms of consecutive integers
lattice. Consider two bases H and G that span the same lattice:

H = GU or G = HT, (2.30)

where U and T = U−1 are a unimodular matrices. As a consequence the received signal in Eq. (2.4) can be
rewritten as:

y = Hs + ηηη = HTT−1s +ηηη = Gz +ηηη, (2.31)

where z = T−1s = Us. (2.32)

Since the received signal can be treated as the lattice points spanned by the basis, lattice-based MIMO
system detection can be developed aiming to reduce the complexity of conventional detectors. Hence, under
lattice transform, z is initially detected using any MIMO detection technique, since the LR received signal
of Eq. (2.31) can be treated equivalent to the MIMO received signal of Eq. (2.4); after that, the original
symbols s can be obtained applying a combination of shifting and scaling operations [73].

The Lenstra - Lenstra - Lovász Algorithm

A well-known and efficient algorithm for LR is the Lenstra - Lenstra - Lovász (LLL) algorithm, proposed by
Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász in 1982 [74]. A basis Ã which can be decomposed by a QR decomposition as
Ã = Q̃R̃T−1 is named reduced LLL with parameter δ (which is in the range 1

4 < δ ≤ 1) if the following
inequalities hold:

|r̃l,k| ≤
1
2 |r̃l,l| for 1≤ l < k ≤Nt,

and (2.33)

δr̃2
k−1,k−1 ≤ r̃2

k,k + r̃2
k−1,k for k = 2, ...,Nt

where T is a unimodular matrix, r̃l,k is the element of l-th row and k-th column of the upper triangular matrix
R̃.

If only the first inequality in (2.33) is fulfilled, the basis is called size reduced. Herein, the adopted LLL
algorithm is based on [75] implementation and summarized by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.2. As shown in
Algorithm 2.2, the parameter δ define the swap condition after the length reduction step and can be regarded
as a strictness factor: the closer it is to 1, the more orthogonal the reduced basis, in general, will be [76], on
the other hand, the reduction tends to be slower. Thus, in summary, one can say the parameter δ influences
the quality of the reduced basis. In this work, we have assumed δ = 3

4 as proposed in [74]. Notice that Q0,
R0 and the permutation matrix P0, required by the algorithm, are obtained from Eq. (2.26). Besides, the
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Givens rotation matrix, Θ, utilized in the Algorithm 2.2 (line 13) has a purpose of restore the upper triangular
structure in R̃.

Algorithm 2.2: The LLL algorithm
Input: Q0,R0,P0

Output: Q,R,T
1: Initialization: Q := Q0,R := R0,T := P0

2: k = 2
3: while k ≤Nt do
4: for l = (k−1), ...,1 do
5: µ= dR(l,k)/R(l, l)c.
6: if µ 6= 0 then
7: R(1 : l,k) = R(1 : l,k)−µR(1 : l, l)
8: T(:,k) = T(:,k)−µT(:, l)
9: end if

10: end for
11: if δR(k−1,k−1)2 >R(k,k)2 +R(k−1,k)2 then
12: Swap columns k−1 and k in R and T
13: Calculate Givens rotation matrix Θ such that elements R(k,k−1) becomes zero:

Θ =

 αLLL βLLL

−βLLL αLLL

 with αLLL = R(k−1,k−1)
‖R(k−1:k,k−1)‖ and βLLL = R(k,k−1)

‖R(k−1:k,k−1)‖

14: R(k−1 : k,k−1 :Nt) = ΘR(k−1 : k,k−1 :Nt)
15: Q(:,k−1 : k) = Q(:,k−1 : k)ΘT

16: k = max{k−1,2}
17: else
18: k = k+ 1
19: end if
20: end while

2.5 Lattice Reduction aided MIMO Detectors in Correlated Channels with
iCSI

This section discusses the numerical results regarding the LR-assisted MIMO detectors in channels with antenna
correlation and imperfect estimates of channel conditions. Moreover, in the case of LR-aided SD MIMO
detector, it is proposed a simple procedure in order to reduce the computational complexity. In this first
problem investigated, we considered conventional MIMO systems scenarios.

2.6 LR-aided Sphere Decoder

Considering the LR preprocessing, the received signal is rewritten as in Eq. (2.31) and z = T−1s = Us
composes the transformed vector of transmitted symbols. Since s ∈A∈Z2Nt , then the range of z is denoted
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by z∈ Ã, i.e. the image of A under T−1. However, the subset Ã is generally no longer of the simple hypercube
structure as that of A. Therefore, controlling the search range in Ã is a very complicated problem. To avoid
this, we proposed a lookup table which contains the vectors-candidates already calculated at each layer. This
procedure is intended to avoid the calculation of nodes already visited, which is the essence of the tree search.
More details about the lookup table procedure is given in Subsection 2.6.1. On the other hand, the expensive
computational cost of finding all possibilities for the transformed transmitted symbols vector, although not a
specific calculation of the proposed procedure, can not be avoided and is of the order of O(MNt).

The primary search uses the initial radius based on the LR-aided Zero Forcing (LR-ZF) output, zLR−LZF;
an analogous deterministic method is also deployed in [55], where the hypersphere radius is considered as the
distance between the original received signal and the signal received using ZF detector. Thus, the primary
search of the LR-SD for MIMO detections can be expressed by the following problem:

ẑ = min
c∈Ã

(
||y−Gc||2 ≤ r2

)
(2.34)

where c represents the candidate vector on the LR reduced basis. The radius r is initially expressed by:

zLR−LZF = G†y

r2 = ||y−GzLR−LZF||2 (2.35)

Indeed, even with the computation of the LZF decoder, this primary search shows significant complexity
reduction over the conventional SD of Eq. (2.29), due to the considerable decreasing in the sphere radius r.
Nevertheless, the result ẑ not necessarily exists in the reduced basis domain Ã, as stated in the Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. In lattice L(G) = Gc; c∈Z2Nt , suppose GẑML is the closest lattice point to a certain vector
point y among the lattice points in subset {Gc : c ∈ Ã ∈ Z2Nt}. If there exists a lattice point Gẑ which is
closer to y than GẑML, i.e., ||y−Gẑ||2 < ||y−GẑML||2, then ẑ /∈ Ã and, consequently, ŝ = Tẑ /∈ A.

The primary search starts from the decision statistic zLR−LZF as initial radius. The closest lattice point
to y in the sphere, ẑ ∈ Ã, is the ẑML. If none ẑ ∈ Ã is found in the primary search, then a further search is
required. In the next search, the squared radius need to be updated as:

r2 = ||y−GzLR−LZF||2 + ∆ (2.36)

where ∆ is a constant increment. The selection of the squared radius increment ∆ strongly affects the
computational complexity, and its value has been obtained as a scaled variance of noise in such way that, a
lattice point inside the hypersphere is found with a high probability. Let σ2 be the variance of the entries
η ∈ Z2Nr×1, the squared radius increment is selected as ∆ = αNrσ

2, where α is calculated considering a
high probability of a lattice point be found inside the hypersphere; determination of suitable values of α were
proposed in this Doctoral Thesis [77] and can be found in Appendix A. With the updated radius, the search
is proceed aiming to obtain the closest lattice point to y in the hypersphere. The closest point ẑ ∈ Ã found
must be the ML detection result, ẑML. If none lattice point is found, a further search is required again.
Increase the sphere radius, r2, by another ∆ and perform a new SD search. This procedure is repeated until
ẑML and, consequently, ŝML = TẑML ∈ A is obtained. The proposed LR-SD algorithm for MIMO detections
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is summarized by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.3. These further searches for ŝML will certainly lead to a
complexity increase. In order to minimize this overhead two main procedures are proposed: a) optimization
of ∆; b) lookup table. The optimization of ∆ is performed in order to avoid further searches, see Appendix
A. The lookup table avoids the calculation of nodes already visited, so the complexity in subsequent searches
is greatly reduced; this procedure is detailed in Subsection 2.6.1.

Algorithm 2.3: LR-SD MIMO detector
Input: y,H
Output: ŝML

1: Execute LLL algorithm on H to obtain T and G (G = HT).
2: Compute the LZF decision statistic zLR−LZF = G†y.
3: Primary SD search: Execute the QR decomposition of G with initial radius r2 = ||y−GzLR−LZF||2.
4: if ẑ is found then
5: ŝML = Tẑ
6: End of the algorithm.
7: else
8: flag = 0
9: while flag = 0 do

10: Compute ∆ = αNrσ
2

11: r2 = r2 + ∆
12: Further SD Search: Try to find d̂ inside the sphere with the updated radius.
13: if ẑ is found then
14: ŝML = Tẑ
15: flag = 1
16: end if
17: end while
18: end if

2.6.1 Proposed Lookup Table Procedure

One among main issues in the sphere decoding tree search is related to avoid partial Euclidean distance
calculation of symbol vectors already calculated in past iterations. For example, considering two symbol
vectors: s1 = [1 1 −1 1]T and s2 = [−1 −1 −1 1]T. If the accumulated partial Euclidean distance
(PED), starting from the last symbol (upper triangular matrix) on the last two bits of s1, i.e. [−1 1]T,
exceeds the radius search, then considering the last two bits of s2 are equal to s1, will certainly exceed radius
search, thus its calculation is not necessary.

In conventional SD, the tree search procedure is easily performed with simple loops due to the well
defined boundary control related to the QAM constellation, as showed in Eq. (2.39). After the LR reduced
basis transformation, the system model is considered as described in (2.31) and the boundary control of the
transformed symbol vector z = T−1s is not well defined as in conventional QAM constellation, as exemplified
in Fig. 2.2, becoming a very complicated problem.
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As an example, consider a 2×2 MIMO with QSPK modulation. Let:

H =


-1.2556 -0.7481 -0.1827 0.5916
0.2331 -0.4549 -0.6305 -0.3911
0.1827 -0.5916 -1.2556 -0.7481
0.6305 0.3911 0.2331 -0.4549

 (2.37)

T =


1 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.38)

The matrix of possibilities of s ∈ {−1,1}2K is given by:
−1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 . . . 1
−1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . . 1
−1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 . . . 1
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 . . . 1

 (2.39)

As showed in Eq. (2.39), the possibilities of s can be arranged in uniform tree search, as the conventional
SD performs. When the constellation is transformed into the reduced basis, the LR-SD tree search becomes
irregular between each layer, as showed in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Example of the tree search expansion of the LR-SD.

Thus, the algorithm performs the tree search in all possible transformed symbol vectors, SLR = {z1,z2, . . . ,zn}
(based on all transformed QAM symbol vectors), storing the accumulated PED in a lookup table, while using
this table to avoid same calculations in others equal symbol vectors. The lookup table procedure is described
by the pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 2.4.
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Algorithm 2.4: Tree search of SD with Lookup Table Procedure
Input: G,y,SLR, r

2

Output: ẑ
1: Execute: QR decomposition of G = Q̃R̃.
2: Compute: x̃ = Q̃Ty.
3: Define: C→ size of y, equal to 2N
4: Define: S→ Lookup table matrix containing previous calculated symbol vectors.
5: Define: w→ vector containing accumulated PED of previous calculated symbol vectors.
6: Define: v→ value containing the last position stored in S.
7: for k = 1, . . . ,n do
8: Load: zk from SLR.
9: Define: dt = 0.

10: for l = C,. . . ,1 do
11: Search in Lookup table: Look for zk(l : C) in Lookup table matrix S
12: if zk(l : C) is found in S then
13: Define: a→ position found
14: Define: t= w(a)
15: else
16: Calculate: t= ||x̃(l)− R̃(l, l : C)zk(l : C)||2 +dt
17: Store in Lookup table: S(l : C,v) = zk(l : C)
18: Store PED: w(v) = t
19: Increase current position: v = v+ 1
20: end if
21: Define: dt = t
22: if dt > r2 then
23: Break current loop.
24: end if
25: if l = 1 then
26: Define: r2 = dt
27: Define: ẑ = zk
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
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2.7 Numerical Results

In this section, performance in terms of BER versus SNR under perfect and channel error estimates is analyzed;
further realistic MIMO detection performance analysis has been conducted considering channels correlated
scenarios. Along this section, numerical Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) results are depicted and examined.
Besides, 4-QAM modulation and Gray coding have been deployed across this section.

The MIMO detectors analyzed and their respective abbreviations in this section are presented in Table .

Table 2.1: Acronyms and descriptions of the investigated detectors

Acronym Description Described in

ML ML detector (optimal) Subsection 2.3.4
MMSE Linear MMSE detector Subsection 2.3.1

MMSE-OSIC MMSE with ordered SIC detector Subsection 2.3.3
LR-MMSE MMSE detector with LR preprocessing Subsection 2.3.1 and Section 2.4

LR-MMSE-OSIC MMSE with ordered SIC detector aided by LR Subsection 2.3.3 and Section 2.4

LR-SD
SD detector aided by LR, using the proposed

Sections 2.4 and 2.6
lookup table and α optimization procedures

The Fig. 2.3 compares the performance of the detectors under investigation in two scenarios: a) uncor-
related channels (ρ = 0.0) and b) highly correlated (ρ = 0.9). We consider Nt = Nr = 4 antennas, 4-QAM
modulation and pCSI. It may be noted in Fig. 2.3.(a) that even under perfect channel conditions (i.e., pCSI
and uncorrelated antennas) the LR preprocessing technique applied to the MMSE and MMSE-OSIC detectors
results in significant performance gain with the increase of the SNR: about 14 dB for the MMSE and 10 dB for
the MMSE-OSIC, considering the BER range of 10−3. In the highly correlated scenario of Fig. 2.3.(b), one can
conclude that the linear detector MMSE even with a joint OSIC strategy was not able to solve the detection
problem. When these detectors receive LR assistance, there is a clear gain in performance and diversity, more
precisely, the diversity order of these detectors equals the optimal ML. In addition, the OSIC aided by LR
also results in a significant performance gap of about 7 dB against its pure LR-MMSE version. Regarding the
LR-SD, as expected, its result was coincident with the optimal ML in both scenarios. Therefore, it is clear
that the LR preprocessing technique is an interesting choice when aiming for a performance improvement in
linear detectors, especially when there is a correlation between the antennas.

The condition of errors in the channel estimates is treated in Fig. 2.4. We consider a 4× 4 MIMO
system and uncorrelated channels. According to the results presented, it can be concluded that both the OSIC
cancellation strategy and the LR technique have not been shown to be efficient when there is iCSI. In both
the low, Fig. 2.4.(a), and high iCSI conditions, Fig. 2.4.(b), there was a similar performance degradation in
all investigated detectors.
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(a) Uncorrelated channel (ρ= 0.0)
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Figure 2.3: BER performance for the 4×4 MIMO detectors under 4−QAM, pCSI and: a) uncorrelated
channels, ρ= 0; b) highly correlated channels, ρ= 0.9.
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(a) low iCSI (nε = 2)
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Figure 2.4: Performance for the 4×4 MIMO detectors considering iCSI, uncorrelated channels (ρ= 0) and:
a) low iCSI, nε = 3; b) highly iCSI, nε = 10.
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2.8 Complexity Analysis

In this section, MIMO detectors complexities are presented. Table I summarizes the overall complexity related
to the analyzed MIMO detectors, considering Nt = Nr = Ng and M modulation order for the M -QAM.
The complexity of the ML-MIMO detector is included as reference. The complexity is evaluated in terms of
the total numbers of floating-point operations (flops), which one flop is defined as an addition, subtraction,
multiplication or division between two floating points numbers, and matrix and vector operations flop count
are based in [78]. Also, the complexity on the SQRD can be found in [63].

The complexity of LLL algorithm depends on the matrix size and also the antenna/channel correlation
index ρ. In [79] the complexity of this algorithm was evaluated by numerical experiment, considering δ = 3

4

and equal number of Tx and Rx antennas. The function that describe the complexity in numbers of flops has
been obtained by fitting, and given by:

fLLL(Ng,ρ) = (aebρ+ c)N3
g (2.40)

where a= 5.018×10−4, b= 13.48 and c= 8.396. It is worth noting that the computational complexity cost
for the LLL algorithm increases substantially under large-array configurations and medium-high correlation
index (ρ≥ 0.5).

From Table 2.2, it can be observed that ML has a prohibitive exponential complexity in any practical MIMO
system configuration with moderate or higher number of antennas for any channel correlated and estimation
errors scenarios. On the other hand, MMSE detector offers a lower complexity, with polynomial order O(N3

g ).
This complexity order is due to the matrix inversion operation. SIC-based MIMO detectors are capable to
provide substantial performance improvement without increase the order of complexity regarding the MMSE
MIMO detector; hence SIC-based MIMO topologies are able to offer a suitable BER performance-complexity
tradeoff. Furthermore, despite the same polynomial complexity order O(N3

g ) achieved by LR-MMSE detectors,
this MIMO detector topology presents a second complexity term that could become significant regard the first
one, given by the LLL function, fLLL, which is dependent of the level of channel/antennas correlation and
number of antennas, as predicted by (2.40). Under uncorrelated antennas scenarios, the LR-MMSE detectors
complexity has dominated by the first term, and this technique can demonstrate an attractive performance-
complexity trade-off for these scenarios. Besides, under low to medium correlation indexes, LR-aided MIMO
technique shows a affordable and manageable complexity, while preserving full diversity, which makes it a
promising near-optimum MIMO transmitting scheme.

The computational complexity in terms of average number of FLOPS versus SNR for the MIMO detectors
under uncorrelated and strongly correlated channels with 4×4 antennas are presented in Fig. 2.5. Indeed, Fig.
2.5.(a) depicts the complexity under uncorrelated channels, where one can notice that the proposed LR-SD
strategy results in FLOPS complexity much lower than the ML, while the performance achieved is similarly
optimal. Besides, the gap between sub-optimum detectors and their LR-aided versions are due to the fLLL

function computation. Regarding the MMSE-OSIC and LR-MMSE detectors, almost the same complexity in
all SNR regions is found. On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 2.3.(a) the performance of LR-MMSE is
superior than MMSE-OSIC, specially in high SNR region, as the LR-MMSE can achieve the same diversity
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Table 2.2: Detectors Complexity

MIMO Detector Number of flops

MMSE 26
3 N

3
g + 4N2

g

MMSE-OSIC 40
3 N

3
g + 13

3 N
2
g + 25

6 Ng

LR-MMSE 26
3 N

3
g + 4N2

g +fLLL(Ng,ρ)
LR-MMSE-OSIC 40

3 N
3
g + 13

3 N
2
g + 25

6 Ng +fLLL(Ng,ρ)
LR-SD 160

3 N3
g + 56N2

g −4Ng +fLLL(Ng,ρ)
+favg−nodes(Ng,ρ,γ)

ML (8N2
g + 2Ng)MNg

order of the ML detector. Moreover, in Fig. 2.5.(b) the same scenario with strongly correlated channels are
presented; it can be observed that the complexity of fLLL function becomes preponderant on the average
number of FLOPS of these LR-aided suboptimal detectors. Also, due to the increased complexity imposed
by the fLLL function, the OSIC algorithm complexity becomes negligible indicating LR-MMSE-OSIC a worth
choice due to the better performance presented in Fig. 2.3.(b). It is also noticed that the proposed LR-SD
also has a significant increase in its total complexity, again due to the expressive complexity increment from
the LR technique; on the other hand, still results in complexity lower than ML.

2.9 Illustrative results: conventional MIMO to LS-MIMO

In this section, we intend to make a connection of MIMO scenarios, where it is considered a low amount of
antennas, to LS-MIMO, in which number of antennas grows up to the order of hundreds. In addition, the
transition between low and high system loadings and the resulted performances from the main linear detectors
described in this chapter are discussed.

Fig. 2.6 illustrates the performance of the linear detectors in QPSK modulation, considering several
scenarios of a) low system loading and b) high system loading. One can notice that the simple MF detection
technique of treating interference from other transmitted signals as noise does not solve the detection problem
either under low or high system loading conditions. In low system loading scenarios of Fig. 2.6.a, the MMSE
and ZF detectors showed similar and good performances, moreover the resulted performance improves with
increasing antennas, denoting that both strategies are able to deal with LS-MIMO detection problem when
the system is under low loading. Increasing the system loading, i.e., β ≥ 0.75 scenario of Fig. 2.6.b, one can
notice that the ZF detector performance degrades in relation to the MMSE. Increasing the system loading,
i.e., β ≥ 0.75 scenario of Fig. 2.6.b, it may be noted that the ZF detector performance degrades in relation
to the MMSE. This degradation can be gently observed when β = 0.75, where it resulted in a performance
gap between the detectors and more prominently in the full loading situation, where the ZF detector can
not deal with the MIMO detection problem, resulting in similar performance to MF. In addition, one can
notice that, in low and high system loading scenarios, the linear detection techniques ZF and MMSE present
a performance gain with the increase of the number of antennas, demonstrating the potential for LS-MIMO
schemes, however, when the loading is full, only the MMSE detector was able to demonstrate satisfactory
performance.
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(a) Uncorrelated channel (ρ= 0.0)
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Figure 2.5: Flop complexities for the analysed MIMO detectors with 4×4 antennas and pCSI in two
scenarios: a) uncorrelated channels, ρ= 0; b) highly correlated channels, ρ= 0.9.
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In this sense, in the following chapters, where the LS-MIMO system is characterized and implemented
through various detection techniques, the MMSE detector often appears as the initial solution, which can be
iteratively improved by more advanced LS-MIMO detection strategies.

2.10 Chapter conclusions

In this chapter, the introductory MIMO system model as well as the conventional MIMO detection techniques
were presented. In addition, the main results obtained with the application of the LR preprocessing technique
were presented.

It is possible to conclude that the LR aid in linear detection in both correlated and uncorrelated channels
results in performance gain by increasing the diversity order. When there is a high correlation between the
antennas, the diversity order gain for the linear detectors is more conspicuous, leading the diversity order from
a practically null condition to the optimal one. On the other hand, in these scenarios the LR complexity
becomes preponderant in the total computation of these detectors FLOPS complexity.

Regarding the LR-SD with the proposed procedures of lookup table and optimization of the α parameter,
as expected, an optimum performance was achieved, however with less complexity than the ML detector. On
the other hand, in scenarios with strongly correlated antennas, the complexity gap between these detectors is
reduced, due to the increased complexity of the LLL algorithm.

In the next chapter, the LS-MIMO system model is presented, which will serve as the basis for the main
investigation developed in this Thesis. In addition, a comparative analysis of computational complexity among
the most promising LS-MIMO detection techniques listed in the literature is presented.
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Figure 2.6: Performance of linear detectors MF, ZF and MMSE, in QPSK modulation, considering several
antenna configurations: a) low system loading and b) high system loading scenarios.
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3 System Model for LS-MIMO Systems

This chapter describes the multi-user LS-MIMO system model, referring to the main scenario adopted in
this work. The considered uplink channel (UL) system model is explained in addition to the computational
complexities of the LS-MIMO detection techniques studied in this Thesis.

3.1 System Model

For simplicity, unicellular (single-cell) scenarios is considered, according to the model commonly adopted in
the literature related to LS-MIMO detection [22, 80–84].

The considered UL single-cell MIMO communication system operating in multiplexing gain mode with K
active single-antenna users and N receive antennas at the BS is disposed in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Single-cell uplink LS-MIMO communication system with K single antenna UEs and a BS
equipped with N receive antennas.

The communication channel is similar to the conventional MIMO disposed in Section 2.2. It is assumed
frequency-flat fading channel denoted by the complex matrix Hc ∈ CN×K . The elements of Hc are i.i.d.
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complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance, i.e., Hci,k ∼ CN [0;1], where Hci,k

denotes the element in the i-th row and k-th column of the matrix Hc. In other words, the fading coefficients
matrix follow a Rayleigh distribution for amplitudes, representing NLOS communication, while the phase a
uniform distribution in the interval (0,2π].

Let sc be the K×1 complex vector corresponding to the K symbolsM -QAM transmitted over the single-
antenna UEs, sc ∈AKc where Ac denotes the QAM constellation adopted. The UL received signal, yci , at the
i-th BS antenna can be written as:

yci =
K∑
j=1

Hci,jscj +ηci , i= 1, . . . ,N (3.1)

= Hci,ksck︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+
K∑

j=1,j 6=k
Hci,jscj︸ ︷︷ ︸

intracellular interference

+ ηci︸︷︷︸
AWGN

.

where yci denotes the i-th element of the complex received signal vector yc, scj is the j-th element of sc and
where ηci denotes i-th element of the AWGN vector ηηηc. In matrix form, the received signal vector at the BS
can be re-written as

yc = Hcsc+ηηηc (3.2)

The system loading factor, β, is defined as:
β = K

N
(3.3)

The average received SNR at each receive antenna can be modeled as:

γ = KPs
σ2 , (3.4)

where Ps is the power of the received symbols. For simplicity, in Eq. (2.3) it is considered a perfect power
control at the receiver, i.e., the large-scale fading effect is compensated in such a way that all K users’ signals
are received with equal power at the BS, and assumed equal to KPs, denoting the total sum power available
at the transmitters [12]. The adopted unicellular multiuser LS-MIMO model can be seen as a point-to-point
MIMO architecture, except that there is no possibility of correlation between the transmitting antennas, so
that point-to-point MIMO detection algorithms can be applied.

An equivalent real-valued system model of the received signal can also be given, and is expressed as in
Eq. (2.4).

For the QAM alphabet Ac, the elements of s assume integer values from the underlying pulse-amplitude
modulation (PAM) alphabet A, i.e., s ∈ A2K .

3.2 Duplexing protocols

The system model presented in Section 3.1 considers the perfect knowledge of the channel parameters in
the BS, however, it is known that, in practice, such parameters are not available and should be estimated,
occupying the system’s temporal resource for the estimation process.
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In the case of MU-LS-MIMO systems, the scheme for channel estimation is directly related to the adopted
duplexing protocol, being the most used in such systems: time division duplexing (TDD) and frequency division
duplexing (FDD). Both modes of transmission are considered full duplex.

The operation in each of these protocols is described below, and the advantages and disadvantages of
each are also discussed.

3.2.1 Time Division Duplexing

In TDD mode, UL and DL (downlink) transmissions occupy distinct time bands, but both use the same
frequency spectrum. Because they share the same band, the UL and DL channels have reciprocity (within the
channel coherence time), i.e., estimating the CSI in one of the transmission channels, for example UL, there
will be equivalence to the another, in this case DL.

The Figure 3.2 shows the time frame for channel estimation and data transmission DL and UL in the TDD
mode, within a channel coherence time, (∆t)c seconds, or T = (∆t)c

Ts
symbols; where Ts is symbol period, in

second. In the UL channel, since the BS requires the channel state information (CSI) to detect the signals,
the process starts with the transmission of pilot sequences (PS) by each of the active K users to BS, since
the PSs should be orthogonal to each other, at least K symbols are required. The BS performs the processing
of these pilots, using a channel estimation technique, for CSI acquisition. The K UEs then transmit data
information to the BS. With the use of the estimated CSI, the BS performs the detection of the K signals
transmitted by the UEs, using one of the low complexity detection techniques, such as those discussed in the
Chapters 4 and 5. In the DL channel, due to channel reciprocity, the estimated CSI in UL has equivalence in
DL. Thus, the data information transmission by the BS can be precoded, however, for the detection of these
signals by the UEs it is necessary to estimate the effective channel gain. For this, K orthogonal pilot sequences
are transmitted by BS, in which there is possibility of using beamforming since the CSI is already estimated.
Again, at least K symbols for training (sending the pilot sequences) DL are required. Alternatively, blind
estimation can be used for effective channel gain, as recommended in [85], thus DL training is not required,
which results in pilot overhead reduction. At the end, DL data information is transmitted to the K UEs,
where precoding techniques can be used. In total, at least 2K symbols are required for UL and DL training
and therefore 2K < T .

Figure 3.2: Temporal structure of transmission/estimation in a MU-LS-MIMO system in TDD mode.
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The main advantages and disadvantages of TDD mode in MU-LS-MIMO systems are listed below:

• TDD advantages

1. Reciprocity of uplink and downlink channels: significant advantage, especially in DL, since there is
no need for feedback, from UEs to BS, regarding CSI, necessary for precoding;

2. Ease of change in the uplink/downlink time relationship: depending on the system’s requirement,
one can easily change the time period intended for UL and DL transmission.

• TDD disadvantages

1. Pilot contamination: is the main drawback of TDD mode, representing a serious constraint on
the overall system efficiency. It occurs due to the reuse of PSs in different users, in a multi-
cell scenario. Currently, it is one of the most important topics within the MU-LS-MIMO subject
and intense efforts are being made in the literature in order to combat the effect of the pilot
contamination [86–90], being a promising field for studies;

2. Greater implementation difficulty (compared to FDD): due to the time division between the DL and
UL channels, there is a need for greater accuracy in certain parameters, such as synchronization,
guard intervals, among others.

3.2.2 Frequency Division Duplexing

In FDD mode, UL and DL transmissions occupy distinct frequency bands, so each channel is dedicated
exclusively (full time) to the UL or DL transmission. In this way, there is simplification of implementation,
since each channel is always “open”. On the other hand, since they occupy different regions of the spectrum,
there is no equivalence between the UL and DL channels, being necessary the estimation of the channel in
both links.

Figure 3.3 shows the channel estimation scheme and data transmission for the UL and DL channels in FDD
mode, considering that both channels have coherence times equal to (∆t)c seconds, or T = (∆t)c

Ts
symbols;

where Ts is the symbol period, in seconds. In the UL channel, it begins with training with K orthogonal PSs,
requiring at least K channel usage symbols. Then, UL data transmission from the K UEs to the BS occurs.
With the use of estimated CSIs in training, the BS detects the K signals transmitted by the UEs. In addition,
it is necessary that the UL channel perform the feedback of the NK DL channel estimates, which requires at
least N symbols. In the DL channel, there is no channel reciprocity and therefore the CSI should be estimated
for use of precoding in the BS. Thus, N orthogonal pilot sequences are transmitted by the N BS antennas to
the K UEs. Each user will perform the estimation of N channels based on received pilots. Next, there is a
need for estimated CSI feedback through the UL, so BS can perform the precoding of the data information.
With the CSI, the BS performs the precoding of the signals and the transmission of data symbols via DL. In
total, at least N +K symbols are required to use the UL channel and N symbols for the downlink. In this
way, it is required that N +K < T for the UL and N < T for the DL, and thus the restriction in FDD mode
is N +K < T . This is an immediate disadvantage in FDD, since pilot overhead depends on the number of N
antennas in BS, which is high for MU-LS-MIMO systems, causing high pilot overhead.
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Figure 3.3: Temporal structure of transmission/estimation in a MU-LS-MIMO system in FDD mode.

Key advantages and disadvantages of FDD mode in MU-LS-MIMO systems include:

• FDD advantages

1. Pilot contamination effect can be bypassed: since the DL and UL channels are allocated in different
frequency bands and there is no division of the channel coherence time between the transmissions,
one has the possibility of using longer PSs, so that there is no repetition of PSs in adjacent cells. In
addition, there is the possibility of using other strategies, such as allocation of different frequency
bands between adjacent cells;

2. Simpler implementation in terms of synchronization and guarding periods (compared to TDD):
since the allocation of each transmission path in different bands is sufficient, each channel remains
constantly “open” to the UL or DL.

• FDD disadvantages

1. Estimation of both channels (DL and UL) and need for feedback: FDD mode disadvantage and
the reason why most works in the literature assume the TDD mode in MU-LS-MIMO systems.
Thus, for DL channel estimation, it is required that the BS send pilot signals and, after channel
estimation by the UEs, the estimates must be returned to the BS for precoding in a time period
substantially lower than the channel coherence time (to avoid pilot overhead). In the case of FDD
MU-LS-MIMO, currently much of the efforts in the literature are about the DL channel estimation
[91–94], being, also, a promising field for future studies;

2. Difficulty changing the uplink/downlink relationship: since the most common implementation would
be dividing the band into two equal parts (for UL and DL), in case of higher demand for one of
the transmission channels, the real-time change in this relationship is a complex process.
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The detection techniques investigated in this Thesis can be applied in both TDD and FDD modes since
the PS training and channel estimation step are not considered. However, as will be shown in the Subsection
6.1, there is a research direction in multicellular scenarios, in order to consider the effect of inter-cellular
interference given by the pilot contamination. Therefore, the duplexing protocol adopted in this Doctoral
research is the TDD.

3.2.3 Computational Complexities of Detection Techniques

Table 3.1 indicates the computational complexity of the detection techniques investigated during this research.
The study and discussion of such techniques served as a basis for conjectures and contributions in the area of
efficient detection in LS-MIMO systems, arranged in Chapters 4 and 5.

It can be seen from Table 3.1 that most of the detection techniques presented per-symbol symbol of
the order O(K2), which is considered an acceptable computational complexity for the LS-MIMO systems
implementation. The complexity of the SD detector, according to [67, 68] is variable with the order of the
constellation, denoted by Ao, and by the parameter ς which represents the complexity with the channel
conditions (or noise level) and therefore inversely proportional to the SNR, ς ∝ 1

γ . As regards the per-symbol
complexity of the FG-BP detector, it has been demonstrated in Chapter 4 (see also the published paper in
Appendix C) that it has a per-symbol complexity of O(N), which represents the lowest per-symbol complexity
order detector among those investigated in this work. In addition, one can conclude that the heuristic detection
techniques based on searches, i.e., LAS, RTS and LTS, present first per-symbol complexity order in their
searches, being impacted by the quadratic complexity of the initial solution.

Table 3.1: Computational complexity of the detection techniques investigated in this work

Detectors Per-symbol complexity
Linear ZF O(K2)

Linear MMSE O(K2)
MP based on MRF-BP O(K2)
MP based on FG-BP O(N)

LAS (heuristic)
Initial (MMSE/ZF): O(K2)

LAS search: O(K)
Total : O(K2)

RTS (heuristic)
Initial (MMSE/ZF): O(K2)

RTS search: O(K)
Total : O(K2)

LTS (heuristic)
Initial (MMSE/ZF): O(K2)

LAS search: O(K)
Total : O(K2)

SD O(AoςKK2)
RID-MMSE O(K)

Conventional GS O(K2)
MGS O(K2)
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3.3 Chapter conclusions

In this chapter the general system model was described, which will serve as a theoretical basis for the LS-MIMO
detection techniques to be presented in the next chapters of this Thesis.

In the next chapter, the message passing detector is discussed both through different graphical models,
focusing on the damping factor analysis, which represents one of the contributions of this Doctoral work.
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4 Message Passing Detectors for Large Scale
MIMO Systems: Damping Factor Analysis

In this chapter, a MP detector based on BP algorithm for MRF and FG graphical models is analyzed under
different LS-MIMO scenarios. The MD method is adapted to be applied in both MRF and FG approaches and
an extensive analysis of such a method is performed in a variety of LS-MIMO scenarios, in order to compose
a numerical approximation to propose an optimal DF value for MRF-BP.

Initially, a brief bibliographic review is addressed. Then, the MRF-BP and FG-BP detectors besides the
respective MD strategy application are presented. Next, the main numerical results obtained are presented
and the proposed optimal value determination for the DF is described. Finally, the remarks are made.

4.1 Introduction

BP based detectors have demonstrated a near optimal performance in LS-MIMO scenarios with low compu-
tational complexity [80, 95–97]. In [98], a Gaussian BP detector is proposed in a coded MIMO environment
and its convergence is investigated under two different graph types, showing that the proposed Gaussian BP
in fully connected pairwise graph has a faster convergence than ring type pairwise graph. In the work of [84],
a Gaussian Message Passing Iterative Detection (GMPID) is considered in a massive multiuser MIMO system
with LDPC decoding process; the convergence of GMPID detector is analyzed and demonstrated that it may
not converge when system loading β ≥ (

√
2−1)2, in this sense, a new scale-and-add GMPID (SA-GMPID) is

proposed which performs a faster and wide convergence range (for any β ≤ 1).

Moreover, MP algorithms based on BP has been reported, in recent literature, as a promising detection
procedure in single-carrier spatial modulation LS-MIMO systems [99]. Another efficient MP algorithms, based
on BP technique, are such that LS-detectors inspired in graphical models, as factor graph or FG [20] and
Markov random fields or MRF [100]. In some situations, BP algorithm may fail to converge, and if it does
converge, the estimated marginal probabilities may be far from exact [101]. However, there are several
methods in the literature to improve the convergence of BP algorithm, including message damping method
[102, 103] and double loop methods [104, 105]. The MD method applied to the MP algorithm based on
MRF graphical model is presented in [20], where three types of damping are performed: message damping,
belief damping and hybrid damping, showing that both message/belief damping significantly improves the
performance without a relevant increase in computational complexity. In [80], MP detectors using MRF or FG
approach are also presented and the MD method, applied exclusively in MRF-BP, demonstrated to achieve a
relevant performance gain with a negligible complexity increment; besides, in the same work, a hybrid reactive
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tabu search BP is proposed in order to perform in high order QAM constellations. Although MD method has
been proven to achieve a significant performance improvement, the DF values adopted in the previous works
in the literature are valid only for specific system operation scenarios considered, while its extension for large
MIMO schemes has not been investigated so far.

Table 4.1 below presents a summary of contributions, found in the literature, that make use of MP
algorithms for signal detection in LS-MIMO systems.

Table 4.1: Synthesis of contributions in MP detectors for LS-MIMO.

Year Authors Contributions
2011 Goldberger et al.

[106]
It is proposed a technique based on GTA and BP for MIMO detection in high order
constellations. The proposed technique demonstrates better performance results
when compared to MMSE and MMSE-SIC.

2011 Som et al. [80] It is demonstrated that the use of MRF-BP and FG-BP detectors in LS-MIMO-ISI
(inter-symbol interference) channels results in almost optimal performance with low
complexity. In addition, it is shown that the performance tends to improve with
the increase of the number of antennas, which favors the application in LS-MIMO
scenarios.

2013 Abiko et al. [107] It is considered the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) analysis for validation and
convergence of iterative detection using BP in LS-MIMO scenarios. The results
indicate that there is convergence of performance of the BP detector when the
number of antennas is equal to 100.

2014 Wu et al. [108] It is proposed algorithms based on MP iterative approximation using Gaussian
approximation, expectation propagation, first order approximation, which demon-
strate acceptable performance versus computational complexity relation.

2015 Shengchu Wang et
al. [109]

An MP detector based on the low-complexity GDL algorithm is developed. The
detector shows good performance in LS-MIMO scenarios based on the a priori
received signal distribution and hybrid measurements on the BS.

2016 Liu et al. [84] A study on the convergence of of the GMPID for the MMSE detector in LS-MIMO
scenarios with low and medium loads is carried out. It is demonstrated that for
system loading greater than β ≥ (

√
2− 1)2, the GMPID does not converge. It is

proposed an SA-GMPID detector, which has proven convergence for the MMSE to
K/N < 1, with no relevant complexity increase to the GMPID.

Due to the applicability and success of BP in LS-MIMO detection [80, 99, 100, 110], BP detectors based on
a MRF and FG graphical models are considered in this Doctoral work. Furthermore, message damping method
is applied and a BER performance × computational complexity analysis relating the DF value is performed.
Our extensive analysis considers wide range of antennas configurations, matching large-scale MIMO, and SNR
region scenarios, aiming to demonstrate the performance-complexity gain obtained with the MRF-BP detector
deploying the proposed optimal damping factor.

4.2 System Model and Basic Concepts

The complex-valued system model adopted is described in Section 3.1. The transmitted symbols from the
single-antenna UEs follow a BPSK modulation, i.e., sc ∈ AK , where A = {−1,+1}. It is considered that
the minimum spacing between the Rx antennas is obeyed, so that there is no correlation between antennas,
ρTx = 0; also, a pCSI is provided at the BS.
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4.2.1 Graphical Models

Graphical models (GMs) are graphs that indicate inter-dependencies between random variables [111]. Statis-
tical distributions that exhibit some structure can generally be represented naturally and compactly using a
GM, that is the case of distributions of interest in MIMO systems (e.g., vector of received symbols). The GM
structure often allows the statistical distribution of interest to be effectively used for inference, i.e., answering
certain questions of interest using the distribution [12]. Three basic graphical models widely used to represent
statistical distributions include Bayesian belief networks [112], Markov random fields [113] and factor graphs
[114].

The MRF is an undirected graph whose vertices are random variables, which consists in a graph composed
only of variable nodes. The variables are such that any variable is independent of all the other variables, given
its neighbours. For instance, a MIMO system under multiplexing gain mode (Mux-MIMO) can be conveniently
modeled through an MRF in which each transmitted symbol is represented by a variable node in the GM. Since
each transmit antenna is used to transmit a separate symbol, there are K nodes in such graph. Considering
that every transmitted symbol interferes with every other transmitted symbol in a Mux-MIMO mode, the
graph is fully connected.

Another type of GM that can be conveniently used in the representation of the LS-MIMO detection
problem is the factor graph. FG are bipartite graphs, i.e., there are two types of nodes in a FG: variable nodes
and function nodes (or observation nodes). Variable nodes are usually denoted as circles and function nodes
are usually denoted as squares. A factor graph explicitly depicts the factorization of a function, typically a
probability distribution, into several local functions; and each local function depends on a subset of the set of
all variables. In the case of MIMO systems, the transmitted symbols can be denoted by the variable nodes and
the received signal (at each receive antenna) by the observation nodes. At each type of node, a calculation
is evaluated and transferred to the other type of node. This inter-transfer between variable and observation
nodes is performed for a fixed number of iterations.

Therefore, the main difference between these models refers that MRF is a fully connected graphic with
only variable nodes, whereas FG is a bipartite graph consisted by variable nodes and function (or observation)
nodes. Also, the message update functions on each model are different.

4.2.2 Belief Propagation

Belief propagation is a technique that solves probabilistic inference problems usually implemented in graphical
models. BP is a simple, yet highly effective, procedure that has been successfully employed in a variety
of applications including computational biology, statistical signal/image processing, data mining, etc. The
BP algorithm is widely recognized as an efficient tool that can be used to solve several problems, including
wireless communications questions as well [111]. The goal is to detect a hidden input (e.g., transmitted symbol
in MIMO systems) from its observed output (e.g., received signal in MIMO systems). The system can be
represented as a GM and the system input detection is equivalent to carry out inference on the corresponding
graph. More precisely, BP is a procedure used to compute the marginalization of functions by passing messages
on a graphical model [12]. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, BP is the most common strategy adopted to
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implement message passing principle. Other message passing algorithms can be addressed as generalized
distributive law [115] and sum-product algorithm [114].

4.3 Message Passing via MRF for Large Scale MIMO Detection

This section presents a BP based detector that employs message passing on a MRF [80]. Consider the system
model in Eq. (3.1). The maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector takes the joint a posteriori distribution:

p(sc|yc,Hc)∝ p(yc|sc,Hc).p(s) (4.1)

The MAP estimation of the bit si, i= 1, ...,K is given by

ŝi = argmax
a ∈ {−1,+1}

p(si = a|yc,Hc) (4.2)

whose complexity is exponential in K [12].

Given sc and Hc, yc is a complex Gaussian random vector with mean Hcsc and covariance σ2IN . Thus,

p(yc|sc,Hc)∝ exp
(
−||yc−Hcsc||2

2σ2

)
(4.3)

Assuming that the symbols in sc are all independent, also a necessary condition for a MRF procedure [12].
Hence, a priori probability for the transmitted symbol vector is given by

p(sc) =
∏
i

p(sci) (4.4)

From Eqs. (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), the conditional probability function can be written as:

p(sc|yc,Hc) ∝ exp
(
−||yc−Hcsc||2

2σ2

)
exp(lnp(sc)) = exp

( −1
2σ2 (yc−Hcsc)H(yc−Hcsc)

)∏
i

exp(lnp(sci))

∝ exp
( −1

2σ2 (sH
c HH

c Hcsc−2<{sH
c HH

c yc})
)∏

i

exp(lnp(sci)) (4.5)

Defining the channel correlation matrix Rc =
(

1
σ2

)
HH
c Hc and v =

(
1
σ2

)
HH
c yc, Eq. (4.5) can be rewritten

as:

p(sc|yc,Hc) ∝ exp

−∑
i<j

<{s∗circi,jscj}

exp
(∑

i

<{s∗civi}
)∏

i

exp(lnp(sci))

=

∏
i<j

exp
(
−sci<{rci,j}scj

)(∏
i

exp(sci<{vi}+ lnp(sci))
)

(4.6)

where vi and rci,j are the elements of v and Rc, respectively.

Analyzing Eq. (4.6), it is seen that the MRF of the MIMO system presents pair-wise interactions with
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the potentials1 defined by:
ψi,j(sci ,scj ) = exp

[
−sci<{rci,j}scj

]
(4.7)

φi(sci) = exp[sci<{vi}+ lnp(sci)] (4.8)

The values of ψ and φ define, respectively, the edge and self potentials of the MRF graphical model
to which message passing algorithm is applied to compute the marginal probabilities of the variables. BP
algorithm attempts to estimate the marginal probabilities of all the variables by way of passing messages
between the local nodes.

A message from node j to node i is denoted by mj,i(sci), and the belief at node i is denoted bi(sci),
sci ∈ {±1}. The belief bi(sci) depends on how likely sci was transmitted. On the other hand, mj,i(sci) depends
on how likely that node j evaluates sci was transmitted . The message from node i to a neighboring node j
is then given by:

m̃i,j(scj ) =
∑
sci

φi(sci)ψi,j(sci ,scj )
∏

k∈B(i)\j
mk,i(sci) (4.9)

where B(i) denotes the set of all nodes neighboring the node i and B(i)\j denotes the same neighborhood,
except the node j. Eq. (4.9) actually constitutes an iteration, as the message is defined in terms of the
messages from other nodes. So, BP essentially involves computing the outgoing messages from a node to
each of its neighbors using the local joint compatibility function and the incoming messages and transmitting
them [12]. The algorithm terminates after a fixed number of iterations, Imrf. In Fig. 4.1, a diagram describing
in simplicity the operation of the MRF-BP described in this subsection is shown.

Figure 4.1: Diagram of MRF-BP, based on Markov random field graph model, where m1,k is the message
from node 1 to node k of Eq. (4.9).

4.3.1 Message Damping on MRF-BP Detector

The MD method can be used to improve the convergence of BP algorithm. The messages to be passed are
computed as a weighted average of the message in the previous iteration and the message in the current
iteration [102, 103]. Thus, the damped message to be passed from node i to node j in iteration t, denoted

1A fully connected subgraph of an MRF is called a clique; the variables in an MRF, constrained by a compatibility function is
known as a (clique) potential.
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by m(t)
i,j (scj ), is computed as a convex combination of the previous message and the current message as:

m
(t)
i,j (scj ) = αm

(t−1)
i,j (scj ) + (1−α)m̃(t)

i,j (scj ) (4.10)

where m̃(t)
i,j (xj) and m

(t−1)
i,j (xj) denotes, respectively, the current message in iteration t and the previous

message in iteration t−1, and α ∈ (0,1] is referred as the damping factor. This simple damping of messages
has been shown to be very effective in improving BP convergence and performance [102]. As shown in
numerical results section, considering the LS-MIMO detection context, message damping method can improve
performance significantly, without increasing the computational complexity. Furthermore, the analysis of DF
in different LS-MIMO configurations is one of the contributions of this Doctoral work.

Damping of messages can be carried out in each iteration. The final belief about the variable sci is
computed as:

bi(sci)∝ φi(sci)
∏

j∈B(i)
mj,i(scj ) (4.11)

In the case of a coded system, the soft output of the algorithm bi(sci) can be directly fed to the decoder.
A pseudocode for the MRF-BP described above is listed in Algorithm 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1: MRF-BP for LS-MIMO detection
1: Initialization
2: m(0)

i,j (scj ) = 0.5, p(sci = 1) = p(sci =−1) = 0.5, ∀i, j = 1, . . . ,K
3: m̃(0)

i,j (scj ) = 0.5, ∀i, j = 1, . . . ,K
4: Rc =

( 1
σ2
)
HH
c Hc; v =

( 1
σ2
)
HH
c yc

5: for i= 1 to K do
6: φi(sci) = exp(sci<{vi}+ ln(p(sci)))
7: end for
8: for i= 1 to K do
9: for j = 1 to K, j 6= i do

10: ψi,j(sci ,scj ) = exp
(
−sci<{rci,j}scj

)
11: end for
12: end for
13: Iterative update of messages
14: for t= 1 to Imrf do
15: Message calculation
16: for i= 1 to K do
17: for j = 1 to K, j 6= i do
18: m̃

(t)
i,j (scj )∝

∑
sci
φi(sci)ψi,j(sci ,scj )

∏
k∈B(i)\jm

(t−1)
k,i (sci)

19: Damping messages
20: m

′(t)
i,j (scj ) = (αmrf)m(t−1)

i,j (scj ) + (1−αmrf)m̃(t)
i,j (scj )

21: Messages normalization

22: m
(t)
i,j (scj ) =

m
′(t)
i,j

(scj )∑
xj
m
′(t)
i,j

(scj )

23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: Belief calculation
27: for i= 1 to K do
28: bi(sci)∝ φi(sci)

∏
j∈B(i)m

(Imrf)
j,i (sci)

29: end for
30: Detection of data bits
31: ŝci = argmax

sci∈{±1}
bi(sci), ∀i, j = 1, . . . ,Nt

32: Terminate

4.4 Message Passing via FG for Large Scale MIMO Detection

Considering each entry of the observation vector yc as a function node (observation node) in a factor graph, and
each transmitted symbol as a variable node. Considering the received signal from Eq. (3.1), the interference-
plus-noise term is given by:

yci = hci,ksck +
K∑

j=1,j 6=k
hci,jscj +ηci︸ ︷︷ ︸

interference-plus-noise ,λi,k

, hci,ksck +λi,k (4.12)
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In order to reduce the computational complexity, the interference-plus-noise term can be approximated
by a scalar Gaussian approximation (SGA) [80]. Thus, , λi,k, which refers to the message from the ith
observation node, yci , to the kth variable node, sck , is modeled as CB(µλik ,σ2

λik
) with mean and variance

given, respectively, by:

µλik =
K∑

j=1,j 6=k
hci,jE

{
scj

}
(4.13)

σ2
λik

=
K∑

j=1,j 6=k
|hci,j |Var

{
scj

}
+σ2 (4.14)

where Var{·} denotes the statistical variance operator.

Hence, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for the symbol sck ∈ {+1,−1} at the observation node i, denoted
by Λki , can be expressed by

Λ̃ki = ln p(yci |Hc,sck = +1)
p(yci |Hc,sck =−1) = 4

σ2
λik

<
{
h∗ci,k(yci−µλik)

}
(4.15)

From Eq. (4.15), the LLR values are computed at the observation nodes and passed (messaged) to the
variable nodes. Using the LLR value, received through ith observation node message, the kth variable node
computes the conditional probability of sck = +1, given the received signal yc, as:

p̃k+
i , pi(sck = +1|yc)

=
exp(

∑N
l=1,l 6=iΛkl )

1 + exp(
∑N
l=1,l 6=iΛkl )

(4.16)

Hence, the probabilities from Eq. (4.16) are passed back to the observation nodes. In Fig. 4.2, the graph
model diagram describing in simplicity the operation of the FG-BP described in this subsection is shown.

Figure 4.2: The graph model diagram of FG-BP, where pk+,(t)
i is the conditional probability of Eq. (4.16)

and Λki is the LLR of Eq. (4.15).
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The message passing between observation nodes and variable nodes is carried out for a certain number
of iterations, called Ifg. After that, the estimated symbol, ŝck , is detected as:

s̃ck =
N∑
i=1

Λki (4.17)

ŝck = sgn(s̃ck) (4.18)

Note that s̃ck in Eq. (4.17) is a soft output from the LLR computation. In the case of a coded system,
the soft output can be directly fed to the decoder. Moreover, from Eq. (4.18) the estimated symbol ŝck is
obtained as a hard-limiting of s̃ck , since a BPSK modulation is considered. Due to the factor graph model
and the scalar Gaussian approximation of the interference, this algorithm is called FG-BP SGA; however, the
last term is omitted in the remainder of this work for textual simplification.

4.4.1 Message Damping on FG-BP Detector

In this work, we proposed the application of the MD method in the FG-BP detector. Thus, the calculation of
the LLR at the observation nodes and the probabilities at the variable nodes are given in its damped version
by:

Λk,(t)i = (αfg)Λk,(t−1)
i + (1−αfg)Λ̃k,(t)i (4.19)

p
k+,(t)
i = (βfg)pk+,(t−1)

i + (1−βfg)p̃k+,(t)
i (4.20)

where αfg and βfg are the DF for the FG-BP at the observation and variable nodes, respectively.

A pseudocode for the FG-BP algorithm described above is listed in Algorithm 4.2.
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Algorithm 4.2: FG-BP for LS-MIMO detection
1: Initialization
2: Λk,(0)

i = Λ̃k,(0)
i = 0, p

k+,(0)
i = p̃

k+,(0)
i = 0.5, sΛk = 0, µλik = σ2

λik
= sµλi = sσ2

λi
= 0, ∀i,k = 1, . . . ,K

3: for t= 1 to Ifg do
4: Computation of LLRs at observation nodes
5: for i= 1 to N do
6: sµλi =

∑K
j=1hi,j(2p

j+
i −1)

7: sσ2
λi

= 4
∑K
j=1 |hci,j |2p

j+
i (1−pj+i )

8: for k = 1 to K do
9: µλik = sµλi −hcik(2pk+

i −1)
10: σ2

λik
= sσ2

λi
−4|hcik |2p

k+
i (1−pk+

i ) +σ2

11: Λ̃k,(t)i = (4/σ2
λik

)<
{
h∗cik(yci −µλik)

}
12: Damping messages at observation nodes
13: Λk,(t)i = (αfg)Λk,(t−1)

i + (1−αfg)Λ̃k,(t)i

14: end for
15: end for
16: Computation of probabilities at variable nodes
17: for k = 1 to K do
18: sΛk =

∑N
l=1 Λk,(t)l

19: for i= 1 to N do

20: p̃
k+,(t)
i =

exp(sΛk −Λk,(t)i )
1 + exp(sΛk −Λk,(t)i )

21: Damping messages at variable nodes
22: p

k+,(t)
i = (βfg)pk+,(t−1)

i + (1−βfg)p̃k+,(t)
i

23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: Detection of data bits
27: for k = 1 to K do
28: ŝck = sgn(

∑N
i=1 Λki )

29: end for
30: Terminate

4.5 Numerical Results

In this section the uncoded BER performance related to the MRF-BP and FG-BP LS-MIMO detectors is
evaluated through MCS. The simulations are performed assuming that pCSI is available at the receiver side
and there is no antenna correlation. Besides, an extensive numerical analysis on the optimal value for the
DF is carried out considering wide large-scale antennas scenarios and SNR regions. Finally, computational
complexity of the MRF-BP and FG-BP algorithms are compared aiming to determine the best performance-
complexity tradeoff of both LS-MIMO detection approaches. For comparison purpose, the BER performance
of a SISO transmission scheme operating under flat fading channel, as well as in purely AWGN channel were
included in several graphs. Table 4.2 summarizes the main system and channel parameters values deployed in
this section.
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Table 4.2: LS-MIMO system and channel parameters

Parameter Value
Link direction Uplink (UL)
# Rx antennas N ∈ [20 , 500]
# Mobile single-antenna users K ∈ [20 , 500]
System loading β = 1.0
SNR ranges γ ∈ [0 , 10] dB and γ ∈ [6 , 14] dB
Channel type Flat Rayleigh
Channel availability Perfectly known at receiver
Modulation order BPSK
# iterations MRF-BP Imrf ∈ {3;4;5}
# iterations FG-BP Ifg ∈ {4;5;7}
Damping Factor MRF-BP αMRF ∈ [0,1]
Damping Factor FG-BP αFG ∈ [0,1] and βFG ∈ [0,1]

Fig. 4.3 depicts the impact of number of iterations (I) over the performance of the both MRF-based and
FG-based LS-MIMO detectors. Accordingly, Fig. 4.3.a.1) evidences the influence of the number of iterations
(Imrf) of MRF-BP algorithm on the BER performance at γ = 10 dB without damping messages (αMRF = 0).
One can notice the occurrence of a significant performance gain in the first four iterations of Algorithm 4.1.
Besides, with the increasing number of antennas, the performance of MRF-BP detector improves accordingly.
For all antennas configuration depicted in this graph, the performance gain occurs, mainly, in the first four
iterations, after that, there is no relevant performance gain, i.e., no relevant information is carried out in
neighborhood messages. On the other hand, Fig. 4.3.b.1) presents the influence of the number of iterations,
Ifg, on FG-BP BER performance at γ=10 dB without MD method, i.e. αFG = βFG = 0. For low number
of antennas, K =N = 20, it can be noted that only the seven first iterations represents a BER performance
gain; more precisely, in the first five iterations occurs the main performance gain. As the number of antennas
increases, it is noticeable that the fifth iteration becomes less relevant in BER performance; indeed, the majority
performance gain is obtained into the first four iterations, whereas when K = N = 200 the convergence is
fully achieved in the fourth iteration. Furthermore, one can notice that when the MD technique is not applied,
the error rates reached by the FG-BP detector are significantly lower compared to the MRF-BP for the same
amount of antennas.

Also, an analysis of MD impact on the algorithm iterations can be performed for the MRF-BP and FG-BP,
as disposed, respectively, in Figs. 4.3.a.2) and 4.3.b.2) operating at γdB = 10dB. The DF values adopted in
these results are described in Subsection 4.5.1 for MRF-BP; while for FG-BP, they represent the best results
found during the simulations performed, for details see the full version [116] in the Appendix C. Comparing
the MRF-BP to the case without MD, Fig. 4.3.a.1), it is remarkable that the performance level reached
after the convergence is almost two decades superior adopting optimal MD values. Besides, one can notice
that the convergence of algorithm is improved, in the sense that the performance shows a stable asymptotic
condition. Moreover, the detector operating under 200×200 antennas configuration reached its convergence
with less iterations, more precisely, in the third iteration the convergence is almost totally achieved against
four iterations required when αmrf = 0 case. Regarding the FG-BP detector, the resulting performance by
applying the MD to the variable or observation nodes was analogous [116]. In this sense, the MD is applied
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only at variable nodes, i.e., αfg = 0 and βfg 6= 0. Thus, it can be observed from Fig. 4.3.b.2) that a relevant
performance gain in damped FG-BP detector occurs only in low number of antennas scenario (K =N = 20).
In medium to high antennas schemes, the performance gain, provided by the MD in the FG-BP along the Ifg

iterations, is almost null. Moreover, in 20×20 case, the convergence is reached only in the seventh iteration,
which is similar to the undamped case; in the schemes with higher number of antennas there was also no
change in the convergence of the algorithm. Comparing MRF-BP to the FG-BP algorithm updating process,
the MRF-BP with αbest

mrf is able to achieve convergence with less iterations in all scenarios, as disposed in Table
4.3. This reduction in the number of iterations of the MRF-BP detector shows an initial advantage of this
detector, however, a detailed analysis of the performance-complexity relation is carried out in the Subsection
4.5.2.

Table 4.3: Convergence comparison between MRF-BP and FG-BP, according to Figure 4.3

# Antennas MRP-BP description Convergence FG-BP description Convergence
K =N = 20 Damped MRF-BP Imrf = 4 Damped FG-BP Ifg = 7
K =N = 50 Damped MRF-BP Imrf = 4 Undamped FG-BP Ifg = 5
K =N = 100 Damped MRF-BP Imrf = 4 Undamped FG-BP Ifg = 5
K =N = 200 Damped MRF-BP Imrf = 3 Undamped FG-BP Ifg = 4

4.5.1 Optimal Damping Factor Determination (αbest)

As the gain of the MD method was negligible in FG-BP detector (see Appendix C for in-depth analysis), this
section focuses on getting an optimal DF value to the MRF-BP.

Considering the MD impact, Figs. 4.4 depicts the resulted BER performance due to the DF variation
under medium SNR regions. A MRF-BP detector with 0≤ αMRF ≤ 1 is considered for 20 and 100 antennas.
For the two antennas configurations, one can notice that, the performance gain with message damping is
remarkable, as can be seen by comparing the undamped (αmrf = 0) with the damped condition (αmrf > 0),
and increases in higher SNR regions, while an optimal αbest

MRF (best BER performance) can be defined for each
SNR value. Indeed, for γdB = 6dB the performance gain with damping (αMRF 6= 0) is less than one decade;
on the other hand, in the scenario with γdB = 12dB, the performance gain with a suitable choice of the
DF value is ≈ 2 for K = N = 20 antennas. Moreover, specific conclusions regarding the scenario a) 20×20
antennas: in higher SNR region, the best DF, i.e., associated with the lowest BER, has a lower value and tends
be more responsive to αMRF variations. Looking at the implicit curve of γdB = 6dB, the performance gain
variation from 0.25≤ αMRF ≤ 0.45 is negligible; while in the case of 14dB, the BER performance degradation
from αMRF = 0.05 to 0.20 is more than one decade. Furthermore, the performance becomes worse regarding
no damping messages case (αMRF = 0) from αMRF ≥ 0.35 in γdB = 14dB the same situation occurs from
αMRF ≥ 0.80 when γdB = 6dB. Therefore, the DF value needs to be accurately chosen, specially when the
system operates in medium/high SNR regions.

From Fig. 4.4.b), it is distinguishable that, when Nt of LS-MIMO system increases, e.g., from 20×20 to
100×100 antennas, the BER performance behavior with damping factor demonstrates constant (flat condition)
at greater intervals of αMRF. One can conclude that, the difficult task to accurately choose the DF value in
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Figure 4.3: Influence of the number of iterations I on the BER performance; both detectors operate under
γ = 10 dB and the scenarios are split in: a.1) MRF-BP without MD (αMRF = 0); b.1) FG-BP without MD
(αFG = βFG = 0); a.2) MRF-BP with optimal MD, from Eq. (4.21); b.2) FG-BP with best results found of

MD.
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Figure 4.4: BER performance of a MRF-BP LS-MIMO system with Imrf = 5 as a function of different SNR
scenarios and MRF-BP damping factors, αmrf: a) 20×20; b) 100×100 antennas
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small number of LS-MIMO antennas scenario, i.e., 20× 20, is relaxed with increasing number of antennas.
Thus, the application of message damping, especially in high SNR region, is more suitable in LS-MIMO systems
due to the flat BER performance response to DF variation.

In Fig. 4.5 the best DF values αbest
mrf are analyzed from the perspective of number of antennas K =N and

SNR γ values. The necessary number of iterations for convergence differs from each antennas configuration
scenario, according the analysis performed in Fig. 4.3.a.2), i.e., Imrf = 5 iterations for N = 20, Imrf = 4
for N ∈ {50,100}, and Imrf = 3 for N = 200. One can notice that, the best DF value tends to decrease
in higher SNR regions and/or with increasing number of antennas. Despite the decrease in DF value, it is
important to emphasize, regarding to Fig. 4.4, that a minor increase in αmrf, i.e., from 0 to 0.1, resulted in
great performance gain, especially in high SNR regions.
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Figure 4.5: 3th order polynomial data fitting based on simulated results.

In order to provide a wide αbest
mrf determination, a data fitting is carried out on Fig. 4.5. We have obtained

a polynomial data fitting for αbest
mrf as a polynomial surface of 3th order in γdB and 2th order in N antennas,

resulting in a root mean squared error (rmse) of rmse = 0.02, and given by

αbest
mrf = p00 +p10γdB +p01N +p11γdBN +p20γ

2
dB +p02N

2 +p12γdBN
2 +p21γ

2
dBN +p30γ

3
dB (4.21)

where the coefficients and quality of the resulting fitting are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Parameters of data fitting function: αbest
mrf(γ,N), eq. (4.21)

Coefficient Value
p00 +0.33100
p10 −0.01036
p01 +5.41100 ·10−4

p11 −2.43800 ·10−4

p20 −1.75800 ·10−4

p02 −0.03419 ·10−4

p12 +0.80930 ·10−6

p21 +0.65220 ·10−6

p30 −0.42090 ·10−6

rmse 0.0207
Coef. Determ. (r2) 0.8913

Message Damping method with αbest
mrf applied to MRF-BF Detector

Considering that MD procedure results in a relevant BER performance gain only in MRF-BP detector and
the analysis performed around the αbest

mrf, a BER comparison between FG-BP (without MD in medium to
LS-MIMO scenarios) and MRF-BP (with αbest

mrf from Eq. (4.21)) is quantified in Fig. 4.6, splitting it in two
scenarios: a) low to medium number of antennas, b) high number of antennas. One can conclude that the
MRF-BP with optimal DF value performs a marginally equal performance to the FG-BP detector. Compared
to the result in [20], the MRF-BP with proposed αbest

mrf reached marginally same performance with less number
of antennas, besides that, the MRF-BP with optimal DF outperforms the FG-BP when a 50× 50 antennas
scenario is deployed. With large number of antennas, Fig. 4.6.b), the FG approach shows a slightly better
BER performance compared to MRF-BP. On the other hand, the iterations required for convergence is lower
in MRF approach in all scenarios. Indeed, in LS-MIMO scenarios, the MRF with optimal MD converges
with one less iteration compared to the FG scheme. More evidently, regarding Fig. 4.3, in 200× 200 case,
MRF with optimal DF converges with 3 iterations, against 4 iterations of FG-BP, which can lead to a more
interesting performance versus complexity tradeoff for MRF approach. An in-depth discussion of computational
complexity is developed in Subsection 4.5.2.

In the sequel the computational complexity of both detectors are evaluated, demonstrating that, under
specific problem sizes, the MRF-BP algorithm can outperform the FG-BP in terms of both computational
complexity (lower) and BER performance (lower). On the other hand, with increasing number of antennas,
FG-BP tends to present a lower computational complexity than MRF-BP massive MIMO detector.

4.5.2 Computational Complexity

The computational complexity is described in terms of floating-point operations (flops), in which one flop
denotes the computational complexity of the complex mathematical operations: addition, subtraction, multi-
plication or division. In the case of exponential function, an approximation through Taylor Series with 18 terms
has been considered. Table 4.5 describes the per-symbol computational complexity involved in each step of
MRF-BP and FG-BP algorithms. The asymptotic per-symbol complexity of the Algorithm 4.1 is of the order
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Figure 4.6: BER performance of the implemented MRF-BP detector with the best DF value and FG-BP
detector without MD, split in two scenarios: a) low to medium number of antennas, b) high number of

antennas.
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of O(K2), while the Algorithm 4.2 complexity is about O(N). It is important to note that message damping
does not increase substantially the computational complexity of the analyzed algorithms, as discussed in the
sequel. In addition, since the LS-MIMO scenarios are part of the scope of this work, and the FG-BP detector
benefited from the MD technique only with a low number of antennas, this section will consider the undamped
version of the FG-BP detector, i.e., αfg = βfg = 0, during the computational complexity simulations.

Table 4.5: Per-symbol Computational Complexity of MRF-BP and FG-BP Algorithms.

Procedure Step Complexity

Algorithm 4.1 – MRF-BP
Rc line 4 N −1
v line 4 N −1

φ, Eq. (4.7) line 6 718
ψ, Eq. (4.8) line 10 360(K−1)

Messages update lines 15 to 25 (4K2 + 4K−8) · Imrf
Message damping line 20 4(K−1) · Imrf
Belief calculation line 28 N

Total Complexity mrf-bp 360K+ 3N + 356 +Imrf(4K2 + 8K−12)

Algorithm 4.2 – FG-BP
Computation of LLRs at observation nodes

sµλi line 6 (4N − N
K ) · Ifg

sσ2
λi

line 7 5N · Ifg

µik, Eq. (4.13) line 9 3N · Ifg
σ2
ik, Eq. (4.14) line 10 7N · Ifg

LLR calculation, Λ̃k,(t)i line 11 4N · Ifg
Message damping , αfg line 13 4N · Ifg

Computation of probabilities at variable nodes
sΛk line 18 (N −1) · Ifg

Probabilities, p̃k+,(t)
i line 20 720N · Ifg

Message damping , βfg line 22 4N · Ifg

Detection of data bits line 28 (N −1)
Total Complexity – fg-bp N −1 +Ifg(752N − N

K −1)

In Fig. 4.7.(a), the computational complexity increment of MD method in MRF-BP detector is evaluated.
One can notice that, the complexity increment of MD is very low compared to the overall MRF-BP detector
complexity, whereas in the worst case points that the percent complexity increment holds below of 2.5% (when
K = N = 20 antennas and Imrf = 5 iterations). Furthermore, one can conclude that with increase number
of antennas, the percent increment of flops tends to a low constant floor (≈ 0.2%), which can be considered
negligible and denotes an interesting application of MD in MRF-BP under LS-MIMO scenarios.

In Fig. 4.7.(b) a numerical computational complexity comparison between the two MP-based LS-MIMO
detectors are performed relating the number of antennas and iterations on BP algorithm. It is noticeable
that for N ≤ 160 antennas (in both Imrf = Ifg = 4 and Imrf = Ifg = 5) the MRF-BP algorithm results
in less computational complexity, although the difference becomes progressively smaller with the increase of
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antennas, due to the quadratic complexity order of O(K2) of MRF-BP against O(N) from FG-BP. In terms of
performance, under antenna configuration of 20×20 or 50×50, the MRF-BP approach demonstrated better
BER performance than FG. Under higher number of antennas – N = 100 and 200 schemes – damped MRF-BP
and undamped FG-BP detectors have resulted in a marginally different performance, with a slight advantage
for the FG-BP approach. Equaling the number of iterations, in 200× 200 case, FG-BP performs with less
complexity than MRF-BP; on the other hand, since optimal DF in MRF leads to an iteration reduction, MRF-
BP after convergence (Imrf = 3) shows a marginally lower complexity than FG-BP with Ifg = 4 iterations.
Finally, with the increase in the number of antennas, i.e., Nt = Nr > 200, FG scheme performs with a less
computational complexity than MRF due to its 1th order complexity in N .

4.6 Chapter conclusions

In this chapter, a detector for large scale MIMO systems based on message passing MRF graphical model
has been extensively analyzed. More specifically, the impact of the message damping method on the BER
performance was evaluated and it has demonstrated a promising performance versus complexity tradeoff gain
for MRF-BP detector, especially in LS-MIMO scenarios.

Furthermore, an optimal damping factor for MRF-BP LS-MIMO detector is proposed and the numerical
results for this damped detector have demonstrated promising performance-complexity tradeoff, since damping
messages procedure just negligibly increases the overall computational complexity while providing a significant
performance gain in the MRF-BP detection. Considering the algorithm convergence, the message damping
method resulted in faster MRF-BP convergence, with one less iterations (total of Imrf = 3 against Imrf =
4 without damping case) in large-scale MIMO configuration, i.e., 200× 200. Such results demonstrate a
consistent gain, not only in performance, but also in the computational complexity, thanks to the application
of the MD procedure in the MRF-BP algorithm.

Besides, under large scale antenna scenarios, damping factor value choose is facilitated due to the flat BER
performance response to a relative wide αmrf values interval. The FG-BP approach with a massive number of
antennas has demonstrated a performance close to the optimal SISO AWGN, even without message damping.
Also, the same detector presented a BER performance gain with increasing number of antennas, demonstrating
also be an attractive LS-MIMO detector. On the other hand, the MD method applied on FG-BP algorithm did
not result in relevant performance gain in medium to high number of antennas scenarios; whereas a reasonable
performance gain was reached in low antennas scheme. Comparing both massive MIMO detectors operating
under their best performance condition, MRF-BP with optimal DF value demonstrated a marginally equal
performance than FG approach.

The computational complexity of MRF-BP algorithm results in a quadratic order with the number of
transmit antennas, while FG-BP algorithm presents a first order complexity regarding the Rx antennas. Nev-
ertheless, under small to medium/high number of antennas scenarios (K =N ≤ 160), MRF approach attains
a lower complexity than FG one.

Specifically, the main contributions refer to:
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of computational complexity, in terms of average number of flops, operating under
large-scale MIMO scenarios, K =N antennas and different number of algorithm iterations, I ∈ {3,4,5},

carried out in two aspects: a) percent increment of complexity of MD method applied in MRF-BP detector;
b) comparison of complexity and respective BER among MRF-BP and FG-BP detectors, γdB = 10dB.
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• Application of MD method in FG-BP LS-MIMO detector in two variations: MD at variable nodes and
MD at function nodes;

• Extensive performance and complexity analyses of MRF-BP and FG-BP detectors considering a DF range
variation under a different number of antennas configurations, especially including LS-MIMO scenarios;

• Numerical analysis of the impact of MD method on MRF-BP convergence, in order to determine a
complexity reduction of the algorithm;

• Proposition of an optimal DF function for MRF-BP, namely αbest
MRF, considering a given γ and number

of antennas, based on a polynomial data fitting.

In the next chapter, two approaches for reducing the impact of the noisy solution from Mixed Gibbs
Sampling detector are proposed and analyzed, which represents one of the main contributions of this Doctoral
work.
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5 Reducing the Noisy Solution Impact of Mixed
Gibbs Sampling Detector in High-Order
Modulation Large-Scale MIMO Systems

In the previous chapter is considered a low order modulation, i.e., BPSK, LS-MIMO system. In this chapter,
high order modulation is adopted where two approaches, named aMGS and d-sMGS, are proposed to miti-
gate the impact of noisy solution on MGS detector. These strategies aim to improve the performance and
convergence of the algorithm in LS-MIMO systems operating in high modulation order.

Initially, a brief bibliographic review is presented. Then a review on the MGS detector, in addition to the
description of the two approaches proposed during this Doctoral Thesis are addressed. At the end, the main
numerical results obtained are discussed and the final considerations are made.

5.1 Introduction

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was introduced in MIMO and digital communications in [117, 118].
The application of Gibbs Sampling-based (GS-based) MCMC on detection problem in MIMO systems was
first studied in [118], while in [2] a strategy of mixing between the conventional GS solution and a random
or noisy solution was proposed, which is controlled by a mixing ratio parameter and is called Mixed GS or
MGS. The MGS has been shown to solve the stalling problem of the GS detector in low order of modulation,
i.e., 4-QAM. With the modulation order increase, the multiple restarts (MR) technique is proposed, which
restarts the algorithm with a new initial solution, taking advantage of the random evolution of the algorithm
and can result in a better cost solution. The MGS-MR detector showed near-optimal performance in 16-
QAM modulation, however, in high modulation order the noisy solution interferes with the convergence of the
algorithm, requiring an extra strategy to avoid the impact of this solution. In order to minimize this impact,
we proposed in this Doctoral work two approaches that resulted in convergence/performance gain, especially
in scenarios with high-order modulation and high system loading, with no extra computational complexity.

Also in [2], the choice of mixing ratio parameter is determined by the inverse of the number of real
dimensions of the system, i.e., for a system with complex modulation alphabet, q= 1/2K. The optimal choice
in [2] was based on Markov chains theory considering low dimension systems. However, in our contribution
we demonstrate by numerical simulation that the choice of mixing ratio parameter is also dependent on the
system loading and the number of samples deployed in coordinate updating process; thus, it is not always
coincident with the inverse of the number of real dimensions.
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In [119] an optimization on mixing time was introduced to accelerate the finding of the optimal solu-
tion. Numerical simulation results demonstrated that the choice of mixing time based on SNR can improve
convergence, although the stalling problem persisted when a fixed mixing time is adopted. Also, the results
do not considered the performance behaviour in high-order modulation schemes. More recently, the MCMC
detector with QR decomposition was addressed in [37, 120], which can reduce the number of operations due
to the lower triangular matrix feature. Besides, based on the multiple random parallel Markov chains, the
work in [121] proposes a MR strategy through parallel chains; such strategy reduced the algorithm’s running
time compared to MGS-MR, despite the increasing of the number of real operations per symbol. Moreover,
in [122] a MCMC detector using successive over-relaxation is proposed in order to improve the convergence
rate, although M -QAM modulation orders higher than M = 16 were not investigated.

5.2 Review of Mixed Gibbs Sampling detection

The LS-MIMO detector MGS proposed in [2] is revisited in this subsection, which is based on the motivation
to solve the stalling problem presented in the conventional GS detector.

In this chapter, the real-valued system model adopted is described in Subsection 3.1. The transmitted
symbols from the single-antenna UEs follow a QAM modulation, thus the elements of real-valued transmitted
symbols vector s assume integer values from the underlying PAM alphabet A, i.e., s ∈ A2K . It is considered
that the minimum spacing between the Rx antennas is obeyed, so that there is no correlation between antennas,
i.e. ρTx = 0; also, a pCSI is provided at the BS.

To sample the estimated symbol at each position, a target distribution [123] is evaluated, which is given
by:

p(ŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝ2K |y,H)∝ exp
(
−||y−Hs||2

α2σ2

)
(5.1)

where ŝi denotes the i-th position of the estimated symbols vector ŝ, α denotes a positive parameter, which
tunes the mixing time of the Markov chain [123] and is also called as temperature. The conventional Gibbs
sampling detector does not include the α parameter in its sample process, and thus can be viewed as a special
case when α= 1. A larger temperature speeds up the mixing and aims to reduce the higher moments of the
number of iterations when finding the correct solution. However, as stated in [2], the stalling problem persists
even with large α.

The MGS detector utilizes a mixing of: a) Conventional Gibbs sampling (i.e., α= 1); and b) the infinite
temperature version of (5.1) (i.e., α→∞), resulting in a random and uniform sample from all the possibilities,
called a noisy or random solution in this paper. In this way, the MGS follows a sampling distribution given by:

p(ŝ1, . . . , ŝ2K |y,H)∼ (1− q)ψ (α1) + qψ (α2) (5.2)

and
ψ (α) = exp

(
−||y−Hŝ||2

α2σ2

)
, (5.3)

where q denotes the mixing ratio. The MGS detector of [2] considers the α1 = 1, α2→∞ combination,
which results in a near-ML performance, overcoming the stalling problem of the GS, being also a simple
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implementation choice. On the other hand, in high-order modulation, such as 64-QAM and 256-QAM, the
noisy solution interferes in the algorithm’s convergence, since there are a large number of symbols in the
constellation and a simple random solution in this signal space has a high possibility of being far from the real
solution, which causes the algorithm to require more iterations for convergence. In this sense, the proposed
d-sMGS detector acts to mitigate this harmful effect.

Regarding the mixing ratio parameter q, in [2] an analysis in low order QAM constellations is carried
out and its suitable value choice is presented as the inverse of the number of dimensions in the system, i.e.,
q = 1

2K .

In the MGS algorithm, an initial solution ŝ(t=0) is considered for the estimated symbols vector, where t
represents the current iteration. Indeed, the initial solution may be chosen either by a random symbols vector
or as the output of a linear low-complexity detector, such as ZF or MMSE. The index i, in addition to the
position of the vector ŝ, also denotes the coordinate referring to the MGS algorithm, where i = 1,2, . . . ,2K.
Therefore, each iteration requires 2K coordinate updating. At each iteration, updating the 2K coordinates is
performed by sampling the distributions given by:

ŝ
(t)
i ∼ p(ŝi|ŝ

(t)
1 , . . . , ŝ

(t)
i−1, ŝ

(t−1)
i+1 , . . . , ŝ

(t−1)
2K ,y,H). (5.4)

One can notice that by (5.4) each updated coordinate is fed, in the same iteration, to the next coordinate.

The probability of the i-th symbol assuming the value aj ∈ A, ∀j = 1, . . . , |A| can be written as:

p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H) =
exp

(
−||y−Hŝi,j ||2

α2σ2

)
∑|A|
l=1 exp

(
−||y−Hŝi,l||2

α2σ2

) , (5.5)

where the cardinality of set A is expressed as |A|, while ŝi,j denotes the vector ŝ(t) with its i-th position
changed to the symbol aj .

The sampling process based on (5.5) can lead to a numerical limitation due to the exponential function.
In this sense, such implementation was carried out through a logarithmic intermediate step, as:

log(p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H)) =

= f(i, j)−

ford
0 + log

1 +
|A|−1∑
m=1

exp
(
ford
m −ford

0

)
= g(i, j) (5.6)

where f(i, j) =−||y−Hŝi,j ||2

α2σ2 and ford
i is i-th position of f in descending order, for i= 1, . . . , |A|. A practical

and computationally efficient evaluation of MGS target Function is summarized in the Algorithm 5.1.

The MGS algorithm ends after a certain amount of iterations, and the vector of estimated symbols is
chosen as the vector that presented the lowest ML cost, considering all iterations. In the next subsections,
the additional strategy of MR [2] and the stopping criteria for the iterations and the restarts are addressed.
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Algorithm 5.1: MGS Target Distribution Function Calculation
1: //Coordinate update process
2: for i= 1 to 2K do
3: //MGS target distribution function calculation
4: for j = 1 to |A| do

5: fj =
||y−Hŝ(t)

i,j
||2

α2σ2
6: end for
7: Ordinate f in descending order and denote ford

8: f ′ = ford
1 + log

(
1 +
∑|A|
m=2 exp

(
ford
m −ford

1
))

9: for j = 1 to |A| do
10: gj = fj−f ′
11: p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H) = exp(gj)
12: end for
13: end for
14: //Terminate

5.2.1 Multiple restarts

In medium QAM order modulations, such as 16-QAM, the mixing strategy of MGS is unable to achieve near-
optimal performance [52] in a reasonable number of iterations, while MR procedure, as proposed in [2] has
demonstrated promising results, leading the MGS-MR under 16-QAM to near-optimal performance.

In the proposed aMGS and d-sMGS detectors the MR strategy is also incorporated, namely aMGS-MR and
d-sMGS-MR detectors. Thus, the Algorithms 5.2 and 5.3 run either a maximal number of restarts Rmax times
or it is limited by a stopping criterion and the lowest cost found considering all restarts is the final solution.
As discussed in Section 4.5, the MR strategy can improve the convergence of the algorithm compared to the
same number of iterations in a single execution, resulting in a better performance-complexity tradeoff.

5.2.2 Stopping criterion

Given that the mixing strategy provides the local minimum escaping feature, the evolution of the cost function
values across iterations becomes unpredictable and the optimal solution can be found before the maximum
number of iterations I has been reached, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. It is noticeable that the aMGS algorithm
found the optimal solution, approximately, in the fifth iteration. After that, iterations become a waste of
computational resources. In this sense, an efficient stopping criterion is paramount in reducing the complexity
of the MGS-based detectors.

Similarly, the decision to set a restart in the algorithm requires a criterion definition, since the optimal
solution may already have been found, not requiring an extra execution of the algorithm. Hence, MR strategy
must be balanced aiming to achieve a better performance-complexity tradeoff.

Stopping criteria have been proposed in the literature. For instance, in [2], the stopping criterion is
based on the difference between the best ML cost found so far and the noise variance. Moreover, the QAM
constellation size could be taken into account. The main idea in [2] is to stop the detection iterations if a
maximum number of iterations I is attained or if the iteration in stalling mode is larger than a maximum of
Θs iterations.
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Figure 5.1: ML cost function evolution during the aMGS algorithm’s iterations and the optimal result
(sphere decoder); K =M = 16, γ = 10 dB, I = 250 iterations, and 4-QAM modulation.

Assume the estimated symbol vector, in the t-th iteration, is ŝ(t). The quality metric of ŝ(t) is defined as

φ(̂s(t)) = ||y−Hŝ(t)||2−Nσ2
√
Nσ2

(5.7)

Hence, the stalling limit for iterations, Θs, is given by

Θs(φ(̂s(t))) = cs ·eφ(̂s(t)) (5.8)

where cs is a constant depending upon the M -QAM constellation size, which increases with M . Although
(5.8) is suitable as a stopping criterion, a minimum number of iterations cmin must be defined to ensure the
quality of symbol detection. Therefore, Θs can be rewritten as

Θs(φ(̂s(t))) =
⌈
max

(
cmin, cs ·eφ(̂s(t))

)⌉
with cs = c1 log2(M) (5.9)

where c1 is a tunning constant which defines the allowed number of iterations in stalling mode.

For the MR strategy, the criterion set the allowable number of restarts Θr, which also is based on quality
metric φ(̂s(t)):

Θr(φ(̂s(t))) =
⌈
max

(
0, cr ·φ(̂s(t))

)⌉
+ 1

with cr = c2 log2(M) , (5.10)

and c2 is the tuning constant adjusting the maximum number of restarts.
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At the end of each restart, Θr is computed and checked if the actual number of repetitions is less than
Θr. If yes, go to another run of the algorithm; else, output the solution vector with the minimum cost so far
as the final solution.

For the aMGS and d-sMGS detectors presented below, aMGS and d-sMGS, we also assume the stop
criteria described in this subsection.

5.3 Reducing the Impact of Noisy Solution

Originally, the mixture between the target distribution function solution and the random solution, proposed
by MGS detector of [2], attempted to escape local minima that degrade system performance. In fact, this
procedure showed to significantly improves the performance, specially in low-order modulation scenarios, as 4 or
16-QAM. On the other hand, in high-order modulation systems, the large number of symbols causes the random
solution to degrade the convergence of the algorithm since it is based on a coordinate update process which
requires the global solution, thus one or more positions that consider a random solution (probably erroneous
and far from the real solution) interfere in the convergence in the other positions and, consequently, in the
global one. This condition is aggravated in high-dimension problems, i.e., combining high-order modulations
and number of antennas, which is the case of interest in this work.

In this sense, two approaches that tries to alleviate the harmful impact of the noisy solution are described
below. Fig. 5.2 summarizes the coordinate update process on the aMGS and d-sMGS detectors. Each
detection scheme uses its proper mixing and target function. For the aMGS, the mixing function at i-th
coordinate and m-th sample is given by ρm,i(·), described in Eq. (5.13), while its target and random functions
are given, respectively, by ξ(·) and ψ(·), which are defined in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.3). For the d-sMGS approach,
the mixing function at i-th coordinate is given by ζi(·), Eq. (5.16), and its target, ξ(·), and random, υ (·),
functions are defined in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.17), respectively.

Figure 5.2: A brief description of the coordinate update process on the aMGS and the proposed d-sMGS
detectors.
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5.3.1 Approach #1: Averaged MGS LS-MIMO detector

A novel approach for the MGS, namely aMGS was proposed during this Doctoral Thesis, which is based on
the following improvements:

1. Averaged Multiple Sampling on Each Coordinate: differently from the single sampling strategy [2], the
proposed aMGS employs an average between Le number of samples (realizations) in each coordinate
during the update process. The proposed strategy tries to alleviate the problem which arise when the
noisiest solution of α2→∞ is randomly chosen in a given coordinate during the MGS mixing step. By
employing the MS calculation, an intermediate (averaged) point between the target function symbol
and the random symbol is more likely to be chosen, instead of a pure random symbol. As a result, the
benefit of local minima escape is maintained, while the negative impact on the algorithm’s convergence
is smoothed.

2. Target Function Simplification: to reduce the computational complexity related to the calculation of the
target function in (5.5), we adopted a minimum ML cost approach. This simplification performs fewer
mathematical operations, since the ||y−Hŝ|| computation is already performed in (5.5). The aMGS
target function calculates ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H) ∈ A which chooses, in the i-th position, the j-th symbol that
minimizes the Euclidian distance. Thus, it is evaluated in the t-th iteration as:

ξ(̂s(t)
i ,y,H) = arg min

aj∈A
||y−Hŝi,j || , (5.11)

where ŝ(t)
i denotes the updated estimated symbol vector until the (i−1) position at the t-th iteration,

whereas the other remaining i, (i+ 1), . . . , 2K positions assume the values from the previous iteration,
i.e.,

ŝ(t)
i = [ŝ(t)

1 , . . . , ŝ
(t)
i−1, ŝ

(t−1)
i , . . . , ŝ

(t−1)
2K ]T

Remark 5.3.1 (aMGS performance-complexity). Compared to (5.5), the calculation of (5.11) performs fewer
operations while achieving the same bit error rate (BER) performance, as depicted in Fig. 5.3. For illustration
purpose, a 4-QAM and 16-QAM, K = 16 and N = 16 system is deployed, with I = 8K

√
M , q = 1/2K and

Rmax = 50 [2].

MS in coordinate update process

The coordinate update process of aMGS is defined by:

ŝ
(t)
i = 1

Le

Le∑
m=1

ρm,i(ŝ(t)
i ,y,H) , (5.12)

where Le is the number of samples (realizations), and the random variable (r.v.) ρm,i is a mixture of two r.v.
with weight given by the mixing ratio q, defined by:

ρm,i(ŝ(t)
i ,y,H)∼ (1− q) · ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H) + q ·ψ (∞) (5.13)
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K =N = 16 antennas, Le = 1 sample, I = 512 iterations, Rmax = 50, 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

It is important to note that, being (5.11) a deterministic function, during the Le realizations on each coordinate,
(5.11) is calculated only once, when m = 1. After that, each m realization has the computational cost of
generating a random number (relative to the mixing ratio).

At the end of algorithm iterations, the vector with the lowest cost is assumed the best global solution.
Due to the mean operation, a slicer forM -QAM constellation is needed at the end of the detection procedure.
Thus,

ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best), (5.14)

where ŝf−best is the “floating-best" solution which represents the estimated vector related to the best global
cost attained after I iterations, and ŝbest is the final estimated symbol vector. A pseudocode for the aMGS
is described in Algorithm 5.2.

5.3.2 Approach #2: Simplified MGS with Neighborhood Limitation LS-MIMO detector

As extension of the first proposed aMGS solution, we also proposed an different approach which is based
on a simply neighborhood limitation of distance d in the random solution and is named d-sMGS LS-MIMO
detector. The term simplified refers to the simplified target function of Eq. 5.11, which is also employed in
this scheme.

The proposed d-sMGS detector acts in the symbol constellation performing a neighborhood limitation
(NL), with distance d in relation to the symbol estimated in the previous iteration, when sorting the random
symbol. This procedure showed to significantly improves the convergence when a modulation of high-order
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Algorithm 5.2: aMGS for LS-MIMO detection
1: //Initialization
2: s(t=0) : initial random vector; Le # samples; I: max. number of iterations; t= 1; q: mixing ratio;
A=

{
a1,a2, . . . ,a|A|

}
3: //Iterative process
4: while t < I do
5: //Coordinate update process
6: for i= 1 to 2K do
7: //Simplified target function calculation
8: for j = 1 to |A| do
9: fj = ||y−Hŝ(t)

i,j ||
10: end for
11: fmin = argminj fj
12: ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H) = afmin
13: // Le samples on each coordinate
14: for m= 1 to Le do
15: generate ui,m ∼ U [0,1]
16: if (ui,m > q) then
17: ρm,i(ŝ(t)

i ,y,H) = ξ(̂s(t)
i ,y,H)

18: else
19: r ∼ b(U [1, |A|])e
20: ρm,i(ŝ(t)

i ,y,H) = ar
21: end if
22: end for
23: //Averaging between samples
24: ŝ

(t)
i = 1

Le

∑Le
m=1 ρm,i(ŝ

(t)
i ,y,H)

25: //Storage of cost and temporary vectors
26: βi = ||y−Hŝ(t)

i ||
27: S:,i = ŝ(t)

i
28: end for
29: //Best cost in the t-th iteration
30: βmin = minβi
31: //Best global solution test
32: if (βmin < βbest) then
33: βbest = βmin
34: imin = argminiβi
35: ŝf−best = S:,imin
36: end if
37: t= t+ 1
38: bt = βbest
39: //Stop criterion for iterations
40: if (bt == bt−1) then
41: m= Θs(̂sbest)
42: if (m< t) then
43: if (bt == bt−m) then
44: ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best)
45: //Terminate
46: end if
47: end if
48: end if
49: end while
50: ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best)
51: //Terminate
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is considered, as disposed in section 4.5, and presents the lowest per-symbol complexity among MGS and
aMGS, since it considers the simplified target function (overcoming the MGS in mathematical operations) and
performs a single sample (overcoming the multiple sampling aMGS), as showed in Section 2.8.

NL in coordinate update process

The d-sMGS coordinate update process is based on a mixture between the simplified target function, Eq. 5.11,
and a limited random solution. Thus, the estimated symbol in the t-iteration at the i-th coordinate is given
by:

ŝ
(t)
i = ζi(ŝ(t)

i ,y,H) , (5.15)

where ζi (·) is the mixed r.v. with weight q, defined by:

ζi(ŝ(t)
i ,y,H)∼ (1− q) · ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H) + q ·υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,d

)
, (5.16)

the r.v. υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,d

)
denotes an uniform sorted symbol in the constellation neighborhood of ŝ(t−1)

i , with
distance d.

In this algorithm, the neighborhood of the current solution ŝ(t−1)
i is defined as

D
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,d

)
=
{
s′ ∈ A | κd

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,s′

)
≤ d

}
(5.17)

where κd is the symbol distance function in the real-valued constellation considered, for example, let A =
{−7,−5,−3,−1,+1,+3,+5,+7}, ŝ(t−1)

i = −3 and s′ = +1, then the symbol distance function results in
κd
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,s′

)
= 2.

Thus, the r.v. υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,d

)
samples from a discrete uniform distribution on the set D

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i ,d

)
={

n1, . . . ,n|D|
}
.

A pseudocode for the proposed d-sMGS is described in Algorithm 5.3. The multiple restarts additional
strategy is omitted, since it simply restarts the algorithm with another initial solution.

5.4 Computational Complexity

The computational complexity is described in terms of real number operations (rops), in which one rop denotes
the computational complexity of the real mathematical operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication or
division. For the exponential and logarithmic functions, an approximation through Taylor Series with 18
terms has been considered to calculate the computational complexity. For the generation of random numbers,
the linear congruent method is considered, in which to generate a random number three rops are required:
addition, multiplication and division (mod operation) [124]. Table 5.1 describes the per-symbol computational
complexity, CT , involved in each step of aMGS algorithm. Additionally, the total complexity per-symbol of the
MGS has been evaluated. The CI denotes the per-symbol complexity of the initial solution, which is adopted
as the linear MMSE detector for MGS, aMGS and d-sMGS detection schemes. The per-symbol complexity of
the MMSE is also showed in Table 5.1 [125].
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Algorithm 5.3: d-sMGS for LS-MIMO detection
1: //Initialization
2: s(t=0) : initial random vector; d: constellation distance; I: max. number of iterations; t= 1; q: mixing ratio;
A=

{
a1,a2, . . . ,a|A|

}
3: //Iterative process
4: while t < I do
5: //Coordinate update process
6: for i= 1 to 2K do
7: //Evaluation of ζi (·), Eq. 5.16
8: generate ui ∼ U [0,1]
9: if (ui > q) then

10: //Simplified target function calculation, Eq. 5.11
11: for j = 1 to |A| do
12: fj = ||y−Hŝ(t)

i,j ||
13: end for
14: fmin = argminj fj
15: ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H) = afmin

16: ζi(ŝ(t)
i ,y,H) = ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H)
17: else
18: //Generation of the d-limited set
19: D

(
ŝ
(t−1)
i ,d

)
=
{
s′ ∈ A | κd

(
ŝ
(t−1)
i ,s′

)
≤ d
}

20: //Sampling from a discrete uniform distribution on the set D
(
ŝ
(t−1)
i ,d

)
=
{
n1, . . . ,n|D|

}
21: υ

(
ŝ
(t−1)
i ,d

)
∼ U

[
n1,n|D|

]
22: ζi(ŝ(t)

i ,y,H) = υ
(
ŝ
(t−1)
i ,d

)
23: end if
24: //Updating the estimated symbol vector in the i-position
25: ŝ

(t)
i = ζi(ŝ(t)

i ,y,H)
26: end for
27: //Storage of cost and temporary vectors
28: βi = ||y−Hŝ(t)

i ||
29: S:,i = ŝ(t)

i
30: //Best cost in the t-th iteration
31: βmin = minβi
32: //Best global solution test
33: if (βmin < βbest) then
34: βbest = βmin
35: imin = argminiβi
36: ŝbest = S:,imin
37: end if
38: t= t+ 1
39: bt = βbest
40: //Stop criterion for iterations
41: if (bt == bt−1) then
42: m= Θs(̂sbest)
43: if (m< t) then
44: if (bt == bt−m) then
45: //Terminate
46: end if
47: end if
48: end if
49: end while
50: //Terminate
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From Table 5.1, one can notice that the d-sMGS algorithm, aMGS and MGS algorithms have the same
asymptotic per-symbol complexity order of O(K2), although the conventional MGS algorithm may require an
additional complexity dependent on constellation size due to the exponential function, which is represented by
the cardinality |A|. On the other hand, the additional complexity due to the averaged strategy of the aMGS
represents a negligible impact, since it requires only a generation of a random number for each Le sample
and a division for the mean operation, which is equal to (3Le + 1) rops per iteration, while such additional
complexity is not dependent on the problem size. Regarding the d-sMGS algorithm, it combines advantages
of both by using a single sample such as the MGS and the simplified aMGS target function. The complexity
increment given by the neighborhood constraint is considered negligible, since the symbol is already previously
estimated and such procedure represents only a random sampling in a restricted vector.

It is important to emphasize that the complexity of the d-sMGS, aMGS and MGS algorithms is defined by
the number of iterations, which is controlled by the stopping criterion Θs, with the upper limit I. Similarly, the
amount of restarts is controlled by Θr, with an upper limit Rmax. In terms of complexity, the MR procedure
can be interpreted as an extra amount of iterations necessary for each new restart. In this sense, an Ieff is
considered in Table 5.1, which denotes the total amount of iterations (including all restarts) performed at each
symbol period. Since MCS method is employed in simulations, in Section 4.5 a mean value of Ieff considering
all realizations is evaluated and is called effective number of iterations (ENI):

ENI = 1
T

T∑
i=1
Ieff,i (5.18)

where T denotes the total number of realizations (symbol periods) during the simulation and Ieff,i denotes
the Ieff in the ith realization.

5.4.1 Quality Metric

Due to the large number of parameters involved in the MGS-based LS-MIMO detectors, a simple performance-
complexity tradeoff metric is defined herein aiming to establish a fair comparison analysis among different
MIMO detection strategies:

χ(ber,CT ) =−10log10 (ber)
10−8 · CT

=− berdB
10−8 · CT

(5.19)

where berdB denotes the bit error rate in dB. Hence, the quality detection metric χ(ber,CT ) tries to capture
the detector efficiency in providing performance improvement against complexity increasing. Higher values of
χ(·) imply more efficient and effective LS-MIMO detector.

5.5 Numerical results and discussion

In this section the uncoded BER performance related to the d-sMGS algorithm for LS-MIMO detection is
evaluated through MCS. The simulations are performed for a large-scale MIMO operating in multiplexing
mode, assuming uncorrelated antennas and that a pCSI is available at the receiver side. Table 5.2 summarizes
the main system and channel parameter values deployed in this section.
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Table 5.1: Per-symbol Computational Complexity of aMGS, conventional MGS and MMSE Algorithms.

Procedure Step Complexity

d-MGS – Algorithm 5.3

Target function calculation lines 11–16 16KN −4N + |A|(16N + 2)

Generation of the d-limited set line 19 negligible

Cost computation at each coordinate line 28 20N

Θs, Eq. (5.9) line 41 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI +Ieff
[
16KN + 16N + |A|(16N + 2) + 24

K

]

aMGS – Algorithm 5.2

Target function calculation lines 8–12 16KN −4N + |A|(16N + 2)

Averaging between samples line 24 3Le+ 1

Cost computation at each coordinate line 26 20N

Θs, Eq. (5.9) line 41 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI +Ieff
[
16KN + 16N + |A|(16N + 2) + (3Le+ 1) + 24

K

]

MGS – Target distribution function calculation on Algorithm 5.1

Target distribution function calculation lines 4–6 16KN −4N + |A|(16N + 12)

Evaluation of each symbol probability lines 8–12 1238|A|

Cost computation of estimated vector 10N
K

Θs, Eq. (5.9) 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI +Ieff
[
16KN −4N + |A|(16N + 1450) + 10N+24

K

]

MMSE Algorithm

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = 1
6K

2 + 3
2NK+ 3

2N + 5
6
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For the stopping criterion parameters, we have adopted c1 = 10, c2 = 1.0, and cmin = 10 [3]. A detailed
discussion of these values can be found in the Appendix D.

This numerical simulation section has been divided into two main parts: in Subsection 5.5.1, a discussion
about the main parameters of the MGS-based detectors is performed, namely: mixing ratio q and number
of samples Le of the aMGS, and maximum number of iterations I for the d-sMGS; in subsection 5.5.2, we
present numerical results of performance and computational complexity of the proposed detectors against the
conventional MGS technique.

Table 5.2: LS-MIMO system and channel parameters.

Parameter Value

LS-MIMO system

Link direction UL

# Rx antennas (BS) N ∈ {64,128}

# Tx antennas (UEs)
K ∈ {48,96}

(single user-antenna)

System loading β = K
N ∈ [0.3125,0.90625]

Modulation order 64-QAM

SNR ranges γ ∈ [0, 25] dB

Channel

Channel type Flat Rayleigh

Channel availability Perfectly known at receiver

aMGS-MR detector

Max. number of iterations I ∈ {3000, 6000, 9000}

Max. number of restarts Rmax ∈ {5, 10}

Number of aMGS samples Le ∈ {1,2,4,8}

Mixing ratio q ∈
{

1
2K ,

1
3K ,

1
4K

}
Stop criterion parameters c1 = 10; c2 = 1; cmin = 10

d-sMGS-MR detector

Max. number of iterations I = 8K
√
M

Max. number of restarts Rmax = 20

NL distance d ∈ {1,2,3}

Mixing ratio q = 1
2K

Stop criterion parameters c1 = 10; c2 = 1; cmin = 10

5.5.1 Parameters discussion

The aMGS-MR BER performance for different mixing ratios q = {1/2K,1/3K,1/4K}, considering Rmax =
{1,5,10}, is presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 for each fixed Le ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} samples scenario. The number of
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users is equal to K = 96 while N = 128 BS antennas (β = 0.75). The system is operating under medium-high
SNR, γdB = 25dB. First, it is evident that the choice of different mixing ratio values impact both performance
and complexity (represented by the ENI quantity at convergence). In addition, one can notice that the large
amount of Le = 8 samples becomes harmful to the algorithm, once convergence is achieved with larger ENI.
Among the other results, the best performance-complexity tradeoff is presented with Le = 2 samples and
q = 1/4K, which results in: χ|Le=2 = 44.89; against χ|Le=4 = 37.85 with 4 samples and q = 1/2K; and
χ|Le=1 = 39.66 with 1 sample and q = 1/4K. A detailed analysis of the aMGS performance/complexity gain
in relation to the mixing ratio and the number of samples can be found in Subsection 5.1.1 of Appendix D.

It can also be concluded that with increasing number of samples Le, the curve represented by q = 1/2K
has its convergence improved, resulting in less complexity. That is, when the impact of the noisy solution is
reduced, the choice of q = 1/2K is presented as the best performance-complexity tradeoff. In this sense, the
value q = 1/2K is adopted for the detector d-sMGS.

Through the complete analysis carried out in Appendix D, the parameter values summarized in Table 5.3
have been adopted for the aMGS in the reminder of this work. For the MGS-MR, the following parameters
have been adopted: q = 1/2K, I = 8K

√
M , Rmax = 50, c1 = 10 and c2 = 0.5 [2].

Table 5.3: Best parameters for aMGS-MR detector, presented in [3]

# aMGS samples, Le

Parameter BS antennas 1 2 4 8

Mixing N <= 64: 1
4K

1
4K

1
3K

1
2K

ratio, q N > 64: 1
4K

1
4K

1
2K

1
2K

Max. # Iterations, I 3000
Max. Restarts, Rmax 5

Iterations stop criterion, c1 10
Restarts stop criterion, c2 1

In Fig. 5.6 the convergence of the aMGS algorithm adopting best q values, from Table 5.3, is analyzed
against the average rops complexity, with 96×128 antennas and 64-QAM. For comparison purpose, a single
sampling result using the optimal mixing ratio value as proposed in [2], i.e., q = 1/2K (curve [E]) is also
included. One can notice that a less number of samples has shown to be beneficial in this LS-MIMO scenario,
since the single sample case presented the best performance combined to the lowest asymptotic complexity,
followed by the two (Le = 2) and four-fold (Le = 4) sampling case. Nevertheless, due to a slightly convergence
gain observed with Le = 2 samples, the tradeoff metric for Le = 1 is found to be χ|Le=1 = 39.83 against
χ|Le=2 = 44.22 with Le = 2 samples.

Regarding the d-sMGS, we focus on finding the maximum number of iterations I aiming at maximizing
tradeoff performance × complexity. In the literature, the quantity I = 8K

√
M adopted in [2] is quite reason-

able since it takes into account the number of active users and the modulation order. In this sense, Figure
5.7 shows the performance convergence of the proposed algorithm with the increase of the maximum number
of iterations. We considered K = N = 16 antennas in 64-QAM with NL distance d = {1,2,3} and used the
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(a) 96 × 128, Le = 1

(b) 96 × 128, Le = 2
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Figure 5.4: BER performance convergence of different mixing ratios, q, of aMGS in medium number of
antennas scenario (K = 96, N = 128) at γdB = 25dB, 64-QAM, Rmax = {1,5,10}, I = 6000 and low

number of Le samples: a) Le = 1, b) Le = 2.
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(a) 96 × 128, Le = 4

(b) 96 × 128, Le = 8
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Figure 5.5: BER performance convergence of different mixing ratios, q, of aMGS in medium number of
antennas scenario (K = 96, N = 128) at γdB = 25dB, 64-QAM, Rmax = {1,5,10}, I = 6000 and high

number of Le samples: a) Le = 4, b) Le = 8.
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Figure 5.6: BER performance and complexity vs. convergence for the aMGS algorithm considering 64-QAM
modulation, best mixing ratio q (curves [A] to [D]) from Table 5.3 and optimal value as proposed in [2], i.e.,

q = 1/2K and Le = 1 (curve [E]).

parameter a to denote the maximum number of iterations, so thatI = aK
√
M = 128a. It can be clearly

seen that the increase in the NL distance is not beneficial to the algorithm’s performance, which is easily
explained by the fact that, with increasing d, the neighborhood of the random solution increases, approaching
the condition of unrestricted solution in the constellation, retaking its negative impact on the algorithm’s
convergence. Thus, observing the 1-sMGS curve, it can be seen that its convergence is reached with a equal
to 8, which coincides with the result adopted in [2]. Therefore, this value I = 8K

√
M will be adopted for the

proposed d-sMGS detector in the reminder of this work.

5.5.2 Analysis on the proposed approaches

The Fig. 5.8 shows the SNR vs. performance/computational complexity of the addressed detectors. A
high system loading, i.e., β ≈ 0.9, in 64-QAM modulation is adopted with: a) K = 58, N = 64 and b)
K = 87, N = 96 antennas. One can notice in Fig. 5.8.(a) that both proposed detectors presented significant
performance gain in the region of high SNR in relation to the other detectors, equivalent to approximately one
decade against the second best performance detector aMGS-MR with Le = 8 samples. Differently from that
observed previously, the increase in the NL distance did not cause a loss of performance, since the 2-sMGS
detector resulted in a marginally similar performance to the 1-sMGS. Thus, it denotes a tendency that the
increase of the NL distance can be beneficial in scenarios with greater number of antennas, such as LS-MIMO.
Related to the computational complexity, it can be observed that the complexity of the 1-sMGS, 2-sMGS and
aMGS detectors with Le = 2, 4 and 8 samples are marginally equivalent, although the aMGS with 8 samples
presented the least number of rops (excluding the linear MMSE detector). Considering that both d-sMGS and
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Figure 5.7: Performance convergence against the maximum number of iterations I of the proposed d-sMGS
detector, with 16×16 antennas in 64-QAM modulation among different NL distance values. The number of

iterations is related to the parameter a, were I = aK
√
M .

aMGS have marginally the same complexity per iteration, it can be concluded that the MS strategy converged
with fewer iterations, on the other hand, with inferior performance to that reached by d-sMGS.

With increasing antenna numbers, Fig. 5.8.(b), it is reiterated the hypothesis that the increase of the NL
distance results in a performance gain. Also, it is noticeable a significant performance gain in the 4-sample
aMGS detector, surpassing the result with Le = 8, which corroborates the same hypothesis, i.e., a smaller
restriction in the noisy solution becomes beneficial with the increase in the number of antennas. In fact,
in the region of high SNR, γdB = 25 dB, it can be seen that the 2-sMGS and aMGS with Le = 4 achieve
similar performance, although in the medium SNR region (γdB = 23 dB), the proposed d-sMGS still appears
superior. With respect to the complexity in terms of rops, it is noticed that the 2-sMGS-MR and aMGS-MR
detectors with Le = 4 and 8 samples presented a marginally equal complexity in γdB = 25 dB; however, the
least complexity is reached again by the aMGS, specially in medium SNR region (γdB = [21,23] dB). Therefore,
it can be concluded that the proposed d-sMGS detection technique presented the best performance in both
scenarios, and the smaller restriction of neighborhood with d= 2 was a more interesting choice with increasing
number of antennas. In addition, there was no significant increase of complexity compared to the MS detector
aMGS. In other words, the complexity of the 2-sMGS detector was marginally equal to the lowest complexity
techniques: aMGS with Le = 4 and 8 samples.

A system loading analysis against BER and rops complexity is depicted in Fig. 5.9 under γdB = 25 dB.
It may be first noted that at high loading, i.e., β ≈ 0.9, the NL-based detection scheme showed a significant
gain in performance over the aMGS. In the other regions, there is no clearly outstanding technique, however,
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Figure 5.8: SNR vs. BER performance/Average number of rops in d-sMGS-MR detector against aMGS-MR
approach and MGS-MR. Parameters: K = 58, N = 64, 64-QAM, β ≈ 0.9.
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a lower restriction in the noisy solution demonstrated better results, which are represented by the 2-sMGS
overpassing the 1-sMGS and aMGS with Le = 1 or 2 in front of the Le = 4 and 8 samples. In relation
to the computational complexity with N = 64 antennas (Fig. 5.9.(b), one can notice that in the medium-
high loading region (β ≥ 0.75), the proposed d-sMGS strategy presented less complexity both with respect
to multiple sampling aMGS and conventional MGS. In the medium-low system loading results (β ≤ 0.5),
MS schemes presented lower computational complexity. Therefore, one can highlight the superiority of the
NL strategy in both performance and complexity in medium-high loading configurations, demonstrating the
potential of this strategy when the LS-MIMO system operates under high loading crowded scenarios. This can
be explained as the number of mobile users increases, approaching the full-loading system condition β→ 1,
the set of possible symbol combinations becomes larger, such that the noisy solution from the mixture has its
negative effect aggravated, affecting the algorithm’s convergence; whereas the NL strategy is able to mitigate
this effect, having a beneficial effect on the convergence which results in improvement in performance and
computational complexity. In a medium-low loading configurations, the aMGS with small number of samples
appears as a more interesting choice, resulting in the lowest complexities among MGS-based detectors and
superior performance.

With the increasing number of antennas at N = 128, Fig. 5.10, the system loading analysis reflects a
clear superiority of the 2-sMGS detector in high loading configurations, both in performance and in complexity.
This performance behavior corroborates the hypotheses raised in Fig. 5.8 regarding performance improvement
with increasing NL distance. On the other hand, in medium-low loading, the complexity of d-sMGS was shown
to be greater than all aMGS configurations, equating only to the conventional MGS-MR.

5.6 Chapter conclusions

Two MGS-based approaches for high-order QAM modulation in large-scale MIMO systems have been proposed.
Both approaches have demonstrated capability to mitigate the impact caused by the random symbol from
the mixture, which is aggravated either in near full-loading system condition or when a medium to high-order
modulation is deployed. Specifically, the main contributions refer to:

• we propose an averaged multiple sampling (MS), namely aMGS, strategy in order to improve the MGS
convergence rate operating under higher-order modulation and large scale MIMO regime. The proposed
strategy deploys multiple samples per coordinate and performs a simple mean to estimate each coordinate
symbol to alleviate the impact caused by the random solution, i.e. infinite mixing time, employed in
the mixture used by the MGS detector;

• a NL strategy is proposed aiming at improving the MGS convergence rate operating under higher-order
modulation and large scale MIMO regime. The proposed strategy, called d-sMGS (d-simplified MGS),
performs a NL in the random solution coming from the mixture used by the MGS detector. As a result,
the impact caused by this noisy solution is mitigated and the convergence is increased;

• lastly, we propose a simplification on the target function aiming at reducing its computational com-
plexity, while maintaining the performance. Since the target function is computational burden, requir-
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Figure 5.9: Performance and complexity versus system loading, considering γdB = 25dB, 64-QAM: a)
Performance for N = 64; b) Average rop complexity for N = 64.
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ing 2K times per iteration, our proposition is that the target function can be directly based on the
maximum-likelihood cost minimization, which avoids the exponential function computation, resulting in
a complexity decreasing.

5.6.1 Approach #1: aMGS

The first approach, namely aMGS, is based on multiple-samples on coordinate updating process, whereas
suitable tradeoff metric values have been found for a wide LS-MIMO system configuration scenarios when the
number of samples is set in-between Le = 1 and Le = 8. Furthermore, a simplification in the target function
is hold, aiming at reducing complexity by avoiding the exponential calculation. The proposed target function
is based on ML cost minimization and requires less mathematical operations than the original MGS, while no
degradation in performance is observed.

Also, our numerical analysis for the mixing ratio parameter optimization considering a wide range of system
scenarios has demonstrated that the best mixing ratio value is determined by the system loading and by the
quantity of samples of the aMGS as well. As a result, we have found different optimal values than q = 1/2K
reported previously by [2]. Moreover, when the LS-MIMO systems runs in low to medium system loading (i.e.,
β ≤ 0.5), the first approach aMGS is shown to be a more interesting option, resulting in significantly reduced
complexity compared to d-sMGS or MGS.

5.6.2 Approach #2: d-sMGS

The second approach refers to a neighborhood limited d-sMGS detector for large-scale MIMO systems, which
based on the neighborhood constraint of the noisy solution at a distance of d. The proposed d-sMGS detection
scheme demonstrated better performance and lowest computational complexity against aMGS and conven-
tional MGS detectors when a high system loading condition (i.e., β ≥ 0.75) is deployed and medium-high SNR
is present. These advantages are especially obtained when a large number of antennas is deployed, which
meets the requirements of LS-MIMO systems. Furthermore, with increasing the number of dimensions, i.e.,
increasing number of antennas and/or modulation order, a smaller restriction of 2-sMGS was shown to be a
more interesting choice than 1-sMGS.

In the next chapter, the main conclusions, from the contributions to the weaknesses found, regarding the
4 works developed in this Doctoral Thesis are discussed.
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6 Conclusions

This thesis investigated the main signal detection techniques in LS-MIMO systems, regarding the criteria of
computational complexity and performance. Furthermore, new strategies were proposed in the operation of
some detection techniques that fundamentally resulted in a better performance × complexity tradeoff, being
these the main contributions of this thesis. The main results achieved are summarized below.

In the first problem investigated, a performance-complexity analysis was performed regarding the LR
preprocessing technique considering channels with imperfect estimates of the channel conditions and under a
correlation effect between the Tx and Rx antennas. Linear detectors were also aided by OSIC technique, in
addition to the LR-SD detector, which a lookup table procedure was proposed aiming complexity reduction. It
has been shown by numerical results that the LR technique results in performance improvement by increasing
the diversity gain in linear detectors, in both uncorrelated and highly correlated scenarios. In the cases
of strongly correlated channels, the performance gain was remarkable, on the other hand, there was also a
considerable increase in the total complexity of the algorithms, caused by the LLL algorithm calculation. As for
the LR-SD detector, this resulted in optimal performance in all scenarios investigated and with computational
complexity lower than ML. In channels with iCSI, both the LR-assisted linear detectors and the LR-SD suffered
significant performance degradations, demonstrating little robustness in these scenarios.

In the second work resulting from this Doctoral Thesis, LS-MIMO detectors by message passing through
graphical models were investigated. An extensive analysis was performed on the DF parameter, and an
optimum calculation of its value was proposed, based on numerical results adjusted by curve fitting. It has
been demonstrated that the DF has a great impact not only on the detector’s performance, but also on its
complexity, through an improvement in the algorithm convergence. The MRF-BP detector using the proposed
αMRF resulted in less complexity than the FG-BP disposed in the literature, in scenarios with K = N < 160
antennas. With less than 75 antennas, MRF-BP with αMRF resulted in both better performance and lower
complexity compared to FG-BP.

The third detection technique investigated was MGS. It was noticed that, in high modulation orders,
the MGS algorithm disposed in the literature suffers negative impact of the noisy solution coming from the
mixing strategy. In this sense, two approaches were proposed in order to mitigate this effect: by multiple
samples and by the neighborhood limitation of the random solution. In addition, a simplification in the
calculation of the objective function was proposed, aiming at a reduction in the number of operations. It has
been shown that both techniques proposed are able to mitigate the effect of the random solution, however,
with different results. The first aMGS approach resulted in superiority in both performance and complexity
over MGS in highly loaded scenarios; and in less complexity, with similar performance, in systems with low-
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medium loads. Thus, it has been shown that the use of multiple samples results in improved convergence
of the algorithm by counteracting the negative effect of the noisy solution. On the other hand, the aMGS
detector is significantly surpassed by the d-sMGS, proposed in a work extension, when high loading LS-MIMO
(β ≥ 0.75) scenarios are considered. In these scenarios, the performance gain of the d-sMGS was remarkable
with even lower computational complexity. However, with system loading less than 0.65, aMGS resulted in a
significant reduction of complexity and better performance than d-sMGS. Thus, it is concluded that the d-
sMGS neighborhood constraint has been shown to be a more effective technique in denser and larger scenarios
because it is a more abrupt way of limiting the reach of the random solution. The technique of multiple
aMGS samples, because it is a more variable way (considering the average of a quantity of random samples)
of limitation of the random solution, showed superiority in less dense scenarios, in which the negative effect
of the noise solution is more subtle.

6.1 Future Research Directions

With the development of this Doctoral Thesis, some points were identified as possible improvements in
the formulation of the central signal detection problem, as well as other promising techniques in terms of
performance-complexity for LS-MIMO systems, which are listed below:

• More realistic system model

– Imperfect channel estimation: it is known that channel estimation in practical systems is performed
through estimation algorithms, and perfect knowledge of channel conditions is impractical. In this
sense, the consideration of a channel estimator portrays an improvement, in the sense of making
the channel more realistic, in relation to the scenario adopted in this Thesis.

– Imperfect power control : another problem identified in the adopted LS-MIMO system model, which
is also commonly found in the literature [22, 80–84], refers to the consideration of the same power
received in BS by all active users. This is clearly a non-realistic situation and adoption of a model
in which to consider an imperfect power control represents an improvement in the system model
to be considered.

– Multi-cellular environment: as mentioned, pilot contamination refers to one of the main problems
faced in large-scale MIMO systems and is represented by inter-cellular interference. Therefore, this
effect is only evaluated when considering multi-cellular scenarios. The adoption of a multi-cellular
scenario is an important requirement aiming the direction of this research.

• Promising LS-MIMO detection techniques

– MMSE approximation: MMSE iterative approximation techniques, such as the RID mentioned
in this Thesis, appear as strategies of very low complexity and with near-optimal performance in
low system loading scenarios, which is a condition applicable in massive MIMO systems. In this
sense, the investigation of such techniques, still possibly helping more elaborate strategies, such as
heuristics, results in another possible direction of this research.
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– Error localization: error localization techniques, such as the generalized orthogonal matching pur-
suit (GOMP) [126], can exploit the sparse signal processing structure via compressive sensing
(CS), which results in performance gain. These techniques also require very low complexity and
are promising in the actual LS-MIMO signal detection scenario.
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Abstract This contribution analyses the performance of efficient multiple-input-multiple-

output (MIMO) detectors under correlated channels and imperfect coefficients channel esti-

mation. A number of signal detection principles and techniques, including the minimummean

squared error detectorwith andwithout ordered successive interference cancellation; the sphere

decoding MIMO detection, as well as promising near-orthogonal transformation techniques

combined with these detectors, namely the lattice reduction and the QR decomposition are

analysed under the perspective of complexity-performance tradeoff.While inmost of available

works perfect channel state information anduncorrelated channels havebeen considered, herein

the complexity-performance tradeoff has been analysed and compared with the maximum

likelihood (ML) limit under specific but practical scenarios of interest, namely: high spectral

efficiency scenario; channel error estimates; channel/antenna correlation; combined channel

errors and correlated channels. Under performance-complexity perspective, the optimumML–

MIMO detector is deployed as reference aiming to evaluate the efficiency and performance

degradation of those sub-optimal MIMO detectors operating under hostile channel conditions.

Keywords Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) � Complexity � Lattice reduction

(LR) � Minimum mean squared error (MMSE) � Ordered successive interference

cancellation (OSIC) � Maximum likelihood (ML) � Sphere decoder (SD)

1 Introduction

Systems with multiple transmitting antennas and multiple receiving antennas (MIMO)

present a remarkable spectral efficiency and/or are able to improve the performance and

reliability of wireless communication by deploying multiples antennas at both transmitter
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and receiver side [1]. In a spatial multiplexing gain configuration, parallel data streams are

transmitted using multiple antennas in order to increase the spectral efficiency at the cost of

increasing complexity for data detection at the receiver [2]. The MIMO system suffers

influences from many effects that can degrade the performance, and consequently reduce

its capacity. The knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) is of fundamental

importance for acceptable system operation, and it can be used at the receiver, transmitter,

or both sides, depending on the MIMO architecture chosen. Under realistic scenarios, the

CSI cannot be perfectly estimated, and therefore the information available contains errors.

The impact of the imperfect CSI estimation over the MIMO precoder design and respective

MIMO performance is investigated in [3, 4].

Another important effect to be considered in realistic MIMO scenarios is the channel

correlation between antennas. The correlation between antennas has a great impact on the

bit error rate (BER) performance, specially when linear structures of detection are

deployed [5]. Some important works have analysed the capacity gain of MIMO systems

assuming independent fading channel, which are in practice difficult to obtain due to

physical constraints (spacing between antennas), or specially in scenarios with a massive

numbers of antennas, where it is physically difficult to design antenna array with enough

spacing between antenna elements in order to guarantee no correlation. For instance,

recently, the effect of antenna correlation on the performance of massive MIMO systems

has been investigated in [6].

Among well-established MIMO detectors, the linear zero forcing (LZF) is known by

completely cancel the interference between antennas [7], at the expense of increasing

significantly the background noise for badly-conditioned channel matrix. At this point, the

minimum mean squared error (MMSE) detector can be seen as a better alternative, since it

takes into account the noise power during the symbol detection process. Besides, the

successive interference cancellation (SIC) detector performs the detection layer-by-layer,

using either a LZF or MMSE strategy, and canceling the interference from the previously

detected symbols [8]. Since errors at the detection of the first layers can be propagated

along the algorithm, a remarkable improvement on performance can be achieved detecting

the most reliable antennas first, which features the ordered SIC (OSIC) MIMO detectors

[9]. As these linear sub-optimum detection techniques present a performance clearly

inferior to the maximum likelihood (ML) detector.

The improvement in MIMO performance-complexity trade-off obtained by the lattice

reduction (LR) pre-processing technique is due to the quasi-orthogonalisation of the

MIMO channel achieved with the LR technique, reducing considerably the detector pro-

cessing task. The LR is a mathematical concept deployed to solve many problems

involving lattice points. For instance, in the MIMO signal detection problem, the LR can

be used to improve the channel matrix conditioning, thus allowing the use of simpler

detector structures [2]; in other words, reduction in computational complexity can be

achieved with the LR technique aggregation while maintain overall system performance

acceptable [10, 11].

The sphere decoding (SD) can achieve the exact ML detection performance, but

requires considerable amount of computations compared with various suboptimal detec-

tions. Furthermore, in scenarios with large number of transmit and receive antennas with

high order modulation (e.g., 64-, 128-QAM, and so on) the SD becomes impracticable. To

reduce the overall SD complexity, a lattice-reduction-aided sphere decoding (LR–SD) is

proposed in this contribution. Since the SD achieves optimal performance, the LR–SD

would not result in performance improvement; nevertheless the LR pre-processing tech-

nique would aim in the SD complexity reduction, specially under large dimensions of

948 A. M. Mussi et al.
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detection, e.g., considering MIMO channels with high order modulations and number of

Tx–Rx antennas.

The concept of LR–SD for MIMO detections has been mentioned in recent literature,

particularly in [12–16]. In [12, 13], lattice reduction is considered not being useful for the

sphere decoding for MIMO detections, which is a closest lattice vector problem (CVP)

over a (finite) subset of the infinite lattice. The reason given is that the lattice transforming

matrix often destroys the properties of the subset, and the result of LR–SD, which is the

closest lattice point to the received signal point, is not necessarily the ML detection result,

which is the closest lattice point to the received signal point with the finite subset as the

search space. The authors of [14] believe that although the LR-aided SD for MIMO

detections can achieve the ML detection BER performance, it can not offer the complexity

reduction because the search may be repeated many times to exclude the undesired lattice

points. However, recent theoretical analysis in [15] confirmed that the LR–SD for MIMO

detections is able to reduce the computational complexity significantly, but the authors

admit it assumes a performance gap to the ML detection because sometimes its search

result is not equal to the ML detection result. The computational complexity reduction

achieved by the LR–SD detector compared to the conventional SD is also pointed out in

[17, 18]; the reason is that the preprocessing technique is able to reduce the total number of

search paths. Also, the LR–SD is used in [16], but the exact ML performance can not be

achieved essentially owing to the same reason as presented in [15]. Notice that in most of

the studies involving LR–SD MIMO detector perfect channel condition scenarios (perfect

CSI and uncorrelated channels) have been considered. Specifically in this work the LR–SD

MIMO detector is analysed under hostile channel conditions.

The contribution of this work consists in quantify the impact on the MIMO system

performance when lattice reduction technique is deployed to mitigate the effects of channel

correlation and error estimates. More precisely, LR technique is applied to improve the

MIMO detector performance under correlated and imperfect channel estimates, generic M-

QAM modulation order and number of transmit and receive antennas. Moreover, in the

case of LR-aided sphere decoding MIMO detector, namely LR–SD–MIMO detector, we

have proposed a simple procedure in order to reduce the computational complexity, which

in certain operation conditions implies in a full tree search (specially under low SNR

scenarios); hence, the application of LR preprocessing technique is able to reduce sub-

stantially such three search overhead. Both LR-aided MMSE, i.e., with and without

ordered SIC, namely LR–MMSE and LR–MMSE–OSIC, respectively, as well as the LR–

SD–MIMO detectors are analysed and compared in terms of performance-complexity

taking into consideration the following aspects:

(a) Different numbers of transmit and receive antennas, Nt and Nr, respectively;

(b) Different levels of antenna correlation q;
(c) Different levels of channel coefficient error estimate, ne;

(d) Imperfect CSI knowledge under correlated channels.

This paper is organised as follows: in Sect. 2, we describe the MIMO system model with

focus on channel error estimation and antenna correlation. In Sect. 3, we revisit classical

sub-optimal MIMO detectors, while Sect. 4 presents the LR-aided MIMO detectors and the

proposed LR–SD–MIMO detector. Numerical results obtained via Monte-Carlo simulation

for several system and channel configuration scenarios are discussed in Sect. 5. The

complexity analysis comparing those MIMO detectors is developed in Sect. 6. Conclusions

remarks are summarised in Sect. 7.
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2 MIMO System Model

In this contribution we consider a complex baseband linear transmission system with non-

line-of-sight (NLOS), Nt inputs and Nr outputs corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN). The matrix model for the system under investigation is

y ¼ Hsþ g ð1Þ

where H represents an Nr � Nt fading coefficients matrix following a Rayleigh distribution

(for amplitudes) representing NLOS point-to-point communication, s is vector of data

symbols and g is the independent white noise vector samples with Gaussian distributionwith:

E½g2� ¼ N0 ¼ r2g ¼
NtEs

c
ð2Þ

where Es denotes the average energy of the transmitted symbols, N0 is the noise power

spectral density which is equal to the variance of entries g; and c is the average SNR per

transmit antenna.

2.1 Correlated MIMO Channels

One important class of MIMO channel model assumes that the correlation between the

transmit antennas (Tx) is independent of the correlation among receive antennas (Rx);

hence, admitting a MIMO channel Rayleigh flat-fading, [19], one can express the fading

coefficients matrix:

H ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

RH;Rx

p

G
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

RH;Tx

p

ð3Þ

where G 2 CNr xNt is an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian zero-

mean unit variance elements. The correlation matrices RH;Tx 2 RNt xNt and RH;Rx 2 RNr xNr

denote correlation observed among the transmitter antennas and receiver antennas,

respectively. Assuming in this work that the Tx and Rx antennas are equally separated,

equal numbers of antennas and equal correlation matrix RH;Rx ¼ RH;Tx ¼ RH. Hence, the

matrix RH, can be written as:

RH ¼

1 q q4 � � � qðnT�1Þ2

q 1 q � � � ..
.

q4 q 1 � � � q4

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
.

q

qðnT�1Þ2 � � � q4 q 1

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

; ð4Þ

where q is the normalised correlation index. Note that a totally uncorrelated scenario

means q ¼ 0, while a fully correlated scenario implies q ¼ 1.

2.2 MIMO Channel Error Estimation

The estimation of the Gaussian channel matrix in the receiver is not perfect, therefore it is

necessary consider this effect on the overall system performance. The estimated channel

matrix bH can be simply modelled as:
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bH0 ¼ Hþ e ð5Þ

where e ¼ ei þ jeq is a stochastic complex error, with in-phase and quadrature components

assumed i.i.d. Gaussian variables, with ei and eq �N 0; r2� =2
� �

. It is important to emphasize

that this channel error estimation model comprises both module and phase, being the last

more harmful for the detection process. Also, this estimation must be normalised by

1þ r2�
� ��1

, as suggested by [20]; therefore the estimated MIMO channel matrix becomes:

bH ¼ Hþ e

1þ r2e
ð6Þ

This normalisation is necessary aiming to not change the original average power channel

characteristics. Furthermore, in this modelling, the variance r2e is assumed inversely pro-

portional to the SNR:

r2e ¼
ne

c ð7Þ

where ne represents the channel error factor.

3 Conventional MIMO Detectors

In the sequel, classical MIMO detectors found in the literature are revisited, including the

minimum mean squared error (MMSE) criterion, successive interference cancellation

method, and QR decomposition-based MIMO detectors.

3.1 MMSE MIMO Detection

In order to reduce the impact of fading and background noise, the MMSE detector employ a

linear filter that can take into account the channel matrix and the background noise effect as

well. The MMSE filter can be found by minimizing the mean-square error (MSE) as [21]:

Wmmse ¼ argmin
W

E½ks�WHyk2�

¼ E½yyH �
� ��1

E½ysH �

¼ H HHHþ N0

Es

I

� ��1

ð8Þ

where I is a Nt x Nt identity matrix and E½�� is the statistical expectation operator. The

resulting estimated symbol vector can be written as:

smmse ¼ WH
mmsey ð9Þ

3.2 MMSE–SIC MIMO Detection

The MMSE–SIC MIMO detector is performed from the decomposition of the channel

matrix H and assuming that H is square or tall, where Nt � Nr . Hence, applying for

instance the QR factorisation on the channel matrix H:
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H ¼ QR ð10Þ

where Q is a Nt � Nt unitary matrix and R is a Nt � Nr upper triangular matrix. Hence,

multiplying QH by the receive signal y we can written:

x ¼ QHyx ¼ RsþQHg ð11Þ

where ~g ¼ QHg is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector. Notice that QHg and ~g
share the same statistical properties.

The channel correlation matrix can be either square or tall. Initially, assuming a square

M �M matrix H, we have:

x ¼ Rsþ ~g

x1
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..

.
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ð12Þ

Thus, we can write the recurrent equations in order to determine the soft decision xM to x1:

xM ¼ rM;MsM þ ~gM
xM�1 ¼ rM�1;MsM þ rM�1;M�1sM�1 þ ~gM�1

..

. ..
.

ð13Þ

Now assuming that the matrix H is tall with N �M dimension and N�M, we have

x1
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.
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ð14Þ

Therefore, the soft decision xN to x1 can be recursively determined as:

xN ¼ ~gN

..

.

xMþ1 ¼ ~gMþ1

xM ¼ rM;MsM þ ~gM
xM�1 ¼ rM�1;MsM þ rM�1;M�1sM�1 þ ~gM�1

..

.

ð15Þ

Since the received signals xMþ1; xMþ2; . . .; xN do not have any useful information, we can

simply ignore them. Hence, Eqs. (13) and (15) are equivalents.
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3.2.1 Successive Interference Cancelation (SIC) Step

Firstly, sM can be detected from xM as follows:

Let ~sM ¼ xM

rM;M
¼ sM þ ~gM

rM;M
ð16Þ

Then, the contribution of ~sM is to be canceled in detecting sM�1 from xM�1.This sequential

detection procedure is terminated until all the data symbols of s are detected. The mth

symbol of s can be detected after cancelling M � m data symbols as:

um ¼ xm �
X

M

q¼mþ1

rm;q~sq;

sm ¼ um

rm;m
; m 2 f1; 2; . . .;M � 1g

ð17Þ

Finally, the background noise can be taken into account in order to minimise the mean

square error, [21].

– Extended channel matrix: Hex ¼ HT
ffiffiffiffi

N0

Es

q

I
h iT

;

– Extended receive signal: yex ¼ yT 0T
	 
T

;

– Extended noise AWGN: nex ¼ nT �
ffiffiffiffi

N0

Es

q

sT
h iT

.

3.3 MMSE–OSIC MIMO Detection

Further performance improvement on the MIMO MMSE–SIC technique can be achieved

through a properly ordering [9, 22], witch avoid error propagation in the interference

cancellation step. The ordering criterion is the minimization of the Q columns norm, which

makes the detection be proceeded from the least noise corrupted symbol to the most. The

form of the decomposition is simply:

HP ¼ QR ð18Þ

where matrix P is a permutation matrix, used to reorder the symbols after applying the SIC

detection, Eq. (17), by multiplying it and the estimated symbol. Therefore the application

of sorted QR Decomposition (SQRD) instead of the QR decomposition change the detector

SIC into OSIC.

3.3.1 Sorted QR Decomposition (SQRD)

The sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) is summarised by the pseudo-code in

Algorithm 1.
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3.4 Sphere Decoder (SD) Principle

To simplify the analysis, let us reformulate the complex number signal model of Eq. (1)

into a real number signal model:

yr ¼ Asr þ gr
R yf g
I yf g

� �

¼
R Hf g �I Hf g
I Hf g R Hf g

� �

R sf g
I sf g

� �

þ
R gf g
I gf g

� � ð19Þ

where yr 2 RM , sr 2 ZN , gr 2 RM , and A 2 RM�N with N ¼ 2Nt and M ¼ 2Nr . The sr
belongs to a finite subset of the infinite integer vector space ZN , denoted by s 2 K 2 ZN .

Let LðAÞ ¼ Az; z 2 ZN denote the lattice with A as its basis. The ML MIMO detection

problem consists in finding the closest lattice point to the received signal yr with the finite

subset K as the search space:

ŝML ¼ min
z2K2ZN

jjyr � Azjj2 ð20Þ

In order to reduce the computational complexity of the ML detection, the search in Eq. (20)

can be limited within a hypersphere of a certain radius n, which is referred to sphere

decoding, and expressed as:

ŝML ¼ min
z2K2ZN

jjyr � Azjj2 � n2
 �

ð21Þ

4 Lattice Reduction Based MIMO Detection

The lattice (basis) reduction or LR has been proposed in aiming to transform a regular basis

to a nearly orthogonal one. Choosing the channel matrix H as a basis for a lattice, the

MIMO problem can be treated as a lattice decoding problem. The lattice concept is

explored in the sequel; after that, the MIMO LR-aided detector is discussed in details.

4.1 Lattices

Let L be a 2� 2 matrix and u ¼ ½u1 u2�T a 2 x 1 vector. A lattice KL is the set of points:
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KL ¼ fLu j u1; u2 2 Z½i�g ð22Þ

where Z½i� is the set of Gaussian integers. The set of Gaussian integers is the complex

numbers a ¼ aþ bi whose components a and b are both integers [23]. L is called a

generator matrix for the lattice KL. The minimum distance of KL is defined as:

d2minðKLÞ ¼ min
u 6¼v

kLðu� vÞk2 ð23Þ

where u and v are Gaussian integer vectors. From the definition of KL are infinitely

different bases in a lattice and they all span the same lattice KL. Assume that L0 is another
basis for KL. Then follows that L0 ¼ LZ, where Z is a unimodular matrix; therefore, Z has

Gaussian integers entries and detðZÞ 2 f	1;	ig. From the definition of d2minðKLÞ follows
that:

d2minðKQLZÞ ¼ d2minðKLÞ ð24Þ

where Q is a unitary matrix. A matrix U 2 Mn is said to be unitary if UHU ¼ I, where Mn

is the set of matrix n� n [24].

4.2 MIMO System with Lattice

Let the basis B consisting of M real-valued linearly independent basis vectors given by

B ¼ fb1; b2; . . .; bMg: ð25Þ

Since a lattice can be generated from an integer linear combination of a basis, with B, we
can have a lattice defined by

K ¼ uju ¼
X

M

m¼1

bmzm; zm 2 Z½i�
( )

: ð26Þ

Hence, adopting H as a basis and s to produce an integer linear combination of the basis,

the y becomes a vector in the lattice generated by the basis H.

4.3 The Lenstra–Lenstra–Lovász (LLL) Algorithm

A well-known and powerful algorithm for lattice reduction is the LLL algorithm, proposed

by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász in 1982 [25]. A basis ~A which can be decomposed by a QR

decomposition as ~A ¼ ~Q~RT�1 is named reduced LLL with parameter d in the range
1
4
\d� 1 if the following inequalities hold:

j~rl;kj �
1

2
j~rl;lj for 1� l\k�m;

and

d~r2k�1;k�1 � ~r2k;k þ ~r2k�1;k for k ¼ 2; . . .;m

ð27Þ

where T is a unimodular matrix, ~rl;k is the element of l-th row and k-th column of the upper

triangular matrix ~R.
If only the first inequality in (27) is fulfilled, the basis is called size reduced. Herein, the

adopted LLL algorithm is based on [26] implementation and summarised by the pseudo-
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code in Algorithm 2. As shown in Algorithm 2, the parameter d define the swap condition

after the length reduction step and can be regarded as a strictness factor: the closer it is to 1,

the more orthogonal the reduced basis will be, in general [27], on the other hand, the

reduction tends to be slower. Thus, in summary, one can say the parameter d influences the
quality of the reduced basis. In this paper, we have assumed d ¼ 3

4
as proposed in [25].

Notice that Q, R and the permutation matrix P, required by the algorithm, are obtained

from (18). Besides, the Givens rotation matrix, H, utilised in the Algorithm 2 (line 13) has

a purpose of restore the upper triangular structure in ~R.

4.3.1 Computational Complexity of LLL Algorithm

The complexity of LLL algorithm depends on the matrix size and also the antenna/channel

correlation index q. In [28] the complexity of this algorithm was evaluated by numerical

experiment, considering Nt ¼ Nr ¼ N and d ¼ 3
4
. The function that describe the complexity

in numbers of flops has been obtained by fitting, and given by:

fLLLðN; qÞ ¼ ðaebq þ cÞN3 ð28Þ

where a ¼ 5:018� 10�4, b ¼ 13:48 and c ¼ 8:396. It is worth noting that the computa-

tional complexity cost for the LLL algorithm increases substantially under large-array

configurations and medium-high correlation index (q� 0:5). Further analysis on the

MIMO detectors complexity is provided in Sect. 6.
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4.4 LR-Aided MIMO Detectors

Since a lattice can be generate by different bases or channel matrices, with the goal of

reducing the noise and interference between multiple signals, it is convenient to find a

matrix whose columns are nearly orthogonal to generate the same lattice. Hence, LR

technique can be applied to improve the MIMO detection performance; these methods are

regarded as the LR-based detection for MIMO systems.

In order to deploy LR technique, the original constellation must be defined in terms of

consecutive integers lattice. Consider two bases H and G that span the same lattice; it also

shown that

H ¼ GU; ð29Þ

where U and T ¼ U�1 are a unimodular matrices. As a consequence the received signal in

(1) can be rewritten as:

y ¼ Hsþ g ¼ HTT�1sþ g ¼ Gzþ g; ð30Þ

where z ¼ T�1s ¼ Us: ð31Þ

Since the received signal can be treated as the lattice points spanned by the basis, lattice-based

MIMO system detection can be developed aiming to reduce the complexity of conventional

detectors. Hence, under lattice transform, z is initially detected; after that, the original symbols

s can be obtained applying a combination of shifting and scaling operations, Eq. (34), as

described in the sequel, in order to correctly estimate z and then de-mapping deploying (31).

4.4.1 LR-Aided Linear Detectors

The LR-based MIMO linear detection can be carried out initially detecting z by applying

linear filtering in the received signal vector; disregarding the background noise we have:

z ¼ WHy; ð32Þ

where for the LR–MMSE detector the linear filter is describe by

WH ¼ GHGþ N0

Es

U�HU�1

� ��1

GH ð33Þ

4.4.2 Shift and Scale Method

After computing soft decisions on z it is necessary to estimate the correct symbols. The

solution to this quantisation problem is to use a combination of shifting and scaling

operations to ensure that both the original s and the reduced constellation z are defined in

terms of consecutive integer lattices [29]. The shifting and scaling operations is given by:

bz ¼ 2

&

1

2
ðz� b0iÞ

%

þ b0i ð34Þ

where d�c represent rounding to the nearest integer. Hence, the original symbols s can be

obtained applying (34) and then de-mapping in (31). The steps to achieve shifting and

scaling equation (34) is explained in the following.
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In the LR-aided scheme the constellation symbols are related to a consecutive integer

lattice x by:

si ¼ axi þ b ð35Þ

where si is a complex integer , a is a scalar and b a complex offset. The symbol vector can

be represent as

s ¼ axþ b1 ð36Þ

where s is a vector of symbols in the complex integer lattice and 1 is a vector of ones.

Another equivalent representation for s is normalising by 2
a:

s ¼ 2xþ b01 ð37Þ

where b0 ¼ 2b
a

 �

, assuming the value 1þ j for all M-QAM constellations. From (31) we

can write

T�1s ¼ T�1ð2xþ b01Þ
z ¼ 2�xþ b0i

ð38Þ

where �x ¼ T�1x and the row-sum vector i ¼ T�11. Isolating the �x we have

�x ¼ 1

2
ðz� b0iÞ ð39Þ

and symbol estimate in the reduced lattice should be based on quantisation in the con-

secutive integer lattice basis

b�x ¼
&

1

2
ðz� b0iÞ

%

ð40Þ

Finally, from (38) the estimate in the reduced lattice follows:

bz ¼ 2

&

1

2
ðz� b0iÞ

%

þ b0i ð41Þ

The core of LR–MMSE MIMO detection process is described by the pseudo-code shown

in Algorithm 3.
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4.4.3 LR-Aided Sphere Decoding

By using the lattice reduction algorithm such as the LLL algorithm on the basis A, a

reduced basis ~A and a unimodular matrix U can be found such that:

~A ¼ AT ð42Þ

Notice that the unimodular matrix T and its inverse U ¼ T�1 are composed only by integer

values and det Tð Þ is equal to 1 or �1. Using the unimodular matrix T, a transformed

symbol vector d ¼ T�1sr ¼ Usr is obtained in order to perform the transformation in a

reduced basis, expressed as

yr ¼ Asr þ gr ¼ AIsr þ gr ¼ ATT�1sr þ gr

¼ ~Ad þ gr
ð43Þ

where I denotes the identity matrix.

Since sr 2 K 2 ZN , then the range of d is denoted by d 2 ~K, the image of K under T�1.

However, the subset ~K is generally no longer of the simple hypercube structure as that of

K. Therefore, controlling the search range in ~K is a very complicated problem. To avoid

this, a lookup table is built containing the vectors-candidates already calculated at each

layer. This procedure is intended to avoid the calculation of nodes already visited, which is

the essence of the tree search. More details about the lookup table procedure is given in 1.

The primary search uses the initial radius based on the LR-aided Linear Zero Forcing

(LR–LZF) decision; this deterministic method is also deployed in [17], where the hyper-

sphere radius is considered as the distance between the original received signal and the

signal received using LZF detector. Thus, the primary search of the LR–SD for MIMO

detections can be expressed by the following problem:

d̂ ¼ min
z2 ~K

jjyr � ~Azjj2 � n2
 �

ð44Þ

where n2 is initially expressed by:

dLR�LZF ¼ ~A
y
yr

n2 ¼jjyr � ~AdLR�LZFjj2
ð45Þ

Indeed, this primary search shows significant complexity reduction over the conventional

SD of Eq. (21), due to the considerable decreasing in the sphere radius n. Nevertheless, the

result d̂ not necessarily exists in the reduced basis domain ~K, as stated in the Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 In lattice LðAÞ ¼ Az; z 2 ZN , suppose Ad̂ML is the closest lattice point to a

certain vector point yr among the lattice points in subset fAz : z 2 K 2 ZNg. If there exists
a lattice point Ad̂ which is closer to yr than Ad̂ML, i.e., jjyr � Ad̂jj2\jjyr � Ad̂MLjj2, then
d̂ 62 ~K and, consequently, ŝ ¼ Td̂ 62 K.

The primary search starts from the decision statistic dLR�LZF as initial radius. The

closest lattice point to yr in the sphere, d̂ 2 ~K, is the d̂ML. If none d̂ 2 ~A is found in the

primary search, then a further search is required. In the next search, the squared radius need

to be updated as:
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n2 ¼ jjyr � ~AdLR�LZFjj2 þ D ð46Þ

where D is a constant increment. The selection of the squared radius increment D strongly

affects the computational complexity, and its value has been obtained as a scaled variance

of noise in such way that, a lattice point inside the hypersphere is found with a high

probability. Let r2g be the variance of the entries gr 2 RN�1, the squared radius increment

is selected as D ¼ aNr2g, where a is calculated considering a high probability of a lattice

point be found inside the hypersphere; determination of suitable values of a is provided in

1.

With the updated radius, the search is proceed aiming to obtain the closest lattice point

to yr in the hypersphere. The closest point d̂ 2 ~K found must be the ML detection result,

d̂ML. If none lattice point is found, a further search is required again. Increase the sphere

radius, n2, by another D and perform a new sphere search. This procedure is repeated until

d̂ML and, consequently, ŝML ¼ Td̂ML 2 K is obtained. The proposed LR–SD algorithm for

MIMO detections is summarised by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 4.

These further searches for ŝML will certainly lead to a complexity increase. In order to

minimise this overhead two main procedures are performed herein: (a) optimisation of D;
(b) lookup table. The optimisation of D was performed in order to avoid further searches,

see 1. The lookup table avoid the calculation of nodes already visited, thus, the complexity

in the further searches is greatly decreased.

5 Numerical Results

In this section, performance in terms of BER versus SNR under perfect and channel error

estimates is analysed; further realistic MIMO detection performance analysis has been

conducted considering channels correlated scenarios. Along this section, numerical Monte-

Carlo simulations (MCS) results are depicted and examined. Different system and channel

configuration scenarios have been considered:
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(a) Perfect CSI knowledge available at receiver side (ne ¼ 0), but not at the transmitter

side, and uncorrelated antennas;

(b) Perfect CSI and different levels of antenna correlation (q[ 0);

(c) Imperfect CSI knowledge (ne [ 0) under uncorrelated channels (q ¼ 0);

(d) Imperfect CSI knowledge under correlated channels.

Besides, 4-QAM modulation and Gray coding have been deployed across this section;

hence, the analysed BER and SER in this section are equivalent.

Figure 1 depicts the BER performance of different detectors for a 4-QAM MIMO

system with Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 2 and Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 4 antennas with perfect channel estimation, i.e.,

the channel error factor ne ¼ 0, under uncorrelated channels (q ¼ 0). In Fig. 1a, the per-

formance of MMSE–OSIC detector for a MIMO 2� 2 shows a slightly improvement

compared with the MMSE detector, although this detector also presents slightly higher

complexity, as shown in Sect. 6; however, the performance of theses detectors, due to the

noise enhancement, is poor in comparison to ML. In contrast, the LR-aided MIMO

detectors clearly outperform the others MIMO detectors, remarkably in the high SNR

region, indicating that the LR technique is robust against the channel fading effect, spe-

cially in high SNR region, although its performance in low SNR region has proved worse,

specially with the increase of the numbers of antennas, as shown in Fig. 1b 4� 4. The LR–

MMSE–OSIC detector achieves near-ML performance specially in the high SNR regime,

where the additive noise is negligible. The LR–SD achieves the ML performance in both

cases (Fig. 1a, b); this result is expected since the LR aided SD search performed in this

work obtain the lowest euclidean distance vector inside the reduced basis domain. On the

other hand, with 2� 2 antennas, the LR–SD detector experiment an excessive
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Fig. 1 BER performance for the MIMO detectors under 4� QAM, perfect channel estimation and
uncorrelated channels for a 2� 2 antennas; b 4� 4 antennas
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computational complexity, of same order of ML, in both uncorrelated and correlated

channels; denoting this detector is not applicable in very low number of antennas sce-

narios; indeed, complexity analysis is discussed in Sect. 6. Moreover, under 2� 2 con-

figuration the performance gap between LR–SD and LR–MMSE–OSIC detectors is

negligible, demonstrating that the LR–MMSE–OSIC detector should represent a better

choice under very lower number of antennas scenarios.

Figures 2 and 3 depict the BER performance of the detectors for a 4-QAM MIMO

system with Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 2 and Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 4 antennas, respectively, and perfect channel

estimation (ne ¼ 0), but considering three different levels of channel correlation, low, high

and very high, q ¼ ½0:2; 0:7; 0:9�. The performance of the MIMO detectors under channels

weakly correlated (q ¼ 0:2) results very close to the uncorrelated channel condition,

although with the increase of the levels of correlation implies in an increasing degradation

in terms of BER performance. The MIMO detection with the aid of lattice-reduced

technique has demonstrated robustness against inter-antenna interference. Elaborating

further, in strongly correlated channels and reduced number of antennas, the detectors ML

and LR-aided MMSE–OSIC in high SNR region present very similar performance; the

same behaviour happens with MMSE and MMSE–OSIC detectors. Although with low

number of antennas and very high channel correlation, the computational complexity for

LR-aided MMSE detectors results in the same order of ML due to the exhaustive calcu-

lation of fLLLðNt; qÞ, as discussed in Sect. 6. Under the same channel and system scenario

but with 4� 4 antennas, as depicted in Fig. 3, one can observe that the jointly effects, i.e.

the increasing level of correlation and inter-antenna interference, provoke a remarkable

degradation in the BER performance, specially for the MMSE and MMSE–OSIC detectors,

which under strongly correlated channels results in a really poor performance.
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Fig. 2 BER performance for the MIMO detectors under correlated channels with 2� 2 antennas
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In the context of Fig. 3 yet, combining strongly correlated channels with a higher

number of antennas it is noticeable that under low-medium SNR regions the LR–MMSE-

based MIMO detector shows a higher performance degradation regarding the LR–MMSE–

OSIC. The reason is that the LR technique applied to MIMO systems, specially under large

number of antennas condition, makes them more sensitive to the noise and inter-antenna

interference, as discussed in [5]. However, this performance degradation effect does not

occurs with LR–MMSE–OSIC because the OSIC substantially mitigates the interference

effect via ordered successive cancellation.

Moreover, from Fig. 3, one can conclude that the LR–MMSE–OSIC for increasing

number of antennas presents a slight performance degradation regarding the ML–MIMO

(3–5 dB for increasing q) but with much less complexity, while LR–MMSE–OSIC

detector is able to offer the same diversity order, as indicated by the slope of BER

performance curve in high SNR region. Furthermore, notice that the LR–SD detector

achieved in all correlation and 4� 4 number of antennas scenarios the exact ML perfor-

mance but with a lower complexity compared to the ML exhaustive search, as discussed in

Sect. 6. Moreover the performance results for 2� 2 and 4� 4 MIMO schemes indicate a

clear trend in terms of gap degradation between these detectors, inducing the conclusion

that in large MIMO schemes (tens to hundreds antennas) the performance of the LR–

MMSE–OSIC should be increasingly worse; therefore, the LR–SD detector evince to be a

worth option for large MIMO systems.

Figures 4 and 5 show the BER performance of the detectors for a 4-QAM MIMO

system with Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 2 and Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 4 antennas, respectively, now considering

uncorrelated channels ðq ¼ 0Þ but under different channel error factors,

ne ¼ ½1:0; 3:0; 7:0; 10:0�. One can notice that with increasing CSI error levels the
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Fig. 3 BER performance for the MIMO detectors under correlated channels with 4� 4 antennas
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Fig. 4 BER performance for the 2� 2 MIMO detectors with channel errors estimation (ne [ 0) and
uncorrelated antennas q ¼ 0
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degradation of BER performance is remarkable for all analyzed MIMO detectors. The

same degradation observed in the LR–based MIMO detectors and the linear detectors

indicates that the LR pre-processing technique does not mitigate completely the CSI

estimation errors. Moreover, in Fig. 4 one can observe from the low (ne ¼ 1:0) to the very

high (ne ¼ 10:0) channel error factor scenarios an increasingly performance gap and

diversity lost between LR–MMSE and LR–MMSE–OSIC, denoting that the OSIC tech-

nique is able to slightly mitigate the performance degradation in very high channel error

estimation scenarios. In Fig. 5, the same BER degradation in all implemented MIMO

detectors can be observed, representing that the LR can not mitigate the CSI estimation

errors in this scenario with a higher number of antennas. Additionaly, with increasing CSI

estimation errors, the SNR region when LR–MMSE shows better performance than MMSE

becomes higher. In other words, the diversity gain, proportionate by the LR preprocessing

technique, is expressed in higher SNR regions with increasing CSI estimation errors,

denoting the devasting effects of these estimation errors. As expected, even with strong

CSI estimation errors, in both cases (Figs. 4, 5) the LR–SD achieved the ML performance.

For comparison purpose, Fig. 6 put in perspective the impact of errors in CSI consid-

ering just the LR–MMSE–OSIC MIMO detector, once its achieved the best performance

among the analysed linear detectors. Also, in this scenario is considered uncorrelated

channels in order to analyse the isolated effect of CSI estimation errors. It is noticeable that

errors in channel estimates are devastating in terms of BER performance degradation,

independent on the number of antennas. On the other hand, it is worth to note that the

diversity gain remains the same from low to very high channel errors estimation for both

2� 2 and 4� 4 antennas, demonstrating the robustness of the LR–MMSE–OSIC MIMO

detection technique. Besides, the BER degradation demonstrates to be more responsive in

lower CSI estimation errors, in order that ne from 0.5 to 1.0 degraded 3dB in BER

performance, the same degradation is observed with a longer gap in higher values of CSI

estimation error (i.e., ne ¼ 7:0 to ne ¼ 10:0).
Figure 7 put in perspective the joint effect of antenna correlation and CSI error esti-

mation on the BER performance degradation, considering 4-QAM MIMO system with

Nt ¼ Nr ¼ 2. The linear and LR-aided MIMO BER degradations have been calculated for

q ¼ ½0; 0:2; 0:5; 0:7; 0:9� combined to ne ¼ ½0; 1:0; 3:0; 5:0; 7:0�. In Fig. 7a the LR–

MMSE–OSIC MIMO detector performance is analysed for different SNR levels and

antena correlation, while CSI errors are parameterised via ne. As expected, depending on

the level of channel correlation and CSI error the impact on the BER degradation would be

remarkable. Complementary, in Fig. 7b the joint effects of channel correlation and CSI

error estimates on the BER degradation of various MIMO detectors are analysed consid-

ering a fixed SNR = 20 dB. Notice that for all analysed MIMO detectors the performance

degradation is more affected by the error estimation (when ne is high), than antenna

correlation (high q), which indicate that the effect of channel error estimation on the BER

is more devastating than the channel correlation.

6 Complexity Analysis

In this section, MIMO detector complexities are compared in terms of floating-point

operations per second (flops). Table 1 summarises the overall complexity related to the

analysed MIMO detectors, considering Nt ¼ Nr ¼ Na and M modulation order for the

M-QAM. The complexity of the ML–MIMO detector is included as reference. The
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Fig. 5 BER performance for the 4� 4 MIMO detectors with channel errors estimation (ne [ 0) and
uncorrelated antennas, q ¼ 0
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complexity is evaluated in terms of the total numbers of floating-point operations (flops),

which one flop is defined as an addition, subtraction, multiplication or division between

two floating points numbers, and matrix and vector operations flop count are based in [30].

Also, the complexity on the SQRD can be found in [9].

From Table 1, it can be observed that ML has a prohibitive exponential complexity in

any practical MIMO system configuration with moderate or higher number of antennas for

any channel correlated and estimation errors scenarios. On the other hand, MMSE detector

offers a lower complexity, with polynomial order OðN3Þ. This complexity order is due to

the matrix inversion operation. SIC-based MIMO detectors are capable to provide sub-

stantial performance improvement without increase the order of complexity regarding the

MMSE MIMO detector; hence SIC-based MIMO topologies are able to offer a suit-

able BER performance-complexity tradeoff. Furthermore, despite the same polynomial

complexity order OðN3Þ achieved by LR–MMSE detectors, this MIMO detector topology

presents a second complexity term that could become significant regard the first one, given

by the LLL function, fLLL, which is dependent of the level of channel/antennas correlation

and number of antennas, as predicted by (28). Under uncorrelated channel/antennas sce-

narios, the LR–MMSE detectors complexity has dominated by the first term, and this

technique can demonstrate an attractive performance-complexity trade-off for these sce-

narios. Besides, under low to medium correlation indexes, LR-aided MIMO technique

shows a affordable and manageable complexity, while preserving full diversity, which

makes it a promising near-optimum MIMO transmitting scheme.
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Fig. 6 BER performance degradation due to channel error estimations for the LR–MMSE–OSIC MIMO
detector under uncorrelated channels: a 2� 2 antennas; b 4� 4 antennas
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6.1 LR–SD Complexity

The complexity of the LR–SD detector, particularly for 4-QAM, presents the same

polynomial complexity order OðN3Þ added to two other functions, fLLL from the lattice

reduction algorithm and favg�nodes which is a numerical evaluated complexity relating the

number of transmit antennas, the channel correlation and the average SNR per transmit

antenna. These three variables affects the complexity of the SD search in such way that the

number of visited nodes varies. Moreover, with the knowledge of these variables the
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Fig. 7 BER performance degradation under different levels of CSI estimation errors and correlation for
2� 2 antennas. a LR–MMSE–OSIC MIMO detector for different SNRs and correlation; b All considered
MIMO detectors with SNR = 20 dB
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computational complexity of the sphere decoding search is still stochastic and dependent

on the channel conditions and noise level, [31]. Thus, we have numerically evaluated the

average number of visited nodes in each layer of the tree, based on these three variables,

using Monte-Carlo simulation. The assortment for each layer of the tree is related to the SD

search property (triangular upper matrix, R), where each layer results in different size

problems, consequently, different number of operations. The results have been obtained

using 10,000 channel realisations with Nt uncoded complex symbols transmitted in every

channel realisation.

6.1.1 Average Number of Visited Nodes, N v

Figures 8 and 9 depict the average number of visited nodes N v in the SNR range from 0 to

20 dB with 2� 2 and 4� 4 antennas, respectively, obtained by simulation. Figure 8a

describes the N v for an uncorrelated channel (q ¼ 0); one can notice that in low SNR

region the average nodes visited is higher while N v decreases, assuming an asymptotic

behaviour when SNR increases (high SNR regime). It is also observed that the N v in the

4th layer presents a stable course among the variation of the SNR due to the organisation of

the symbols in the tree search, meaning that the 4th layer is the first layer visited (due to the

characteristic of the upper triangular R matrix). The same behaviour for the number of

visited nodes can be observed in Fig. 8b where a strongly correlated channel (q ¼ 0:9) is
considered. Also, it is noted that the under high correlated channels, the asymptotic N v

region tend to occur in higher SNR region, i.e., beyond 20 dB.

The same analysis is depicted in Fig. 9 for 4� 4 antennas. It can be observed the same

behaviour for the average number of visited nodes found in Fig. 8 when the SNR increases,

but with a higher SNR values. Hence, one can conclude that the number of transmit

antennas affect the average number of visited nodes, obviously N v increases with number

of antennas. Besides, in Fig. 9b the asymptotic behaviour of the average number of nodes

visited tend to befall in a high SNR region, nevertheless in a much higher SNR region than

exposed in Fig. 8b, which indicates that the channel correlation has an impact as great as

the number of antennas in the average number of visited nodes.

Table 1 Detectors complexity

MIMO detector Number of flops

MMSE 26
3
N3
a þ 4N2

a

MMSE–OSIC 40
3
N3
a þ 13

3
N2
a þ 25

6
Na

LR–MMSE 26
3
N3
a þ 4N2

a þ fLLLðNa;qÞ
LR–MMSE–OSIC 40

3
N3
a þ 13

3
N2
a þ 25

6
Na þ fLLLðNa;qÞ

LR–SD 160
3
N3
a þ 56N2

a � 4Na þ fLLLðNa;qÞ þ favg�nodesðNa; q; cÞ
ML ð8N2

a þ 2NaÞMNa
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Fig. 8 Average number of visited nodes for the LR–SD MIMO detector with 2� 2 antennas
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Fig. 9 Average number of visited nodes for the LR–SD MIMO detector with 4� 4 antennas
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6.1.2 Average Number of FLOPS

The computational complexity in terms of average number of FLOPS versus SNR for the

MIMO detectors under uncorrelated and highly correlated channels with 2� 2 and 4� 4

antennas are presented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Indeed, Fig. 10a depicts the

complexity under uncorrelated channels, where one can notice that for a small problem

dimension the average complexity of the LR–SD MIMO detector results greater than ML

due to the reduced number of antennas (2� 2) and modulation order (4-QAM), indicating

that it is not worth the application of this detector under low dimension scenarios. The gap

between sub-optimum detectors and their LR-aided versions are due to the fLLL function

computation while it does not represent a significant impact on the overall complexity. In

fact, the MMSE–OSIC and LR–MMSE has almost the same complexity in all SNR

regions. On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 1a the performance of LR–MMSE is

superior than MMSE–OSIC, specially in high SNR region, as the LR–MMSE can achieve

the same diversity order of the ML detector. Moreover, in Fig. 10b the same scenario with

strongly correlated channels are presented; it can be observed that the complexity of fLLL
function becomes preponderant on the average number of FLOPS of these LR-aided

suboptimal detectors; besides, those LR-aided MIMO detectors results in a higher com-

plexity than ML detector. One can conclude that the application of LR preprocessing in

these suboptimal detectors with low 2� 2 number of antennas, low modulation order

combined to a strongly correlated channels did not shown effectiveness, due to the high

complexity required by the LLL algorithm under these conditions.

However, just increase the number of antennas to 4� 4 is enough to become more

attractive and effective the sub-optimum LR-aided MIMO detectors. Figure 11a, b depict
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Fig. 10 Flop complexities for the analysed MIMO detectors: 2� 2 antennas
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the 4� 4 MIMO detectors FLOPS complexity under uncorrelated (q ¼ 0) and strongly

correlated channels (q ¼ 0:9), respectively. It is straightforward notice that the ML

complexity becomes preponderant among the detectors investigated while LR–SD detector

presents a manageable and competitive computational complexity due to the increased

number of antennas. Once again, the complexity required by the LLL algorithm does not

offer a great impact on the overall complexity of the LR–MMSE detectors. On the other

hand, in Fig. 11b the additional complexity of fLLL function is significant, nevertheless it is

still lower than ML exhaustive search. Also, due to the increased complexity imposed by

the fLLL function, the OSIC algorithm complexity becomes negligible indicating LR–

MMSE–OSIC a worth choice due to the better performance presented in Fig. 3. Going

further, regarding the to LR–MMSE–OSIC, the LR–SD detector denotes a marginal gap in

terms of FLOPS complexity, specially in high SNR region, but achieving optimal per-

formance. Therefore the LR–SD presents a viable MIMO detection option specially under

strongly correlated channels due to the attainable ML performance with a computational

complexity comparable to the LR–MMSE detectors.

7 Conclusions

The correlated channels effects have been demonstrated very significant on the MIMO

system performance equipped with polynomial-complexity sub-optimal detectors. Among

the analysed MIMO detectors, the LR-aided technique has been demonstrated very useful

aiming to improve the performance of those sub-optimal MIMO detectors under antenna

correlation. Indeed, numerical results and analyses for channel correlation effect on the
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Fig. 11 Flop complexities for the analysed MIMO detectors: 4� 4 antennas
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BER performance of LR-aided MIMO system equipped with different detectors have

indicated notable gains in terms of performance and robustness when compared with the

respective version without LR-aided detection. However, the MMSE and MMSE–OSIC

MIMO detectors have shown a remarkable performance degradation in strongly correlated

channels, indicating, in addition, that detectors aided by lattice reduction technique can

effectively be an alternative to this degraded scenario, although the complexity introduced

by the LLL algorithm has a significant impact on the overall computational complexity

under high correlation scenarios, specially in very low number of antennas scenarios where

LR-aided MIMO detectors have resulted substantial complexity of the same order of ML

exhaustive search. Moreover, among the linear detectors, the LR–MMSE MIMO OSIC

detector has achieved the smaller degradation due to the devastating effect of the combined

effects of channel correlation and channel error estimation. Indeed, the LR–SD MIMO

detector operating under hostile channel conditions achieved optimal performance in all

scenarios at a cost of increasing computational complexity with the increment of channel

correlation.

Our finding indicates that the LR–SD MIMO detector operating under channel corre-

lation scenarios with medium-large number of Tx–Rx antennas and medium-high SNR

region is able to achieve the best performance-complexity tradeoff among those analysed

MIMO detectors.
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Appendix 1: Lookup Table Procedure

One among main issues in the sphere decoding tree search is related to avoid partial

Euclidian distance calculation of symbol vectors already calculated in past iterations. For

example, considering two symbol vectors: s1 ¼ ½1 1 � 1 1�T and

s2 ¼ ½�1 � 1 � 1 1�T. If the accumulated partial Euclidian distance (PED), starting

from the last symbol (upper triangular matrix) on the last two bits of s1, i.e. ½�1 1�T,
exceeds the radius search, then considering the last two bits of s2, equal to s1, will also

exceed radius search, then its calculation is not necessary.

In conventional SD, the tree search procedure is easily performed with simple loops due

to the well defined boundary control related to the QAM constellation. Hence, after the LR

reduced basis transformation, the system model is considered as described in (43). The

boundary control of the transformed symbol vector d ¼ T�1sr is not well defined as in

conventional QAM constellation, and becomes a very complicated problem. Thus, the

algorithm performs the tree search in all possible transformed symbol vectors, SLR ¼
fd1; d2; . . .; dng (based on all transformed QAM symbol vectors), storing the accumulated

PED in a lookup table, while using this table to avoid same calculations in others equal

symbol vectors. The lookup table procedure is described by the pseudo-code shown in

Algorithm 5.
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Appendix 2: Optimisation of Squared Radius Increment D in LR–SD
Detector

Given the MIMO system model expressed in (1), with the assumption of NLOS channel,

and channels amplitude with Rayleigh distribution and AWGN, the expression
jjy�Hsjj2

r2g
can be modelled as a Chi-square random variable with Nt degrees of freedom, as discussed

in [13]. Using this definition and considering the LR–SD system model presented in Sect.

4.4.3, the probability of a lattice point be found inside a hypersphere of squared radius,

n20 ¼ jjyr � ~Ad̂jj, is denoted by:
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Z

n2
0

r2g

0

k
N
2
�1

2
N
2C N

2

� � e�
k
2 dk ¼ 1� � ð47Þ

where the integrant in (47) is the probability density function (PDF) of a Chi-square

random variable with N degrees of freedom and Cð�Þ is the Gamma function, [32].

Assuming the squared radius increment as a scaled variance noise D ¼ aNr2g and

replacing the squared radius, n20, by D in (47):

Z aN

0

k
N
2
�1

2
N
2C N

2

� � e�
k
2 dk ¼ 1� � ð48Þ

In (48) the value of a can be obtained conditioning a high probability of a lattice point is

found inside the hypersphere, i.e., with a very small value of the null probability, �. In
Fig. 12, it is depicted the relation a versus � by applying (48) for N ¼ 2Nt ¼ 4, 8 or 16

antennas. Hence, one can choice a[ 1:25 (N ¼ 16), or a[ 1:60 (N ¼ 8) or a[ 2:25
(N ¼ 4) to guarantee a high probability of lattice point be found inside the hypersphere.
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Damping Factor Analysis on Large Scale MIMO
Detector Based on Message Passing

Alex Miyamoto Mussi and Taufik Abrão

Abstract— A message passing detector based on belief propaga-
tion (BP) algorithm for Markov random field (MRF) graphical
model, named MRF-BP, is analysed under large scale MIMO
scenarios. The contribution of this work consists of the analysis
of message damping method, applied to such MRF-BP detector.
A damping factor variation under different number of antennas
configuration and SNR regions is considered; BER performance
and computational complexity are evaluated over different sce-
narios. Numerical Results lead to a great performance gain
with message damping with no extra computational complexity,
although with low number of antennas the damping factor value
needs carefully be chosen. Besides, based on the proposed analysis
an optimal value for the damping factor is evaluated for different
number of antennas scenarios.

Keywords— Low complexity MIMO detector; message passing;
damping messages; Markov random fields; graphical models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, it has been proposed and analyzed communication
structures that use tens to hundreds of antennas in transmission
and reception of signals, termed large-scale MIMO (LS-
MIMO) structures, and also called massive MIMO or full
dimension MIMO. Such structures hold the same benefits as
conventional MIMO, however, in large-scale. More properly
LS-MIMO is defined as a transmission/reception design using
typically several tens or even hundreds of antennas in at least
one of the communication terminals, usually in the BS [1], [2].
The reduced dimensions of user equipments (UEs) suggests a
single antenna arrangement in each UE; on the other hand, a
huge amount of the antennas is installed in each BS. In an
asymptotic model, an infinite number of antennas at the BS
is assumed in a LS-MIMO scheme, resulting in paramount
advantages: a) effects of noise background and fast fading
channel disappear; b) the transmission rate and the number of
UEs become independent of cell size; c) spectral efficiency
becomes independent of the system bandwidth; and d) power
required for transmission of bit tends to zero [3].

However, these advantages are fully achieved since this
unlimited number of antennas at the BS meets a fixed number
of UEs. These results become very interesting in scenarios
with very erroneous channel estimates due to the high noise
power (very low SNR): a sufficient increase in the number of
BS antennas in a LS-MIMO system is capable of mitigating
harmful effect of error in the channel estimation. On the other
hand, in multicellular LS-MIMO systems the use of training
pilot sequences for channel estimation purpose imposes a
intercellular interference in different cells. The problem is

Alex Miyamoto Mussi, PhD student at EPUSP – University
of São Paulo and Professor at Federal Institute of Paraná,
Assis Chateaubriand, Brazil, e-mail: alex.mussi@ifpr.edu.br;
Taufik Abrão, Department of Electrical Engineering, State University
of Londrina, Brazil, e-mail: taufik@uel.br

called pilot contamination, persisting even in asymptotic BS
antennas scenarios [3].

The main advantage achieved with the LS-MIMO scheme
refers to high capacity/spectral efficiency [3], [4]; however,
with a high number of antennas at BS, the computational
complexity of data detection tend to grow proportionally. In
this sense, a low computational complexity detector emerges
as an essential requirement in LS-MIMO systems, still de-
veloping key role to reap the benefits of their high spectral
efficiencies. Many low complexity detection procedures for
LS-MIMO has been proposed in recent literature, including
LS-MIMO detectors based on a) local neighborhood search,
such as likelihood ascent search (LAS) algorithm [5], and
reactive tabu search (RTS) algorithm [6]; b) promising belief
propagation (BP) based algorithms, such that LS-detectors
inspired in graphical models, as factor graph (FG) [7] and
Markov random field (MRF) [8].

BP based detectors have demonstrated a near optimal per-
formance in LS-MIMO scenarios with low computational
complexity [9]. Moreover message passing (MP) algorithms
based on BP has been reported, in recent literature, as a
promising detection procedure in single-carrier spatial modula-
tion LS-MIMO systems [10]. In some situations, BP algorithm
may fail to converge, and if it does converge, the estimated
marginals may be far from exact [11]. However, there are
several methods in the literature to improve the convergence of
BP algorithm, including message damping method [12], [13]
and double loop methods [14], [15]. In this work, graphical
models and BP procedures are deployed to aid the efficient
detection in LS-MIMO systems.

A. Graphical Models

GMs are graphs that indicate inter-dependencies between
random variables [16]. Distributions that exhibit some struc-
ture can generally be represented naturally and compactly
using a graphical model, that is the case of distributions of
interest in MIMO systems (e.g., vector of received symbols).
The graphical model structure often allows the statistical
distribution of interest to be used effectively for inference, i.e.,
answering certain questions of interest using the distribution
[17]. Three basic graphical models widely used to represent
statistical distributions include Bayesian belief networks [18],
Markov random fields [19], and factor graphs [20].

A MRF is an undirected graph whose vertices are ran-
dom variables. The variables are such that any variable is
independent of all the other variables, given its neighbors.
For instance, a V-BLAST MIMO system can be conveniently
represented as a MRF with a node for every symbol. Since
every transmit antenna is used to transmit a separate symbol,
there are Nt nodes in such a graph. Since every transmitted
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symbol interferes with every other transmitted symbol in V-
BLAST, the graph is fully connected.

B. Belief Propagation
Belief propagation (BP) is a technique that solves proba-

bilistic inference problems usually implemented in graphical
models. BP is a simple, yet highly effective, procedure that
has been successfully employed in a variety of applications
including computational biology, statistical signal/image pro-
cessing, data mining, etc. The BP algorithm is now widely
recognized an efficient tool that can be used to solve several
problems, including communications problems as well [16].
The goal is to detect a hidden input (e.g., transmitted symbol
in MIMO systems) from its observed output (e.g., received
signal in MIMO systems). The system can be represented
as a graphical model and the detection of the system input
is equivalent to carry out inference on the corresponding
graph. More precisely, BP is a procedure used to compute
the marginalization of functions by passing messages on a
graphical model [17]. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, BP
is the most common strategy adopted to implement message
passing principle. Other message passing algorithms can be
adressed as generalized distributive law (GDL) [21] and sum-
product algorithm [20].

Due to the applicability and success of BP in LS-MIMO
detection [8], [9], [22], [10], a BP detector based on a MRF
graphical model is considered in this work. Furthermore,
message damping (MD) method is applied and a bit error rate
(BER) performance × damping factor analysis with different
antennas configurations in various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
scenarios is developed in order to evaluate an optimal damping
factor value, pointed as the main contribution of this work.

This paper is organized as follow. Section I presents the
adopted model for MIMO system, while MRF-based message
passing for LS-MIMO detection is discussed in section III.
Numerical results are analysed in section IV. Conclusion
remarks are provided in section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a V-BLAST MIMO communication system with
Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas, for simplicity,
the channel is assumed to be a frequency-flat fading channel,
characterized by the channel matrix H. The elements of H
are all independent complex Gaussian random variables with
zero mean and unit variance. Let x be the Nt × 1 vector
corresponding to the BPSK symbols transmitted over the
Nt transmit antennas, x ∈ {−1,+1}Nt . The additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at any receive antenna is assumed
to be a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and variance σ2. The matrix model for the system under
investigation is

y = Hx + η (1)

where H represents an Nr × Nt fading coefficients matrix
following a Rayleigh distribution (for amplitudes) representing
NLOS (non-line-of-sight) communication and η is the noise
vector samples with:

E[η2] = N0 = σ2 =
Ntεx
γ

(2)

where εx denotes the average energy of the transmitted sym-
bols, N0 is the noise power spectral density which is equal
to the variance of η entries; and γ is the average SNR per
transmit antenna.

III. MESSAGE PASSING VIA MRF FOR LS-MIMO

This section presents a BP based detector that employs
message passing on an MRF [9]. Consider the system model
in Eq. (1). The maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector takes
the joint a posterior distribution:

p(x|y,H) ∝ p(y|x,H)p(x) (3)

The MAP estimate of the bit xi, i = 1, ..., Nt is given by

x̂i = arg max
a ∈ {−1,+1}

p(xi = a|y,H) (4)

whose complexity is exponential in Nt [17].
Given x and H, y is a complex Gaussian random vector

with mean Hx and covariance σ2INr . Thus,

p(y|x,H) ∝ exp

(−||y − Hx||2
2σ2

)
(5)

Assuming that the symbols in x are all independent, also
necessary for a Markov random fields procedure [17], hence,
a priori probability for the transmitted symbol is given by

p(x) =
∏

i

p(xi) (6)

From Eqs. (3), (5) and (6), the conditional probability
function can be written as:

p(x|y,H) ∝ e− 1
2σ2 (y−Hx)H(y−Hx)

∏

i

eln p(xi)

∝ e
−1

2σ2 (xHHHHx−2R{xHHHy})
∏

i

eln p(xi) (7)

Defining R =
(

1
σ2

)
HHH and z =

(
1

σ2

)
HHy, Eq. (7) can be

rewritten as

p(x|y,H) ∝ e− ∑
i<j R{x∗

i Rijxj}e
∑

i R{x∗
i zi}

∏

i

exp (ln p(xi))

=
∏

i<j

e−xiR{Rij}xj

∏

i

exiR{zi}+ln p(xi) (8)

where zi and Rij are the elements of z and R, respectively,
and R(·) denotes the real part of a complex number. Analyzing
Eq. (8), it is seen that the MRF of the MIMO system presents
pair-wise interactions with the potentials1 defined by:

ψi,j(xi, xj) = exp [−xiR{Rij}xj ] (9)

ϕi(xi) = exp [xiR{zi} + ln p(xi)] (10)

The values of ψ and ϕ define, respectively, the edge and
self potentials of the MRF graphical model to which message
passing algorithm is applied to compute the marginal proba-
bilities of the variables. BP algorithm attempts to estimate the
marginal probabilities of all the variables by way of passing
messages between the local nodes.

1A fully connected subgraph of an MRF is called a clique; the variables
in an MRF constrained by a compatibility function is known as a (clique)
potential.
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A message from node j to node i is denoted by mj,i(xi),
and belief at node i is denoted bi(xi), xi ∈ {±1}. The belief
bi(xi) depends on how likely xi was transmitted. On the other
hand, mj,i(xi) depends on how likely that node j evaluates xi

was transmitted. The message from node i to a neighboring
node j is then given by:

mi,j(xj) =
∑

xi

ϕi(xi)ψi,j(xi, xj)
∏

k∈N (i)\j

mk,i(xi) (11)

where N (i) denotes the set of all nodes neighboring the
node i and N (i)\j denotes the same neighborhood, except
the node j. Eq. (11) actually constitutes an iteration, as the
message is defined in terms of the messages from other
nodes. So, BP essentially involves computing the outgoing
messages from a node to each of its neighbors using the local
joint compatibility function and the incoming messages and
transmitting them [17]. The algorithm terminates after a fixed
number of iterations.

A. Message Damping

The MD method can be used to improve the convergence
of BP algorithm. The messages to be passed are computed as
a weighted average of the message in the previous iteration
and the message in the current iteration [12], [13]. Thus,
the damped message to be passed from node i to node j

in iteration t, denoted by m(t)
i,j (xj), is computed as a convex

combination of the previous message and the current message
as:

m
(t)
i,j (xj) = αm

(t−1)
i,j (xj) + (1 − α)m̃

(t)
i,j (xi) (12)

where m̃
(t)
i,j (xj) and m

(t−1)
i,j (xj) denotes, respectively, the

current message in iteration t and the previous message in
iteration t−1, and α ∈ (0, 1] is referred as the damping factor
(DF). This simple damping of messages has been shown to be
very effective in improving BP convergence and performance
[12]. As shown in numerical results section, considering
the LS-MIMO detection context, message damping method
can improve performance significantly, without increasing
the computational complexity. Furthermore, the analysis of
damping factor in different LS-MIMO configurations is the
main contribution of this work.

Damping of messages can be carried out in each iteration.
The final belief about the variable xi is computed as:

bi(xi) ∝ ϕi(xi)
∏

j∈N (i)

mj,i(xj) (13)

In the case of a coded system, the soft output of the algorithm
bi(xi) can be directly fed to the decoder. A pseudocode for
the MRF BP described above is listed in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section the uncoded bit error rate (BER) performance
related to the MRF-BP algorithm for LS-MIMO detection
is evaluated through Monte Carlo simulations. The simula-
tions are performed for a V-BLAST MIMO configuration
and assuming that a perfect channel state information (CSI)
is available at the receiver side. For comparison purpose,
the BER performance of a single-input single-output (SISO)

transmission scheme operating in flat fading, as well as in
purely AWGN channels were included in several graphs. Table
I summarizes the main system and channel parameter values
deployed in this section. Also, the number of transmit antennas
per mobile user in all scenarios is fixed in Ntu = 1 antenna

Algorithm 1 MRF BP for LS-MIMO detection
1: Initialization
2: m(0)

i,j (xj) = 0.5, p(xi = ±1) = 0.5, ∀i, j = 1, . . . , Nt

3: m̃(0)
i,j (xj) = 0.5, ∀i, j = 1, . . . , Nt

4: R =
(

1
σ2

)
HHH; z =

(
1

σ2

)
HHy

5: for i = 1 to Nt do
6: ϕi(xi) = exp (xiR{zi} + ln(p(xi)))
7: end for
8: for i = 1 to Nt do
9: for j = 1 to Nt, j ̸= i do

10: ψi,j(xi, xj) = exp (−xiR{Ri,j}xj)
11: end for
12: end for
13: Iterative update of messages
14: for t = 1 to I do
15: Message calculation
16: for i = 1 to Nt do
17: for j = 1 to Nt, j ̸= i do
18: m̃

(t)
i,j (xj) ∝ ∑

xi
ϕi(xi)ψi,j(xi, xj)

∏
k∈N (i)\j m

(t−1)
k,i (xi)

19: Damping messages
20: m

′(t)
i,j (xj) = αm

(t−1)
i,j (xj) + (1 − α)m̃

(t)
i,j (xj)

21: Messages normalization

22: m
(t)
i,j (xj) =

m
′(t)
i,j (xj)

∑
xj

m
′(t)
i,j (xj)

23: end for
24: end for
25: end for
26: Belief calculation
27: for i = 1 to Nt do
28: bi(xi) ∝ ϕi(xi)

∏
j∈N (i)m

(I)
j,i (xi)

29: end for
30: Detection of data bits
31: x̂i = arg max

xi∈{±1}
bi(xi), ∀i, j = 1, . . . , Nt

32: Terminate

In Fig. 1 the BER performance of the implemented MRF-
BP algorithm is showed for various Nt = Nr = U antennas
configurations. Moreover, a number of iterations I = 4 in BP
algorithm were adopted. From Fig. 1.a), one can conclude that
under few BP iterations, the LS-MIMO MRF-BP performance
tends to the SISO AWGN system performance when the
number of antennas increasing, achieving such performance
in medium SNR when Nt = 500 antennas. Indeed, with
500 × 500 antennas configuration, the BER performance and
diversity gain achieved by MRF-BP detector is very close to
that of SISO AWGN bound leading to a conclusion that, in
such large antennas configuration, the performance of MRF-
BP detector reaches the asymptotic LS condition and an
increasing in Nt = Nr would not result in a relevant perfor-
mance gain. From these results, it can be concluded that the
MRF-BP detector demonstrates promising BER performance
in large-scale MIMO systems. Fig. 1.b) shows the MRF-BP
detector with optimal DF value, evaluated from numerical
results presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The performance and
diversity gain with damping messages is noticeable in all
antenna configuration.
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Fig. 2 evidences the influence of the number of iterations
(I) of BP algorithm on the BER performance at SNR = 10dB
without damping messages, i.e., adopting α = 0. One can
notice the occurrence of a significant performance gain in
the first four iterations of Algorithm 1. Besides, with the
increasing number of antennas, the performance of MRF-BP
detector improves accordingly. For all antennas configuration
depicted in this graph, the performance gain occurs, mainly,
in the first four iterations, after that, there is no relevant
performance gain, i.e., no relevant information is carried out
in neighborhood messages.

TABLE I
LS-MIMO SYSTEM AND CHANNEL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Link direction Uplink (UL)
# Rx antennas Nr ∈ [20; 50; 100; 500]
# Mobile users U = Nr

# Tx antennas (per user) Ntu = 1
# Tx antennas (total) Nt = U.Ntu

Channel type flat Rayleigh
Channel availability Perfectly known at receiver
Modulation order BPSK
# iterations MRF-BP I ∈ {4, 5}
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Fig. 1. BER performance of the implemented MRF-BP detector with various
Nt = Nr antennas and 4 BP iterations; a) no dampling messages and b) with
optimal DF value.
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Fig. 2. BP iterations effect on the BER performance; SNR = 10dB.

Figs. 3 shows the message damping impact on BER per-

formance considering medium-high SNR regions. A MRF-BP
detector with message damping variation in the range 0 ≤ α ≤
1 is considered for a) 20×20 and b) 50×50 antennas. For both
antennas configuration, one can notice that, the performance
gain with message damping increases in higher SNR regions;
in SNR equal to 6dB the performance gain with damping
(α ̸= 0) is less than one decade; on the other hand, in the
scenario with SNR= 12dB the performance gain with message
damping is approximately 2 and 3 decades for Nt = 20 and
50 antennas, respectively. Specific conclusions regarding the
scenario a) Nt = 20 antennas is that in higher SNR region, the
best damping factor, i.e., associated with the lowest BER, has
a lower value and tends be more responsive to α variations.
Looking at the implicit curve of SNR= 6dB, the performance
variation from 0.25 ≤ α ≤ 0.45 is negligible; in the case of
14dB, the BER performance degradation from α = 0.05 to
0.20 is more than one decade. Furthermore, the performance
becomes worse regarding no damping messages case (α = 0)
from α ≥ 0.35 in SNR= 14dB; the same situation occurs from
α ≥ 0.80 when SNR= 6dB. Therefore, the DF value needs to
be accurately chosen, specially in medium/high SNR regions.
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Fig. 3. MRF-BP LS-MIMO performance, I = 5, as a function of different
SNR scenarios and damping factor α: a) 20 × 20; b) 50 × 50 antennas

From Fig. 4, it is distinguishable that, when Nt of LS-
MIMO system increases, e.g., from 20 × 20 to 100 × 100
antennas, the BER performance behaviour with damping factor
demonstrates constant (flat condition) at greater intervals of α.
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The same way that, with 50 × 50 antennas the performance
is flatter than 20 × 20 case (Fig. 3.a and 3.b). One can
conclude that, the difficult task to accurately choose the DF
value in small number of LS-MIMO antennas scenario, i.e.,
20× 20, is relaxed with increasing number of antennas. Thus,
the application of message damping, specially in high SNR
region, is more suitable in LS-MIMO systems due to the flat
BER performance response to DF variation.
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Fig. 4. Variation of damping factor on the BER performance of a MRF-BP
100 × 100 considering different SNR scenarios; I = 5.

A. Computational Complexity of MRF-BP LS-MIMO detector
The computational complexity is described in terms of

floating-point operations, which one floating-point operation
denotes the computational complexity of the real mathematical
operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication or division.
Table II describes the per-symbol computational complexity
involved in each step of MRF-BP algorithm. The overall per-
symbol complexity of the Algorithm 1 is about O(N2

t ). It is
important to note that message damping does not increase the
computational complexity of the MRF-BP algorithm.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF MRF-BP ALGORITHM.

Procedure Algoritm 1 Per-symbol Complexity
R line 4 Nr − 1
z line 4 Nr − 1

ϕ, eq. (9) line 6 4
ψ, eq. (10) line 10 12Nt

Messages update lines 15 to 25 (4N2
t + 4Nt − 8) · I

Message damping line 20 4
Nt

(negligible)

V. CONCLUSIONS

A detector for LS-MIMO systems based on message passing
MRF graphical model and BP algorithm was analyzed. More
specifically, message damping method impact on the BER
performance was evaluated and has demonstrated a promising
method for message passing detectors, specially in LS-MIMO
scenarios. Numerical results for the MRF-BP LS-MIMO de-
tector has demonstrated promising performance × complexity
tradeoff, since damping messages procedure just increases
marginally the overall computational complexity while provid-
ing a significant performance gain. Besides, under large scale
antenna scenarios, the DF value choose is facilitated due to
the flat BER performance response to α variation.
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Abstract: A message passing detector based on belief propagation (BP) algorithm for Markov random fields (MRF-BP) and
factor graph (FG-BP) graphical models is analysed under different large-scale (LS) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
scenarios, including system parameters, such as damping factor (DF), number of users and number of antennas, from N = 20 to
200 antennas. Specifically, the DF variation under different number of antennas configuration and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regions is extensively evaluated; bit error rate (BER) performance and computational complexity are assessed over different
scenarios. Numerical results lead to a great performance gain with damped MRF-BP approach, overcoming FG-BP scheme in
specific scenarios, with no extra computational complexity. Also, message damping (MD) method resulted in faster convergence
of MRF-BP algorithm in LS scenarios, evidencing that, besides the performance gain, MD technique can lead to a
computational complexity reduction. Specifically under low number of transmit antennas scenarios, the DF value needs to be
carefully chosen. Furthermore, based on the proposed analysis, optimal value for the DF is determined considering wide LS
antennas scenarios and SNR regions.

1 Introduction
In the last decade, technological advances in wireless and cellular
communication have enabled progressive reductions in size and
power consumption of mobile terminals. At the same time, the
availability of multimedia services is supplying an increasing
demand from users and coverage areas and it is predicted that this
trend should continue in the coming years [1]. However, physical
resources (e.g. spectrum, time and users spatial distribution)
necessary for wireless data transmission remain the same.
Therefore, the wireless communication systems need to be
innovative in the sense as to coordinate coverage area, being more
efficient in bandwidth, power and able to operate in different
scenarios: urban, suburban and rural, interior and exterior, with
maintenance of quality of service.

In a point-to-point multiple antennas (MIMO) communication,
the channel capacity increases linearly with the minimum number
of transmitting and receiving antennas [2, 3]. Recently, it has been
proposed and analysed communication structures that use tens to
hundreds of antennas in transmission and reception of signals,
termed large-scale MIMO (LS-MIMO) structures, and also called
massive MIMO or full-dimension MIMO. Such structures hold the
same benefits as conventional MIMO, however, in large scale.
More properly, LS-MIMO is defined as a transmission/reception
design using typically several tens or even hundreds of antennas in
at least one of the communication terminals, usually in the base
station (BS) [4, 5]. The reduced dimensions of user equipments
(UEs) suggest a single antenna arrangement in each UE; on the
other hand, a huge amount of antennas is installed in each BS. In
an asymptotic model, an infinite number of antennas at the BS is
assumed in an LS-MIMO scheme, resulting in paramount
advantages: (i) effects of noise background and fast fading channel
disappear, (ii) the transmission rate and the number of UEs become
independent of cell size, (iii) spectral efficiency becomes
independent of the system bandwidth and (iv) power required for
transmission of bit tends to zero [6].

However, these advantages are fully achieved as long as this
unlimited number of antennas at the BS meets a fixed number of
UEs. These results become very interesting in scenarios with poor

channel estimates due to the high noise power, meaning very low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): a sufficient increase in the number of
BS antennas in an LS-MIMO system is capable of mitigating
harmful effects of error in the channel estimation. On the other
hand, in multicellular LS-MIMO systems the use of training pilot
sequences for channel estimation purpose imposes an intercellular
interference in different cells. The problem is called pilot
contamination, persisting even in asymptotic BS antennas
scenarios [6].

The main advantage achieved with the LS-MIMO scheme
refers to high capacity/spectral efficiency [6, 7]; however, with a
high number of antennas at BS, the computational complexity of
data detection tends to grow proportionally. In this sense, a low
computational complexity detector emerges as an essential
requirement in LS-MIMO systems, still developing key role to reap
the benefits of their high spectral efficiencies. Many low
complexity detection procedures for LS-MIMO has been proposed
in recent literature, including LS-MIMO detectors based on (i)
local neighbourhood search, such as likelihood ascent search
algorithm [8], and reactive tabu search (RTS) algorithm [9]; (ii)
promising message passing (MP) algorithms, based on belief
propagation (BP) technique, such that LS-detectors inspired in
graphical models (GMs), as factor graph (FG) [10] and Markov
random fields (MRF) [11]. The main difference between these
models refers that MRF is a fully connected graphic with only
variable nodes, whereas FG is a bipartite graph consisted by
variable nodes and function (or observation) nodes. Also, the
message update functions on each model are different.

BP-based detectors have demonstrated a near optimal
performance in LS-MIMO scenarios with low computational
complexity [12–15]. In [16], a Gaussian BP detector is proposed in
a coded MIMO environment and its convergence is investigated
under two different graph types, showing that the proposed
Gaussian BP in fully connected pairwise graph has a faster
convergence than ring-type pairwise graph. In the work of [17], a
Gaussian message passing iterative detection (GMPID) is
considered in a massive multiuser MIMO system with LDPC
decoding process; the convergence of GMPID detector is analysed
and demonstrated that it may not converge when system loading
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β ≥ ( 2 − 1)2, in this sense, a new scale-and-add GMPID (SA-
GMPID) is proposed which performs a faster and wide
convergence range (for any β ≤ 1).

Moreover, MP algorithms based on BP has been reported, in
recent literature, as a promising detection procedure in single-
carrier spatial modulation LS-MIMO systems [18]. In some
situations, BP algorithm may fail to converge, and if it does
converge, the estimated marginal probabilities may be far from
exact [19]. However, there are several methods in the literature to
improve the convergence of BP algorithm, including message
damping (MD) method [20, 21] and double loop methods [22, 23].
The MD method applied to the MP algorithm based on MRF GM
(MRF-BP) is presented in [10], where three types of damping are
performed: MD, belief damping and hybrid damping, showing that
both message/belief damping significantly improves the
performance without a relevant increase in computational
complexity. In [12], MP detectors using MRF or FG approach are
also presented and the MD method demonstrated to achieve a
relevant performance gain with a negligible complexity increment;
besides, in the same work, a hybrid reactive tabu search BP (RTS-
BP) is proposed in order to perform in high-order QAM
constellations. Although MD method has been proved to achieve a
significant performance improvement, the damping factor (DF)
values adopted in the previous works in the literature are valid only
for specific system operation scenarios considered, while its
extension for large MIMO schemes has not been investigated so
far.

Due to the applicability and success of BP in LS-MIMO
detection [11, 12, 18, 24], BP detectors based on an MRF and FG
GMs are considered in this work. Furthermore, MD method is
applied and a bit error rate (BER) performance × computational
complexity analysis relating the DF value is performed. Our
extensive analysis considers wide range of antennas configurations,
matching LS MIMO, and SNR region scenarios, aiming to
demonstrate the performance-complexity gain obtained with the
MRF-BP detector deploying the optimal DF. Also, a damped FG-
BP detector is proposed with two different damping types: MD at
variable nodes and MD at observation nodes. The main
contributions of this work are fourfold:

• Application of MD method in FG-BP LS-MIMO detector in two
variations: MD at variable nodes and MD at function nodes;

• Extensive performance and complexity analyses of MRF-BP
and FG-BP detectors considering a DF range variation under a
different number of antennas configurations, especially
including LS-MIMO scenarios;

• Numerical analysis of the impact of MD method on MRF-BP
convergence, in order to determine a complexity reduction of the
algorithm;

• Proposition of an optimal DF function for MRF-BP, considering
a given γdB and number of N = Nt = Nr antennas, based on a
polynomial data fitting.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents some
basic concepts on GMs and BP technique, as well as the adopted
LS MIMO system model. The MRF- and FG-based MP for LS-
MIMO detection are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Numerical results are analysed in Section 5. Finally, conclusion
remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 System model and basic concepts
2.1 Graphical models

GMs are graphs that indicate inter-dependencies between random
variables [25]. Distributions that exhibit some structure can
generally be represented naturally and compactly using a GM, that
is the case of distributions of interest in MIMO systems (e.g. vector
of received symbols). The GM structure often allows the statistical
distribution of interest to be effectively used for inference, i.e.
answering certain questions of interest using the distribution [26].
Three basic GMs widely used to represent statistical distributions
include Bayesian belief networks [27], MRF [28] and FGs [29].

The MRF is an undirected graph whose vertices are random
variables, which consists in a graph composed only of variable
nodes. The variables are such that any variable is independent of
all the other variables, given its neighbours. For instance, an
MIMO system under multiplexing gain mode (Mux-MIMO) can be
conveniently modelled through an MRF in which each transmitted
symbol is represented by a variable node in the GM. Since each
transmit antenna is used to transmit a separate symbol, there are Nt
nodes in such graph. Considering that every transmitted symbol
interferes with every other transmitted symbol in a Mux-MIMO
mode, the graph is fully connected, as illustrated in the top part of
Fig. 1. In [12], an MRF-BP detector for LS antennas aiming to deal
with inter-symbol interference (ISI) MIMO channels is proposed as
an attractive choice for LS-MIMO schemes since the performance
achieved is increasingly closer to the optimum detection for
increasing number of antennas. 

On the other hand, the MD method aiding the MRF-BP detector
was only analysed from the perspective of the fixed number of
antennas in a specific SNR point scenario. In the present work, an
in-depth analysis is developed on MD method for MRF-BP
detector, considering scenarios that assume variations in the
number of antennas (typical to LS MIMO) and SNR regions, in
order to determine the optimal DF value, namely αMRF

best , for each
peculiar LS configuration scenario.

Factor graphs are GMs as bipartite graphs, i.e. there are two
kinds of nodes in a FG: variable nodes and function nodes (or
observation nodes). Variable nodes are usually denoted as circles
and function nodes are usually denoted as squares. An FG
explicitly depicts the factorisation of a function, typically a
probability distribution, into several local functions; and each local
function depends on a subset of the set of all variables.

In the case of MIMO systems, the transmitted symbols can be
denoted by the variable nodes and the received signal (at each
receive antenna) by the observation nodes. At each type of node, a
calculation is evaluated and transferred to the other type of node.
This inter-transfer between variable and observation nodes is
performed for a fixed number of iterations. A diagram for this FG
principle applied to an MIMO system, with four transmit and four
receive antennas, is depicted in Fig. 2. Also in [12], an FG-BP
detector for LS-MIMO-ISI channels is proposed and the results
showed to be an interesting option for LS-MIMO schemes, since
the performance achieved is increasingly closer to optimum
detection for increasing number of antennas, same as MRF-BP
detector. However, authors of [12] do not consider performing the
MD method in FG-BP detection. Hence, our work proposes a dual
use for MD method in FG-BP algorithm and an analysis is
performed on the MD method for FG-BP detector considering
different number of massive antennas and SNR regions. 

2.2 Belief propagation

BP is a technique that solves probabilistic inference problems
usually implemented in GMs. BP is a simple, yet highly effective,
procedure that has been successfully employed in a variety of
applications including computational biology, statistical signal/
image processing, data mining, etc. The BP algorithm is now
widely recognised as an efficient tool that can be used to solve
several problems, including communications issues as well [25].
The goal is to detect a hidden input (e.g. transmitted symbol in
MIMO systems) from its observed output (e.g. received signal in
MIMO systems). The system can be represented as a GM and the
detection of the system input is equivalent to carry out inference on
the corresponding graph. More precisely, BP is a procedure used to
compute the marginalisation of functions by passing messages on a
GM [26]. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, BP is the most
common strategy adopted to implement MP principle. Other MP
algorithms can be addressed as generalised distributive law [30]
and sum-product algorithm [29].

2.3 System model

Consider an MIMO communication system operating in Mux-
MIMO mode with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas,
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Fig. 1  MRF GM exemplifying an MIMO system operating under multiplexing mode with Nt = 4 transmit antennas, Nr = 4 receive antennas and ℐMRF = 4
iterations. This numerical example of MRF-BP detector (Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3), Section 3.1) details the values in message update process. The interconnections
between antennas represent inter-antenna interference. A fully connected subgraph of an MRF is called a clique; variables constrained by a compatibility
function is named potential
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for simplicity, the channel is assumed to be a frequency-flat fading
channel, characterised by the channel matrix H. The elements of H
are all independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and unit variance. Let x be the Nt × 1 vector corresponding to
the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) symbols transmitted over the
Nt transmit antennas, x ∈ { − 1, + 1}Nt. The additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at any receive antenna is assumed to be a
complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
σ2. The matrix model for the system under investigation is

y = Hx + η (1)

where H represents an Nr × Nt fading coefficients matrix following
a Rayleigh distribution (for amplitudes), representing a non-line-
of-sight communication, and η is the noise vector samples with
variance:

E[η2] = N0 = σ2 = Nt
εx
γ (2)

where εx denotes the average energy of the transmitted symbols, N0

is the noise power spectral density and γ is the average SNR per
transmit antenna.

3 MP via MRF for LS MIMO detection
This section presents a BP-based detector that employs MP on an
MRF [12]. Consider the system model in (1). The maximum a
posteriori (MAP) detector takes the joint a posteriori distribution:

p(x | y, H) ∝ p(y | x, H)p(x) (3)

The MAP estimation of the bit xi, i = 1, …, Nt is given by

x^i = arg max
a ∈ { − 1, + 1}

p(xi = a | y, H) (4)

Fig. 2  FG-BP GM exemplifying an MIMO system with Nt = Nr = 4 operating under multiplexing mode. Numerical example for ℐFG = 4 iterations of FG-BP
detector via Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4) (details in Section 4). Observation nodes evaluate calculation of interest and transfer messages to variable nodes and vice-
versa
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whose complexity is exponential in Nt [26].
Given x and H, y is a complex Gaussian random vector with

mean Hx and covariance σ2INr. Thus,

p(y | x, H) ∝ exp − | | y − Hx||2
2σ2 (5)

Assuming that the symbols in x are all independent, also necessary
for an MRF procedure [26]. Hence, a priori probability for the
transmitted symbol vector is given by

p(x) = ∏
i

p(xi) (6)

From (3), (5) and (6), the conditional probability function can be
written as (7). Defining the channel correlation matrix
R = 1/σ2 HHH and z = 1/σ2 HHy, (7) can be rewritten as (8).

p(x | y, H) ∝ exp − | | y − Hx||2
2σ2 exp ln p(x)

= exp −1
2σ2 (y − Hx)H(y − Hx) ∏

i
exp ln p(xi)

∝ exp −1
2σ2 (xHHHHx − 2ℛ{xHHHy}) ∏

i
exp ln p(xi)

(7)

(see (8)) where zi and Ri j are the elements of z and R, respectively,
and ℛ( ⋅ ) denotes the real part of a complex number.

A fully connected subgraph of an MRF is called a clique; the
variables in an MRF constrained by a compatibility function is
known as a (clique) potential. Analysing (8), it is seen that the
MRF of the MIMO system presents pairwise interactions with the
potentials defined by

ψi, j(xi, xj) = exp −xiℛ{Ri j}xj (9)

ϕi(xi) = exp xiℛ{zi} + ln p(xi) (10)

The values of ψ  and ϕ define, respectively, the edge and self-
potentials of the MRF GM to which MP algorithm is applied to
compute the marginal probabilities of the variables. BP algorithm
attempts to estimate the marginal probabilities of all the variables
by way of passing messages between the local nodes.

A message from node j to node i is denoted by mj, i(xi), and
belief at node i is denoted bi(xi), xi ∈ { ± 1} . The belief bi(xi)
depends on how likelyxi was transmitted. On the other hand, mj, i(xi)
depends on how likely that node j evaluates xi was transmitted. The
message from node i to a neighbouring node j is then given by

mi, j(xj) = ∑
xi

ϕi(xi)ψi, j(xi, xj) ∏
k ∈ N(i)∖ j

mk, i(xi) (11)

where N(i) denotes the set of all nodes neighbouring the node i
and N(i)∖ j denotes the same neighbourhood, except the node j.
Equation (11) actually constitutes an iteration, as the message is
defined in terms of the messages from other nodes. So, BP
essentially involves computing the outgoing messages from a node
to each of its neighbours using the local joint compatibility
function and the incoming messages and transmitting them [26].
The algorithm terminates after a fixed number of iterations, ℐMRF.

3.1 Message damping on MRF-BP detector

The MD method can be used to improve the convergence of BP
algorithm. The messages to be passed are computed as a weighted
average of the message in the previous iteration and the message in
the current iteration [20, 21]. Thus, the damped message to be
passed from node i to node j in iteration t, denoted by mi, j

(t)(xj), is
computed as a convex combination of the previous message and
the current message as

mi, j
(t)(xj) = αmi, j

(t − 1)(xj) + (1 − α)m~ i, j
(t) (xj) (12)

where m~ i, j
(t) (xj) and mi, j

(t − 1)(xj) denote, respectively, the current
message in iteration t and the previous message in iteration t − 1,
and α ∈ (0, 1] is referred as the DF. This simple damping of
messages has been shown to be very effective in improving BP
convergence and performance [20]. As shown in numerical results
section, considering the LS-MIMO detection context, MD method
can improve performance significantly, without increasing the
computational complexity. Furthermore, the analysis of DF in
different LS-MIMO configurations is the main contribution of this
work.

Damping of messages can be carried out in each iteration. The
final belief about the variable xi is computed as

bi(xi) ∝ ϕi(xi) ∏
j ∈ N(i)

mj, i(xj) (13)

In the case of a coded system, the soft output of the algorithm bi(xi)
can be directly fed to the decoder. A pseudocode for the MRF-BP
described above is listed in Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 3). 

3.2 Numerical example – Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3) for LS-MIMO

A simple but helpful numerical example of MRF-BP algorithm is
sketched in Fig. 1. Let's consider an MIMO system with
Nt = Nr = 4 during a given symbol period. The algorithm runs with
ℐMRF = 4 and MD is equal to αMRF = 0.2. With the knowledge of
H and y, and assuming equal symbol a priori probability, ϕi(xi) and
ψi, j(xi, xj) ∀ i, j = 1, …, Nt are pre-calculated (before algorithm
iterations) for each (xi, xj) possible symbol in the BPSK
constellation considered. Thereafter, the iterative message update
process begins. Each variable node performs and transfers its
mi, j

(t)(xj) message considering all other variable node's message. The
message passed to the other nodes are also damped and normalised.
After ℐMRF = 4 iterations, the algorithm performs the belief
calculation and the hard decision of data bits. In this example, if
the MRF-BP algorithm stopped even in the first iteration, none of
four transmitted symbols would be resulted in error (high SNR
region).

4 MP via FG for LS MIMO detection
Considering the same model expressed in (1) and BPSK
modulation. Treat each entry of the observation vector y as a
function node (observation node) in a FG, and each transmitted
symbol as a variable node. The received signal yi can be written as

yi = ∑
j = 1

Nt

Hi, jxj + ηi = Hi, kxk + ∑
j = 1, j ≠ k

Nt

Hi, jxj

interference

+ ηi (14)

p(x | y, H) ∝ exp − ∑
i < j

ℛ{xi
∗Ri jxj} exp ∑

i
ℛ{xi

∗zi} ∏
i

exp ln p(xi)

= ∏
i < j

exp −xiℛ{Ri j}xj ∏
i

exp xiℛ{zi} + ln p(xi)
(8)
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To reduce the computational complexity, the calculation of the
message from the ith observation node, yi, to the kth variable node,
xk, can be approximated by the following scalar Gaussian
approximation (SGA) for the interference-plus-noise [12]:

yi = Hi, kxk + ∑
j = 1, j ≠ k

Nt

Hi, jxj + ηi

≜ λi, k

≜ Hi, kxk + λi, k (15)

where the interference-plus-noise term, λi, k, is modelled as
ℂN(μλik, σλik

2 ) with mean and variance given, respectively, by

μλik = ∑
j = 1, j ≠ k

Nt

Hi, jE(xj) (16)

σλik
2 = ∑

j = 1, j ≠ k

Nt

|Hi, j |Var(xj) + σ2 (17)

Hence, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for the symbol
xk ∈ { + 1, − 1} at the observation node i, denoted by Λi

k, can be
expressed by

Λi
k = log p(yi | H, xk = + 1)

p(yi | H, xk = − 1)

= 4
σλik

2 ℛ(Hi, k
∗ (yi − μλik))

(18)

From (18), the LLR values are computed at the observation nodes
and passed (messaged) to the variable nodes. Using the LLR value,
received through ith observation node message, the kth variable
node compute the conditional probability of xk = + 1, given the
received signal y, as

pi
k + ≜ pi(xk = + 1| y)

=
exp ∑l = 1, l ≠ i

Nr Λl
k

1 + exp ∑l = 1, l ≠ i
Nr Λl

k

(19)

Hence, the probabilities from (20) are passed back to the
observation nodes. Fig. 2 illustrates the MP in FG discussed in this
subsection. The MP between observation nodes and variable nodes
is carried out for a certain number of iterations, called ℐFG. After
that, the estimated symbol, x^k, is detected as

x~k = ∑
i = 1

Nr

Λi
k (20)

x^k = sgn(x~k) (21)

Note that x~k in (21) is a soft output from the LLR computation. In
the case of a coded system, the soft output can be directly fed to the
decoder. Moreover, from (22), the estimated symbol x^k is obtained
as a hard limiting of x~k. Due to the FG model and the SGA of the
interference, this algorithm is called FG-BP SGA; however, the last
term is omitted in the remainder of this paper for textual
simplification. A pseudocode for the FG-BP algorithm described
above is listed in Algorithm 2 (see Fig. 4). 

4.1 Numerical example – Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4) for LS-MIMO

To gain insight into the FG-BP message updating process, a simple
numerical example is offered through Fig. 2. Again, consider an
MIMO system with Nt = Nr = 4 during a given symbol period. The
algorithm runs with ℐFG = 4 and MD is equal to αFG = βFG = 0.2.
With the knowledge of H and y, and assuming equal symbol a
priori probability, μλik and σλik

2 ∀ i = 1, …, Nr; k = 1, …, Nt are

calculated at the observation nodes. After, the LLR value, Λ~ i
k, (t), can

be performed, damped (Λi
k, (t)) and finally transferred to the variable

nodes. Then, the probability of transmitted symbols, pi
k + , (t), is

calculated in variable nodes using LLR values and messaged back
to the observation nodes. This loop is performed for ℐFG = 4
iterations. One can notice that, in this example, if the FG-BP
algorithm stopped in the first iteration, one of four transmitted
symbols would be resulted in error.

5 Numerical simulation results
In this section, the uncoded BER performance related to the MRF-
BP and FG-BP algorithms for LS-MIMO detection is evaluated
through Monte-Carlo simulations. The simulations are performed
for a Mux-MIMO mode and assuming that a perfect channel state
information is available at the receiver side. Besides, an extensive
numerical analysis on the optimal value for the DF is carried out
considering wide LS antennas scenarios and SNR regions. Finally,
computational complexity of the MRF-BP and FG-BP algorithms
is compared aiming with determine the best performance-
complexity tradeoff of both LS-MIMO detection approaches.
Table 1 summarises the main system and channel parameters
values deployed in this section. 

5.1 BER performance analysis for the MRF-BP × FG-BP
detectors in LS-MIMO scenarios

For comparison purpose, the BER performance of a single-input
single-output (SISO) transmission scheme operating under flat

Fig. 3  Algorithm 1: MRF-BP for LS-MIMO detection
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fading channel, as well as in purely AWGN channel, was included
in several graphs.

In Fig. 5, the BER performance of the implemented MP
detectors is depicted for various Nt = Nr = U antennas
configurations, where the number of transmit antennas per mobile
user in all scenarios is fixed in Ntu = 1 antenna. Moreover, the
number of iterations, ℐMRF and ℐFG, adopted in BP algorithm
accords with the convergence analysis performed in Fig. 6. From
Fig. 5, one can conclude that even under a few BP iterations, both
MRF-BP and FG-BP LS-MIMO detectors performance improves
substantially when the number of antennas increases; besides, with
Nt = Nr = 100 the FG-BP detector achieved BER performance
close to SISO AWGN system performance. Indeed, in all cases, the
MP detector based on FG produces better BER performance than
the MRF-based one; moreover, the performance gap between these
detectors increases with the SNR. In other words, the FG-BP
detector has resulted in a higher diversity gain than the MRF-BP
detector with low-to-medium number of antennas, i.e. from tens to
100 antennas. With high number of antennas, FG-BP achieved
better performance than MRF-BP in 200 × 200 and 300 × 300
scenarios; moreover, with 500 × 500 antennas both LS-MIMO
detectors achieved SISO AWGN bound while demonstrated the
same performance in medium-to-high SNR region (i.e. from 7 to
>10 dB), although in low-to-medium SNR region the FG-based
detector has indicated better performance than MRF-based
detector. From these results, it is noticeable that the FG-BP
detector demonstrates better BER performance than MRF-BP
detector in almost all scenarios, although both detectors have a
promising performance in LS MIMO systems, i.e. both detectors
are able to achieve SISO AWGN bound performance when
Nt = Nr ≥ 500 antennas. 

Fig. 6 depicts the impact of number of iterations (ℐ) over the
performance of the both MRF- and FG-based LS-MIMO detectors.
Accordingly, Fig. 6a.1 evidences the influence of the number of

iterations (ℐMRF) of MRF-BP algorithm on the BER performance
at γdB = 10 dB without damping messages (αMRF = 0). One can
notice the occurrence of a significant performance gain in the first
four iterations of Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3). Besides, with the increasing
number of antennas, the performance of MRF-BP detector
improves accordingly. For all antennas configuration depicted in
this graph, the performance gain occurs, mainly, in the first four
iterations, after that, there is no relevant performance gain, i.e. no
relevant information is carried out in neighbourhood messages. On
the other hand, Fig. 6b.1 presents the influence of the number of
iterations, ℐFG, on BER performance at γdB = 10 dB with
αFG = βFG = 0. For low number of antennas, Nt = Nr = 20, it can
be noted that only the seven first iterations represents a BER
performance gain; more precisely, in the first five iterations occurs
the main performance gain. As the number of antennas increases, it
is noticeable that the fifth iteration becomes less relevant in BER
performance; indeed, the majority of the performance gain is
obtained into the first four iterations, whereas when Nt = Nr = 200
the convergence is fully achieved in the fourth iteration.

Also, an analysis of MD impact on the algorithm iterations can
be performed, as disposed in Figs. 6a.2 and b.2 operating at
γdB = 10 dB. The DF values adopted in these results are described
in Section 5.2. Comparing the MRF-BP to the case without MD,
Fig. 6a.1, one can notice that the convergence of algorithm is
improved, in the sense that the performance shows a stable
asymptotic condition. Moreover, the detector operating under
200 × 200 antennas configuration reached its convergence with less
iterations, more precisely, in the third iteration the convergence is
almost totally achieved against four iterations required in αMRF = 0

Fig. 4  Algorithm 2: FG-BP for massive MIMO detection
 

Table 1 LS-MIMO system and channel parameters
Parameter Value
link direction uplink (UL)
no. of Rx antennas Nr ∈ {20; 50; 100; 200; 300; 500}
no. of mobile users U ∈ {20; 50; 60; 100; 140; 200; 300; 500}
no. of Tx antennas (per user) Ntu = 1
no. of Tx antennas (total) Nt = U ⋅ Ntu

system loading β ∈ {0.3; 0.5; 0.7; 1.0}
SNR ranges γdB ∈ [0, 10]dB and γdB ∈ [6, 14]dB
channel type flat Rayleigh
channel availability perfectly known at receiver
modulation order BPSK
no. of iterations MRF-BP ℐMRF ∈ {3; 4; 5}
no. of iterations FG-BP ℐFG ∈ {4; 5; 7}
damping factor MRF-BP αMRF ∈ [0, 1]
damping factor FG-BP αFG ∈ [0, 1] and βFG ∈ [0, 1]
 

Fig. 5  BER performance of the implemented MRF-BP detector under flat
Rayleigh channels and various Nt = Nr antennas; without MD
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case. Besides, as mentioned previously, the performance level
reached after the convergence is almost two decades superior
adopting optimal MD values. Regarding the FG-BP detector, the
resulting performance by applying the MD to the variable or
observation nodes was analogous, as provided in Fig. 10. In this
sense, the MD is applied only at variable nodes, i.e. αFG = 0 and
βFG ≠ 0. Thus, it can be observed from Fig. 6b.2 that a relevant
performance gain in damped FG-BP detector occurs only in low
number of antennas scenario (Nt = Nr = 20). In medium-to-high

antennas schemes, the performance gain, provided by the MD at
the observation nodes, along the ℐFG iterations is almost null.
Moreover, in 20 × 20 case, the convergence is reached only in the
seventh iteration; in the schemes with higher number of antennas
there was no change in the convergence of the algorithm.
Comparing MRF-BP to the FG-BP algorithm updating process, the
MRF-BP with αMRF

best  is able to achieve convergence with less
iterations in all scenarios:

• Nt = Nr = 20: Damped MRF-BP with ℐMRF = 4 against
damped FG-BP with ℐFG = 7.

• Nt = Nr = 50: Damped MRF-BP with ℐMRF = 4 against
undamped FG-BP with ℐFG = 5.

• Nt = Nr = 100: Damped MRF-BP with ℐMRF = 4 against
undamped FG-BP with ℐFG = 5.

• Nt = Nr = 200: Damped MRF-BP with ℐMRF = 3 against
undamped FG-BP with ℐFG = 4.

This reduction in the number of iterations of the MRF-BP
detector becomes specially interesting, since both detectors
presented almost equal performance in LS antenna scenarios,
Fig. 11.

In practical LS MIMO scenarios, the system loading usually
works very below than 100% and the performance of FG-BP
detector in these cases are showed in Fig. 7. One can notice that,
for the low loading case, i.e., β = Nt/Nr = 0.3, the FG-BP
algorithm converges faster, compared to full loading scenario, and
needed only two iterations to reach its best performance. As long
as β increases, more iterations are needed for the convergence,
seeing that when β = 0.5 the convergence is reached with ℐFG = 3
and for β = 0.7 is totally achieved with ℐFG = 4 iterations. 

Fig. 6  Influence of the number of iterations ℐ on the BER performance; both detectors operate under γdB = 10 dB and the scenarios are split in: (a.1) MRF-
BP without MD (αMRF = 0), (b.1) FG-BP without MD (αFG = βFG = 0), (a.2) MRF-BP with optimal MD, from (22), (b.2) FG-BP with best results of MD, from
Fig. 8
(a) MRF-BP detector (Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3)), (b) FG-BP detector (Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4))

 

Fig. 7  BER of the FG-BP detector under different under-loading system
(Nt < Nr) over the iterations of the algorithm; αFG = βFG = 0
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5.2 Optimal value determination for the damping factor (αbest)
Now, considering the MD impact, Fig. 8 depicts the resulted BER
performance due to the DF variation under medium SNR regions.
An MRF-BP detector with 0 ≤ αMRF ≤ 1 is considered for 20, 50
and 100 antennas. For the three antennas configurations, one can
notice that, the performance gain with MD increases in higher SNR
regions, while an optimal αMRF

best  (best BER performance) can be
defined for each SNR value. Indeed, for γdB = 6 dB the
performance gain with damping (αMRF ≠ 0) is less than one
decade; on the other hand, in the scenario with γdB = 12 dB, the

performance gain with a suitable choice of the DF value is ≃ 2 and
3 decades for Nt = 20 and 50 antennas, respectively. Moreover,
specific conclusions regarding the scenario a) Nt = 20 antennas is
that in higher SNR region, the best DF, i.e. associated with the
lowest BER, has a lower value and tends to be more responsive to
αMRF variations. Looking at the implicit curve of γdB = 6 dB, the
performance gain variation from 0.25 ≤ αMRF ≤ 0.45 is negligible;
while in the case of 14 dB, the BER performance degradation from
αMRF = 0.05 − 0.20 is more than one decade. Furthermore, the
performance becomes worse regarding no damping messages case
(αMRF = 0) from αMRF ≥ 0.35 in γdB = 14 dB the same situation
occurs from αMRF ≥ 0.80 when γdB = 6 dB. Therefore, the DF
value needs to be accurately chosen, specially when the system
operates in medium/high SNR regions. 

From Fig. 8c), it is distinguishable that, when Nt of LS-MIMO
system increases, e.g. from 20 × 20 to 100 × 100 antennas, the
BER performance behaviour with DF demonstrates constant (flat
condition) at greater intervals of αMRF. The same way that with
50 × 50 antennas the performance is flatter than 20 × 20 case
(Figs. 8a and b, respectively). One can conclude that the difficult
task to accurately choose the DF value in small number of LS-
MIMO antennas scenario, i.e. 20 × 20, is relaxed with increasing
number of antennas. Thus, the application of MD, especially in
high SNR region, is more suitable in LS-MIMO systems due to the
flat BER performance response to DF variation.

In Fig. 9, the best DF values αMRF
best  are analysed from the

perspective of number of antennas N = Nt = Nr and SNR γdB
values. The necessary number of iterations for convergence differs

Fig. 8  BER performance of an MRF-BP LS-MIMO system with ℐMRF = 5
as a function of different SNR scenarios and MRF-BP DFs, αMRF

(a) 20 × 20, (b) 50 × 50, (c) 100 × 100 antennas
 

Fig. 9  Best DF values per SNR point and number of antennas N for the
MRF-BP detector
(a) Simulated results, ℐMRF ∈ 5, 4, 3  for N ∈ {20; 50; 100; 200}, (b) Third-order
polynomial data fitting
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from each antennas configuration scenario, according the analysis
performed in Fig. 6a.2, i.e. ℐMRF = 5 iterations for N = 20,
ℐMRF = 4 for N ∈ {50, 100}, and ℐMRF = 3 for N = 200. One can
notice that the best DF value tends to decrease in higher SNR
regions and/or with increasing number of antennas. Despite the
decrease in DF value, it is important to emphasise, regarding to
Fig. 8, that a minor increase in αMRF, i.e. from 0 to 0.1, resulted in
great performance gain, especially in high SNR regions.

To provide a wide αMRF
best  determination, a data fitting is carried

out on Fig. 9. We have obtained a polynomial data fitting for αMRF
best

as a polynomial surface of the third order in γdB and second order
in N antennas, resulting in a root mean-squared error of
RMSE = 0.02, and given by

αMRF
best = p00 + p10γdB + p01N + p11γdBN + p20γdB

2

+ p02N
2 + p12γdBN2 + p21γdB

2 N + p30γdB
3 (22)

where the coefficients and quality of the resulting fitting are
presented in Table 2. 

Fig. 10 demonstrates the impact on BER performance of MD
method applied to the observation and variable nodes (αFG and βFG,
respectively) of FG-BP algorithm, considering different number of
antennas and SNR values. From such BER 3D-graphics, one can
notice that the MD applied to the FG-BP algorithm demonstrates
equivalent performance behaviour when applied at observation or
variable nodes and provides a reasonable BER performance gain
only in the low antennas case, Figs. 10a and b. In medium and high
number of antennas scenarios, Figs. 10c and d, the MD method
does not imply performance gain, since the BER performance from
βFG = 0 does not improve with increasing βFG; the same behaviour
was observed with αFG and for this reason its result was omitted.
Considering that this work is focused on massive MIMO scenarios,
where the FG-BP detector does not benefit from the MD technique,
the undamped version of the FG-BP detector in medium and high
antennas scenarios will be considered in the reminder of this paper,
whereas in low number of antennas scenario, the βFG = 0.25 value,
obtained by simulation as the one with the highest performance
gain, will be considered. 

5.2.1 MD method with optimal damping factor applied to
MRF-BF detector: Considering that MD procedure results in a
relevant BER performance gain only in MRF-BP detector and the
analysis performed around αMRF

best , a BER comparison between FG-
BP (without MD in medium to LS-MIMO scenarios) and MRF-BP
(with αMRF

best ) is quantified in Fig. 11, splitting it into two scenarios:
(a) low-to-medium number of antennas, (b) high number of
antennas. One can conclude that the MRF-BP with optimal DF
value performs a marginally equal performance to the FG-BP
detector. Compared to the result in [10], the MRF-BP with
proposed αMRF

best  reached marginally same performance with less
number of antennas, besides that, the FG-BP with MD at variable

nodes, proposed in this work, outperforms both MRF-BP damped
detectors in this low antennas scenario. With large number of
antennas, Fig. 11b, the FG approach shows a slightly better BER
performance compared with MRF-BP. On the other hand, the
iterations required for convergence is lower in MRF approach in all
scenarios. In LS-MIMO scenarios, the MRF with optimal MD
converges with one less iteration compared with the FG scheme.
More evidently, regarding Fig. 6, in 200 × 200 case, MRF with
optimal MD converges with three iterations, against four iterations
of FG-BP, which can lead to a more interesting performance versus
complexity tradeoff for MRF approach. An in-depth discussion of
computational complexity is developed in Section 5.3. 

In the sequel, the computational complexity of both detectors is
evaluated, demonstrating that, under specific problem sizes, the
MRF-BP algorithm can outperform the FG-BP in terms of both
computational complexity (lower) and BER performance (lower).
On the other hand, with increasing number of antennas, FG-BP
tends to present a lower computational complexity than MRF-BP
massive MIMO detector.

5.3 Computational complexity

The computational complexity is described in terms of floating-
point operations (flops), in which one flop denotes the
computational complexity of the complex mathematical operations:
addition, subtraction, multiplication or division. In the case of
exponential function, an approximation through Taylor Series with
18 terms has been considered. Table 3 describes the per-symbol
computational complexity involved in each step of MRF-BP and
FG-BP algorithms. The asymptotic per-symbol complexity of the
Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3) is of the order of O(Nt

2), while the Algorithm 2
(Fig. 4) complexity is aboutO(Nr). It is important to note that MD
does not increase substantially the computational complexity of the
analysed algorithm, as discussed in the sequel. In addition, since
the LS-MIMO scenarios are part of the scope of this work, and the
FG-BP detector benefited from the MD technique only with a low
number of antennas, this section will consider the undamped
version of the FG-BP detector, i.e. αFG = βFG = 0. 

In Fig. 12a, the computational complexity increment of MD
method in MRF-BP detector is evaluated. One can notice that the
complexity increment of MD is very low compared with the
overall MRF-BP detector complexity, whereas in the worst case
points a percentual complexity increment holds below of 2.5%
(when Nt = Nr = 20 antennas and ℐMRF = 5 iterations).
Furthermore, one can conclude that with increase number of
antennas, the percentual complexity increment tends to a low
constant floor (≃ 0.2%), which can be considered negligible and
denotes an interesting application of MD in MRF-BP under LS-
MIMO scenarios. 

In Fig. 12b, a numerical computational complexity comparisons
between the two MP-based LS-MIMO detectors are performed
relating the number of antennas and iterations on BP algorithm. It
is noticeable that for N ≤ 160 antennas (in both ℐMRF = ℐFG = 4
and ℐMRF = ℐFG = 5) the MRF-BP algorithm results in less

Table 2 Parameters of data fitting function: αMRF
best (γdB, N), (22)

Coefficient Value
p00 +0.33100
p10 −0.01036
p01 +5.41100 × 10−4

p11 −2.43800 × 10−4

p20 −1.75800 × 10−4

p02 −0.03419 × 10−4

p12 +0.80930 × 10−6

p21 +0.65220 × 10−6

p30 −0.42090 × 10−6

rmse 0.0207
Coef. determ. (r2) 0.8913
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computational complexity, although the difference becomes
progressively smaller with the increase of antennas, due to the
quadratic complexity order of O(Nt

2) of MRF-BP against O(Nr)
from FG-BP. In terms of performance, under antenna configuration
of 20 × 20 or 50 × 50, the MRF-BP approach demonstrated better
BER performance than FG. Under higher number of antennas –

N = 100 and 200 schemes – damped MRF-BP and undamped FG-
BP detectors have resulted in a marginally different performance,
with a slight advantage for the FG-BP approach. Equalling the
number of iterations, in 200 × 200 case, FG-BP performs with less
complexity than MRF-BP; on the other hand, since optimal DF in
MRF leads to an iteration reduction, MRF-BP after convergence

Fig. 10  BER performance of an FG-BP LS-MIMO system with ℐFG = 5 as a function of different SNR scenarios
(a and b) Nt = Nr = 20 with DF at observation and variable nodes, respectively; (c and d) DF only at variable nodes (βFG) with Nt = Nr = 50 and Nt = Nr = 100, respectively

 

Fig. 11  BER performance of the implemented MRF-BP detector with the best DF value and FG-BP detector without MD, split into two scenarios
(a) Low-to-medium number of antennas, (b) High number of antennas
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(ℐMRF = 3) shows a marginally lower complexity than FG-BP
with ℐFG = 4 iterations. Finally, with the increase in the number of
antennas, i.e. Nt = Nr > 200, FG scheme performs with a less
computational complexity than MRF due to its first-order
complexity in Nr.

6 Conclusions
A detector for LS MIMO systems based on MP MRF GM and BP
algorithm has been extensively analysed. More specifically, the
impact of the MD method on the BER performance was evaluated
and it has demonstrated a promising performance versus
complexity tradeoff gain for MP detectors based on MRF GM,
especially in LS-MIMO scenarios.

Numerical results for the damped MRF-BP LS-MIMO detector
have demonstrated promising performance-complexity tradeoff,
since damping messages procedure just negligibly increases the
overall computational complexity while providing a significant
performance gain in the MRF-BP detection. Considering the
algorithm convergence, the MD method resulted in faster MRF-BP
convergence, with one less iterations (total of ℐMRF = 3 against
ℐMRF = 4 without damping case) in LS MIMO configuration, i.e.
200 × 200. Such results demonstrate a consistent gain, not only in
performance but also in the computational complexity, thanks to
the application of the MD procedure in the MRF-BP algorithm.

Besides, under LS antenna scenarios, DF value choose is
facilitated due to the flat BER performance response to a relative
wide αMRF values interval. The FG-BP approach with a massive
number of antennas has demonstrated a performance close to the
optimal SISO AWGN, even without MD. Also, the same detector
presented a BER performance gain with increasing number of
antennas, demonstrating also be an attractive LS-MIMO detector.
On the other hand, the MD method applied on FG-BP algorithm
did not result in relevant performance gain in medium-to-high
number of antennas scenarios, whereas a reasonable performance
gain was reached in low antennas scheme. Comparing both
massive MIMO detectors operating under their best performance

condition, MRF-BP with optimal DF value demonstrated a
marginally equal performance than FG approach.

The computational complexity of MRF-BP algorithm results in
a quadratic order with the number of transmit antennas, while FG-
BP algorithm presents a first-order complexity regarding the
analogue variable at the receiver side. Nevertheless, under small-
to-medium/high number of antennas scenarios, MRF approach
attains a lower complexity than FG one.
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Table 3 Per-symbol computational complexity of MRF-BP and FG-BP algorithms
Procedure Step Complexity

Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3) – MRF-BP
R line 4 Nr − 1
z line 4 Nr − 1
ϕ, (9) line 6 718
ψ , (10) line 10 360(Nt − 1)
messages update l.15–25 (4Nt

2 + 4Nt − 8) ⋅ ℐMRF

MD line 20 4(Nt − 1) ⋅ ℐMRF

belief calculation line 28 Nr

total complexity MRF-BP: 360Nt + 3Nr + 356 + ⋯ + ℐMRF(4Nt
2 + 8Nt − 12)

Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4) – FG-BP
Computation of LLRs at observation nodes

sμzi line 6 4Nr − Nr
Nt

⋅ ℐFG

sσzi
2 line 7 5Nr ⋅ ℐFG

μik, (16) line 9 3Nr ⋅ ℐFG

σik
2 , (17) line 10 7Nr ⋅ ℐFG

LLR calculation, Λ~ i
k, (t) line 11 4Nr ⋅ ℐFG

MD, αFG line 13 4Nr ⋅ ℐFG

Computation of probabilities at variable nodes
sΛk line 18 (Nr − 1) ⋅ ℐFG

probabilities, p~i
k + , (t) line 20 720Nr ⋅ ℐFG

MD, β f g line 22 4Nr ⋅ ℐFG

detection of data bits line 28 (Nr − 1)

total complexity FG-BP: Nr − 1 + ℐFG 752Nr − Nr
Nt

− 1
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Abstract: This work proposes a low-complexity detector for medium- and high-order modulation large-scale multiple-input
multiple-output (LS-MIMO) systems based on the set of Markov chain Monte-Carlo techniques. Such efficient signal detection
algorithm is based on the mixed Gibbs sampling with multiple restarts (MGS-MR) strategy with sample-averaged approach
during the coordinate updating process, named averaged MGS (aMGS). The proposed strategy applies multiple samples
average procedure to restrict the range of the random solution, which comes from the mixture proposed by the original MGS.
Numerical simulation results considering higher-order M-QAM demonstrated that the proposed detection method can
substantially improve the convergence of the MGS-MR algorithm, while no extra computational complexity is required. The
proposed aMGS-based detector suitable for medium- and high-order modulation LS-MIMO further exhibits improved
performance when the system loading is high, i.e. when (K/N) ≥ 0.75. In addition, the proposed numerical simulation analyses
have shown that the optimal value of the mixing ratio parameter can vary regarding system and channel configuration
scenarios, resulting somewhat different from the 1/2K value disseminated in the literature.

Q1

Q2

1 Introduction
Recently, communication schemes that use tens to hundreds of
antennas in transmission and reception of signals, termed large-
scale multiple-input multiple-output (LS-MIMO), has been of
interest in the telecommunications research area. Such structures
hold the same benefits as conventional MIMO, however on a larger
scale. More properly, LS-MIMO is defined as a transmission/
reception design using typically several tens or even hundreds of
antennas in at least one of the communication terminals, usually in
the base station (BS) [1, 2]. The reduced dimensions of user
equipments (UEs) suggest a single antenna arrangement in each
UE; on the other hand, a very large number of antennas are
installed in each BS. Asymptotically, i.e. when the number of
antennas N at the BS increases to infinite while the ratio K /N holds
constant, where K is the number of single-antenna UEs, the LS-
MIMO system results in paramount advantages: (i) effects of noise
background and fast fading channel disappear; (ii) the transmission
rate and the number of UEs become independent of cell size; (iii)
spectral efficiency becomes independent of the system bandwidth;
and (iv) power required for transmission of bit tends to zero [3].

These results become very interesting in scenarios with poor
channel estimates due to the high noise power, meaning very low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): a sufficient increase in the number of
BS antennas in a LS-MIMO system is capable of mitigating
harmful effects of error in the channel estimation. On the other
hand, in multicellular LS-MIMO systems the use of training pilot
sequences for channel estimation purpose imposes an intercellular
interference. The problem is called pilot contamination, persisting
even in asymptotic BS antennas scenarios [3].

The LS-MIMO high capacity/spectral efficiency comes with a
price; as the number of antennas at BS increases, the computational
complexity of data detection tends to grow proportionally. In this
sense, a low computational complexity detector emerges as an
essential requirement in LS-MIMO systems. Many low-complexity
LS-MIMO detectors have been proposed in recent literature,
including detectors based on (i) local neighbourhood search, such
as likelihood ascent search algorithm [4], and reactive tabu search
algorithm [5]; (ii) message passing algorithms, based on belief

propagation technique, such that LS-detectors inspired in graphical
models, as factor graph [6] and Markov random fields [7]; (iii)
minimum mean square error (MMSE) approximation techniques
[8, 9], which result in low complexity at the price of achieving
good performance only at low system loading factor; (iv) Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, which are based on Gibbs
sampling (GS) [10], emerging as a promising approach to deal with
LS-MIMO structures [11–15], since such techniques demonstrate a
near-optimum performance while require a moderate complexity
(quadratic order), also presenting a simple and effective way to
solve the large-scale detection problem.

The MCMC was introduced in MIMO and digital
communications in [10, 16]. The application of GS-based MCMC
on detection problem in MIMO systems was first studied in [10],
while in [11] a mixed GS (MGS) was proposed to solve the stalling
problem attached to the conventional GS detector, additionally a
multiple restarts (MR) strategy was proposed in order to deal with
a convergence problem for modulation orders M ≥ 16, called
MGS-MR. Also in [11], the choice of mixing ratio parameter is
determined by the inverse of the number of real dimensions of the
system, i.e. for a system with complex modulation alphabet,
q = 1/2K. The optimal choice in [11] was based on Markov chains
theory considering low dimension systems. However, in our
current contribution we demonstrate by numerical simulation that
the choice of mixing ratio parameter is also dependent on the
system loading and the number of samples deployed in coordinate
updating process; thus, it is not always coincident with the inverse
of the number of real dimensions.

In [17], an optimisation on mixing time was introduced to
accelerate the finding of the optimal solution. Numerical
simulation results demonstrated that the choice of mixing time
based on SNR can improve convergence, although the stalling
problem persisted when a fixed mixing time is adopted. Also, the
results do not consider the performance behaviour in high-order
modulation schemes. More recently, the MCMC detector with QR
decomposition was addressed in [14, 18], which can reduce the
number of operations due to the lower triangular matrix feature.
Besides, based on the multiple random parallel Markov chains, the
work in [13] proposes a MR strategy through parallel chains; such
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strategy reduced the algorithm's running time compared to MGS-
MR, despite the increasing of the number of real operations per
symbol. Moreover, in [12] a MCMC detector using successive
over-relaxation is proposed in order to improve the convergence
rate, although M-QAM modulation orders higher than M = 16
were not investigated.

The contribution of this work is threefold: (i) we propose an
averaged multiple sampling (MS) strategy in order to improve the
MGS convergence rate operating under higher-order modulation
and large-scale MIMO regime. The proposed strategy deploys
multiple samples per coordinate and performs a simple mean to
estimate each coordinate symbol to alleviate the impact caused by
the random solution, i.e. infinite mixing time, employed in the
mixture used by the MGS detector. (ii) extensive numerical
analysis regarding the optimal mixing ratio value, evidencing its
dependence w.r.t. the number of antennas and the quantity of
averaged samples; thus, we show that the optimal mixing ratio
value is not equal to the inverse of the number of real dimensions,
as stated in [11]. (iii) lastly, we propose a simplification on the
target function aiming at reducing its computational complexity,
while maintaining the performance. Since the target function is
computational burden, requiring 2K times per iteration, our
proposition is that the target function can be directly based on the
maximum-likelihood (ML) cost minimisation, which avoids the
exponential function computation, resulting in a complexity
decreasing.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the adopted large-scale MIMO system model. A review on
the MGS technique is presented in Section 3 and the proposed
averaged MGS (aMGS) detection scheme suitable for LS-MIMO is
developed in Section 4. Extensive numerical simulation results are
analysed in Section 5. Conclusion remarks are provided in Section
6.

2 System model
For simplicity of analysis, let us consider an uplink (UL) single-
cell MIMO communication system operating in multiplexing gain
mode with K active single-antenna users and N receive antennas at
the BS (Fig. 1). Since the purpose of this work is to investigate the
performance × complexity tradeoff of suitable LS-MIMO detection
schemes, we assume the availability of the channel state
information at the BS, aiming to consider the pure efficiency of
each detection technique; therefore, the pilot training stage and the
respective pilot contamination effect have not taken into account in
such context. 

Furthermore, for simplicity, the radio channel is assumed to be
frequency-flat fading, characterised by the complex channel matrix
Hc ∈ ℂN × K. The elements of Hc are all independent complex
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance,
Hci, k ∼ CN[0; 1]. Let sc be the K × 1 complex vector

corresponding to the K symbols M-QAM transmitted over the
transmit antennas, sc ∈ Ac

K where Ac denotes the QAM
constellation. The received signal yci at the ith BS antenna,
considering the UL direction and that the BS is interested on the
signal from user k, can be written as

yci = ∑
j = 1

K
Hci, jscj + ηci, i = 1, …, N

= Hci, ksck

desired signal

+ ∑
j = 1, j ≠ k

K
Hci, jscj

intracellular interference

+ ηci

AWGN
.

(1)

Using matrix notation, the received signal vector at the BS
equipped with N antennas is re-written as

yc = Hcsc + ηc (2)

where ηc is the additive white Gaussian noise, vector, assumed to
be a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance given by

E[ηcηc
H] = σ2IN (3)

where σ2 is the noise variance at each receive antenna.
The system loading factor, β, is defined as

β = K
N (4)

The average received SNR at each receive antenna can be
modelled as

γ = KPs
σ2 , (5)

where Ps is the power of the received symbols. For simplicity, it is
assumed that the symbols of all users have their transmit power
properly adjusted so that all the symbols reach the BS with the
same power. Indeed, in (5) it was considered that the large-scale
fading effect has been compensated in such a way that all K users’
signals are received with equal power at the BS, and assumed equal
to KPs, denoting the total sum power available at the transmitters
[19].

In this work, a real-valued system model [20] corresponding to
(2) is adopted, which is given by

y = Hs + η (6)

where y ∈ ℝ2N × 1, H ∈ ℝ2N × 2K, s ∈ ℝ2K × 1, η ∈ ℝ2N × 1, and defined
as

H =
ℛ Hc −ℐ Hc

ℐ Hc ℛ Hc

s =
ℛ sc

ℐ sc
, η =

ℛ ηc

ℐ ηc
, y =

ℛ yc

ℐ yc

(7)

For the QAM alphabet Ac, the elements of s assume integer values
from the underlying pulse-amplitude modulation alphabet A, i.e.
s ∈ A2K.

The ML decision rule is given by

sML = arg min
ŝ ∈ A2K

∥ y − Hs^ ∥2
(8)

However, the ML detector in (8) is exponentially complex in K,
being prohibitive for large K ⋅ N, which is the case of LS-MIMO
systems.

Fig. 1  Single-cell uplink LS-MIMO communication system with K single-
antenna UEs and a BS with N receive antennas
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3 Review of mixed Gibbs sampling detection
A brief review on the conventional GS [10] and on the MGS [11] is
performed in this subsection.

In conventional GS detection, an initial solution s^(t = 0) is set for
the estimated symbols vector, where t represents the current
iteration. The initial solution can be either a random vector or an
output from linear low complexity detectors, such as matched
filter, zero-forcing or MMSE [20]. The index i, in addition to the
position of the vector s^, also denotes the coordinate referring to the
MGS algorithm, where i = 1, 2, …, 2K. Therefore, each iteration
requires 2K coordinate updating. At each iteration, updating the 2K
coordinates is done by sampling the following distributions:

s^i
(t) ∼ p(s^i s^1

(t), …, s^i − 1
(t) , s^i + 1

(t − 1), …, s^2K
(t − 1), y, H), (9)

and the target distribution for Gibbs-sampling-based detection is
given by

p(s^1, s^2, …, s^2K y, H) ∝ exp − ∥ y − Hs ∥2

σ2 , (10)

One can notice that by (9) each updated coordinate is fed, in the
same iteration, to the next coordinate. The algorithm ends after a
certain amount of iterations, and the vector of estimated symbols is
chosen as the vector that presented the lowest ML cost, considering
all iterations.

A known problem with the given conventional GS detector is
the stalling problem, which results in BER floor at high SNR
regions [10]. This is shown in Fig. 2 where a 4-QAM, K = 16
users and N = 16 BS antennas (16 × 16) configuration is deployed,
with 512 iterations and random initial solution: the performance of
the conventional GS becomes degraded in the SNR region after 6 
dB and more predominantly after 10 dB, when a BER reversion
occurs. The stalling problem appears because the algorithm
becomes trapped in local low-performance solutions. 

Based on the motivation to solve the stalling problem presented
in the conventional GS, the LS-MIMO detector MGS was
proposed in [11].

First, the MGS target distribution uses a positive parameter α,
which tunes the mixing time of the Markov chain [21]. The
parameter α multiplies with the variance of the Gaussian-like
distribution, thus defining its effective variance; the parameter is
also called as temperature. Therefore, the target distribution of
interest is given by

p(s^1, s^2, …, s^2K y, H) ∝ exp − ∥ y − Hs ∥2

α2σ2 , (11)

One can notice by (11) that the conventional GS can be viewed as a
special case when α = 1. A larger temperature speeds up the
mixing and aims to reduce the higher moments of the number of
iterations when finding the correct solution. However, as stated in
[11], the stalling problem persists even with large α.

In order to overcome the stalling problem, the MGS detection
strategy utilises a mixing of: (i) conventional GS (i.e. α = 1); and
(ii) the noisiest version of (11), which employs infinite effective
variance by taking α = ∞, resulting in a random and uniform
sample from all the possibilities. In this way, the MGS distribution
for sampling purpose is given by

p(s^1, …, s^2K y, H) ∼ 1 − q ψ α1 + qψ α2 (12)

and

ψ α = exp − ∥ y − Hs^ ∥2

α2σ2 , (13)

where q1pt ∈ [0, 1pt1pt1] is the mixing ratio, denoting the
probability of considering the random uniform sampling solution,
ψ(α2 = ∞).

The MGS detector considers the α1 = 1, α2 = ∞ combination,
which results in a near-ML performance, overcoming the stalling
problem of the GS, being also a simple implementation choice.
Additionally, in [11] a theoretical analysis of the mixing ratio q
effect operating under a small number of antennas and low-order
QAM constellations was performed; the suitable value of q was
found as the inverse of the number of dimensions of the system, i.e.
q = (1/2K). However, our numerical analysis carried out in Section
5 demonstrated that the optimal mixing ratio value under higher-
order QAM modulation and large-scale regime can differ
significantly from that value depending on the system
configuration and channel scenarios.

The probability of the ith symbol taking the value aj can be
written as

p(s^i = aj s^i − 1, y, H)

= exp − ∥ y − Hs^i, j ∥2 /α2σ2

∑l = 1
A exp − ∥ y − Hs^i, l ∥2 /α2σ2 , (14)

where aj ∈ A, ∀ j = 1, …, A . The cardinality of set A is expressed
as A , while s^i, j denotes the vector s^(t) with its ith position changed
to the symbol aj.

The sampling process based on (14) can lead to a numerical
limitation due to the exponential function. In this sense, such
implementation was carried out through a logarithmic intermediate
step, as

log p(s^i = aj s^i − 1, y, H)

= f (i, j) − f 0
ord + log 1 + ∑

m = 1

A − 1
exp f m

ord − f 0
ord

= g(i, j)

(15)

where f (i, j) = − ∥ y − Hs^i, j ∥2 /α2σ2  and f i
ord is ith position of f

in descending order, for i = 1, …, A . A practical and
computationally efficient evaluation of MGS target function is
summarised in Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 3). 

4 Proposed aMGS LS-MIMO detector
A novel approach for the MGS, namely aMGS is proposed herein,
which is based on the following improvements:

Q3

Fig. 2  Illustrative example showing the stalling effect of conventional GS
and denoting that the proposed simplification of the target function of
aMGS does not degrade the LS-MIMO performance: K = N = 16
antennas, Le = 1 sample, ℐ = 512 iterations, Rmax = 50, 4-QAM and 16-
QAM
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i. Averaged MS on each coordinate: Differently from the single
sampling strategy [11], the proposed aMGS employs an
average between Le number of samples (realisations) in each
coordinate during the update process. The proposed strategy
tries to alleviate the problem which arises when the noisiest
solution of α2 = ∞ is randomly chosen in a given coordinate
during the MGS mixing step. The mixing is a kind of local
minima escaping strategy; on the other hand, it can lead
solutions to regions ‘far’ from optimum, affecting the
algorithm's convergence, especially under high-dimension
problems, i.e. combining high number of antennas and
medium-/high-order modulations. By employing the MS
calculation, an intermediate (averaged) point between the
target function symbol and the random symbol is more likely
to be chosen, instead of a pure random symbol. As a result, the
benefit of local minima escape is maintained, while the
negative impact on the algorithm's convergence is smoothed.

ii. Target function simplification: To reduce the computational
complexity related to the calculation of the target function in
(14), we adopted a minimum ML cost approach. This
simplification performs fewer mathematical operations, since
the ∥ y − Hs^ ∥ computation is already performed in (14). The
aMGS target function calculates ξ(s^i

(t), y, H) ∈ A which
chooses, in the ith position, the jth symbol that minimises the
Euclidian distance. Thus, it is evaluated in the tth iteration as

ξ(s^i
(t), y, H) = arg min

aj ∈ A
∥ y − Hs^i, j ∥ , (16)

where s^i
(t) denotes the updated estimated symbol vector until

the (i − 1) position at the tth iteration, whereas the other
remaining i, (i + 1), …, 2K positions assume the values from
the previous iteration, i.e.

s^i
(t) = [s^1

(t), …, s^i − 1
(t) , s^i

(t − 1), …, s^2K
(t − 1)]T

 
Remark 1: (aMGS performance complexity): Compared to (14),

the calculation of (16) performs fewer operations while achieving
the same bit error rate (BER) performance, as depicted in Fig. 2.
For illustration purpose, a 4-QAM and 16-QAM, K = 16 and
N = 16 system is deployed, with ℐ = 8K M, q = 1/2K and
Rmax = 50 [11].

4.1 Coordinate updating process

The coordinate update process of aMGS is defined by

s^i
(t) = 1

Le
∑

m = 1

Le

ρm, i(s^i
(t), y, H), (17)

where Le is the number of samples (realisations), and the random
variable (r.v.) ρm, i is a mixture of two r.v. with weight given by the
mixing ratio q, defined by

ρm, i(s^i
(t), y, H) ∼ 1 − q ⋅ ξ(s^i

(t), y, H) + q ⋅ ψ ∞ (18)

It is important to note that, being (16) a deterministic function,
during the Le realisations on each coordinate, (16) is calculated
only once, when m = 1. After that, each m realisation has the
computational cost of generating a random number (relative to the
mixing ratio).

At the end of algorithm iterations, the vector with the lowest
cost is assumed the best global solution. Due to the mean
operation, a slicer for M-QAM constellation is needed at the end of
the detection procedure. Thus

s^best = slicer(s^f − best), (19)

where s^f − best is the ‘floating-best’ solution which represents the
estimated vector related to the best global cost attained after ℐ
iterations, and s^best is the final estimated symbol vector. A
pseudocode for the proposed aMGS is described in Algorithm 2
(see Fig. 4). Specific features of the proposed algorithm, such as
MR, adopted stopping criterion and resulted complexity are
exploited in the next subsections. 

4.2 Multiple restarts

In medium QAM-order modulations, such as 16-QAM, 64-QAM,
the mixing strategy of MGS is unable to achieve near-optimal
performance [22] in a reasonable number of iterations, while MR
procedure, as proposed in [11] has demonstrated promising results,
leading the MGS-MR under 16-QAM or 64-QAM to near-optimal
performance.

In our proposed aMGS, the MR strategy is also incorporated to
the aMGS, namely aMGS-MR detector. Thus, Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4)
runs either a maximal number of restarts Rmax times or it is limited
by a stopping criterion, while the lowest cost found considering all
restarts is the final solution. As discussed in Section 5, the MR
strategy can improve the convergence of the aMGS algorithm
compared to the same number of iterations in a single execution,
resulting in a better performance-complexity tradeoff.

4.3 Stopping criterion

Given that the mixing strategy provides the local minimum
escaping feature, the evolution of the cost function values across
iterations becomes unpredictable and the optimal solution can be
found before the maximum number of iterations ℐ has been
reached, as illustrated in Fig. 5. It is noticeable that the aMGS
algorithm found the optimal solution, approximately, in the fifth
iteration. After that, iterations become a waste of computational
resources. In this sense, an efficient stopping criterion is paramount
in reducing the complexity of the aMGS detector. 

Similarly, the decision to set a restart in the algorithm requires a
criterion definition, since the optimal solution could be found in the
first execution of the algorithm, not requiring an MR procedure.
Hence, MR strategy must be balanced aiming to achieve a better
performance-complexity tradeoff.

Stopping criteria have been proposed in the literature. For
instance, in [11], the stopping criterion is based on the difference
between the best ML cost found so far and the noise variance.
Additionally, the QAM constellation size could be taken into
account. The main idea in [11] is to stop the detection iterations if a
maximum number of iterations is attained or if the iteration in
stalling mode is larger than a maximum of Θs iterations. We
assume the stop criterion similar to that adopted in [11], either to
control the number of iterations or the restarts, as described below.

Assume the estimated symbol vector, in the tth iteration, is s^(t).
The quality metric of s^(t) is defined as

Fig. 3  Algorithm 1: MGS target function calculation
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ϕ(s^(t)) = ∥ y − Hs^(t) ∥2 − Nσ2

Nσ2 (20)

Hence, the stalling limit, Θs, is given by

Θs(ϕ(s^(t))) = cs ⋅ eϕ(ŝ (t)) (21)

where cs is a constant depending on the M-QAM constellation size,
which increases with M. Although (21) is suitable as a stopping
criterion, a minimum number of iterations cmin must be defined to
ensure the quality of symbol detection. Therefore, Θs can be
rewritten as

Θs(ϕ(s^(t))) = max cmin, cs ⋅ eϕ(ŝ (t))

with cs = c1log2(M)
(22)

where c1 is a tuning constant which defines the allowed number of
iterations in stalling mode and ⌈x⌉ is the minimum integer that is
larger than x.

For the MR strategy, the criterion sets the allowable number of
restarts Θr, which also is based on ϕ(s^(t))

Θr(ϕ(s^(t))) = max 0, cr ⋅ ϕ(s^(t)) + 1
with cr = c2log2(M),

(23)

and c2 is the tuning constant adjusting the maximum number of
restarts.

At the end of each restart, Θr is computed and checked if the
actual number of repetitions is less than Θr. If yes, go to another
run of the aMGS-MR algorithm; else, output the solution vector
with the minimum cost so far as the final solution.

4.4 Complexity

The computational complexity is described in terms of real number
of operations (rops), in which one rop denotes the computational
complexity of the real mathematical operations: addition,
subtraction, multiplication or division. For the exponential and
logarithmic functions, an approximation through Taylor Series with
18 terms has been considered to calculate the computational
complexity. Table 1 describes the per-symbol computational
complexity, CT, involved in each step of aMGS algorithm.
Additionally, the total complexity per-symbol of the MGS has been
evaluated. The CI denotes the per-symbol complexity of the initial
solution, which is adopted as the linear MMSE detector for both
aMGS and MGS detection schemes. The per-symbol complexity of
the MMSE is also shown in Table 1 [23]. 

From Table 1, one can notice that the aMGS and MGS
algorithms have the same asymptotic per-symbol complexity order
of O(K2), although the conventional MGS algorithm may require
an additional complexity dependent on constellation size due to the
exponential function, which is represented by the cardinality A .
On the other hand, the additional complexity due to the averaged
strategy of the aMGS represents a negligible impact, since it
requires only (2Le + 2) rops per iteration, while such additional
complexity is not dependent on the problem size.

It is important to emphasise that the complexity of the aMGS
and MGS algorithms is defined by the number of iterations, which
is controlled by the stopping criterion Θs, with the upper limit ℐ.
Similarly, the amount of restarts is controlled by Θr, with an upper
limit Rmax. In terms of complexity, the MR procedure can be
interpreted as an extra amount of iterations necessary for each new
restart. In this sense, the ℐeff is considered in Table 1, denoting the
total amount of iterations (including all restarts) performed at each
symbol period detection. Since Monte-Carlo method is deployed in
the simulations, in Section 5 a mean value of ℐeff considering all
realisations is evaluated and is called effective number of iterations
(ENI)

ENI = ∑
i = 1

T
ℐeff, i (24)

where T denotes the total number of realisations (symbol periods)
during the simulation, and ℐeff, i denotes the effective number of
iterations deployed in the ith realisation.

4.5 Quality metric

Due to the large number of parameters involved in the aMGS-MR
LS-MIMO detector under medium-high M-QAM order
modulation, a simple performance-complexity tradeoff metric is
defined herein aiming to establish a fair comparison analysis
among different MIMO detection strategies

Fig. 4  Algorithm 2: aMGS for LS-MIMO detection
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χ(BER, CT) = − 10log10 BER
10−8 ⋅ CT

= − BERdB
10−8 ⋅ CT

(25)

where BERdB denotes the bit error rate in dB. Hence, the quality
detection metric χ(BER, CT) captures the detector efficiency in
quantifying performance improvement against complexity
increasing. Higher values of χ( ⋅ ) imply more efficient and
effective LS-MIMO detector.

5 Simulation results
In this section, the uncoded BER performance related to the aMGS
algorithm for LS-MIMO detection is evaluated through Monte
Carlo simulations. The simulations are performed for a large-scale
MIMO operating in multiplexing mode and assuming that a perfect
channel state information is available at the receiver side. Table 2
summarises the main system and channel parameter values
deployed in this section. 

This numerical simulation section has been divided into three
main parts: in Section 5.1 the best input parameters for the
proposed detection algorithm have been determined numerically; in
Section 5.2, the main performance indexes and corresponding
computational complexities have been compared by deploying the
input parameters found in Section 5.1; and, finally, in Section 5.3
an asymptotic analysis regarding the number of antennas is
performed to evaluate the aMGS-MR performance in other LS-
MIMO scenarios.

5.1 Best input aMGS parameters

In this subsection, the input parameters of the aMGS-MR detector
are examined aiming at numerically finding its optimum values.
For each specific scenario, the parameters were inspected in order
to determine its optimal value, generalising as many scenarios as
possible. The analysed input aMGS parameters include:

• Stopping criterion parameters: c1, c2;
• Mixing ratio, q;

• Averaged sampling, Le;
• Maximum number of iterations, ℐ;
• Maximum number of restarts, Rmax;

For the stopping criterion parameters, considering a single and
MS strategy, a brief analysis has been carried out in the Appendix,
aiming to establish the best tradeoff values for c1 and c2. As a
result, in the remainder of this work we have adopted c1 = 10,
c2 = 1.0 and cmin = 10.

5.1.1 Mixing ratio and averaged samples: The BER
performance for different mixing ratios q = {1/2K, 1/3K, 1/4K},
considering Rmax = {1, 5, 10}, is performed in Fig. 6 for each fixed
Le ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} samples scenario. The number of users is set to
K = 48 while N = 64 antennas (β = 0.75). The system is operating

Fig. 5  ML cost function evolution during the aMGS algorithm's iterations
and the optimal result (sphere decoder); K = M = 16, Eb/N0 = 10 dB,
ℐ = 250 iterations, and 4-QAM modulation

 

Table 1 Per-symbol computational complexity of aMGS, conventional MGS and MMSE algorithms
Procedure Step Complexity

aMGS – Algorithm 2 (Fig. 4)
target function calculation lines 9–11 16KN − 4N + A 16N + 2
averaging between samples line 25 2Le + 2
averaging vector at each coordinate line 6 20N
Θs, (22) line 41 24

K
total per-symbol complexity CT = CI + ℐeff 16KN + 16N + A 16N + 2 + (2Le + 2) + 24

K
total per-symbol complexity with initial MMSE solution CT = 1

6 K2 + 3
2 NK + 3

2 N + 5
6

+ℐeff 16KN + 16N + A 16N + 2 + (2Le + 2) + 24
K

MGS – Algorithm 1 (Fig. 3)
target function calculation lines 4–6 16KN − 4N + A 16N + 12
evaluation of each symbol probability lines 8–12 1238 A
cost computation of estimated vector 10N

K
Θs, (22) 24

K
total per-symbol complexity CT = CI + ℐeff 16KN − 4N + A 16N + 1450 + 10N + 24

K
total per-symbol complexity with initial MMSE solution CT = 1

6 K2 + 3
2 NK + 3

2 N + 5
6

+ℐeff 16KN − 4N + A 16N + 1450 + 10N + 24
K

MMSE algorithm
total per-symbol complexity CT = 1

6 K2 + 3
2 NK + 3

2 N + 5
6
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under medium SNR, γdB = 25 dB. Also, assuming the complexity
is linear with the number of iterations (see Table 1), a similarly
complexity analysis can be held with respect to the ENI. 

From all sampling strategies presented in Fig. 6, it is also
noticeable that q = 1/2K presents the largest ENI complexity, and
the worst performance (for the same Rmax), except when Le = 8
samples. Such bunch of numerical results demonstrates that
q = 1/2K is not the optimal mixing ratio value, even in a single
sampling scenario, as stated in [11]. One can also conclude that the
use of MS process provides a significant complexity reduction,
indicated by the decreasing ENI at convergence from single
(Fig. 6a) to MS scenarios (Figs. 6b–d), with a marginally
performance loss.

Among all system scenarios subsumed under Fig. 6, two main
analysis relating to the proposed MS technique can be highlighted
in the following remarks.
 

Remark 2: (MR provides a limited BER-ENI tradeoff gain):
Regardless of mixing ratio and quantity of samples, the BER
performance from the Rmax = 5 to 10 is marginally the same, while
the gap in terms of ENI is significant (around 60% more). It shows
that, in these configurations, specially under β < 1 system loading
condition, the algorithm convergence is improved and the
performance gain obtained by the MR technique is reduced; hence,
convergence is reached with few restarts (≃ 5), leading to
irrelevant performance improvement after that. Moreover,
comparing with no restarts configuration, i.e. Rmax = 1, one can
conclude that a high number of samples (Fig. 6d) results in a better
performance × complexity tradeoff than single sample case
(Fig. 6a) – since a lower BER is achieved at practically the same
ENI – evidencing the direct performance improvement of the
proposed MS strategy.
 

Remark 3: (MS strategy Le ∝ q improves BER-ENI): The
performance × complexity tradeoff for the mixing ratio q
demonstrated to be directly proportional to the number of Le
samples: a greater mixing ratio is beneficial for a large number of
samples, and vice-versa. From Le = 1 to Le = 8, it can be noticed a
progressive BER-ENI tradeoff gain in q = 1/2K curves,
contrariwise, q = 1/4K curves show a gradual tradeoff loss with
the increasing number of samples. It evidences that a greater
number of samples mitigates the impact of the random symbol,
ψ ∞ : a higher q implies that the random symbol will more
probably occur and increasing number of samples smoothes this
effect, at the same time, a low q combined to a high Le tends to null
the mixing strategy, degrading the performance. It can be

explained: the summation terms of (17) can either assume values
from the target function, ξ(s^i

(t), y, H), or the random solution,
depending on q; in a Le = 1 single sampling scheme, the random
solution can be fully adopted (since there will be no other terms in
the summation), whereas, in a MS strategy, it is unlikely that all
terms come from the random solution [Since (1 − q) ≫ q in (18).]

and the result tends towards target function with increasing Le.

5.1.2 Tuning mixing ratio and number of sampling: Table 3
summarises the configuration which resulted in best BER-ENI
tradeoff considering each Le samples scenario analysed in Fig. 6.
Among all scenarios, the best BER-ENI tradeoff can be found with
Le = 4 samples combined to q = 1/3K and Rmax = 5, in which a
suitable BER performance is achieved under ENI < 600. 

The performance with increasing number of antennas to K = 96
and N = 128 (β = 0.75) is depicted in Fig. 7. Compared to the
lower number of antennas scenario of Fig. 6, similar analysis and
conclusions can be held, except that the use of a higher number of
samples (Le = 8) demonstrated a harmful effect w.r.t. the aMGS
convergence, denoted by the ENI increasing, whereas the BER
performance is only marginally improved. It evidences that, in
large antenna scenarios, the impact of random symbols from the
mixture does not strongly affect the algorithm's convergence as
seen with less antennas context, i.e. K = 48 and N < 64. Thus, the
averaged MS strategy has its benefit reduced when K, N → ∞.
Even so, considering the adopted quality metric, the best tradeoff in
this large antenna scenario was reached by using Le = 2 samples
and mixing ratio q = 1/4K. The most promising tradeoff for each
configuration of Fig. 7 are listed in Table 4. 

Through the analysis performed in this subsection, the
parameter values summarised in Table 5 have been adopted in the
sequel. 
 

Remark 4: (Tuning parameters): The input parameters for the
aMGS-MR detector are selected based on the performance ×
complexity tradeoff criterium. Tables 4 and 5 reveal the best
tradeoff in the large antenna scenarios, i.e. β ≥ 0.75 and N ≥ 64, is
reached by using number of sampling Le = 2 and mixing ratio
factor q = 1/4K. As a result, different optimal values than
q = 1/2K reported in [11] have been found herein.

5.2 Performance-complexity tradeoff

In Fig. 8, the convergence of the aMGS algorithm adopting best q
values is analysed against the average rops complexity, with
48 × 64 and 96 × 128 antennas, respectively, and 64-QAM. For
comparison purpose, it is also included a single sampling result
using the optimal mixing ratio value as proposed in [11], i.e.
q = 1/2K (curve [E]). One can notice that the use of mixing ratio
q = 1/4K has resulted in better performance-complexity tradeoff
when compared to the MGS with q = 1/2K of [11] in both
scenarios. It is also noticed that for the most promising
performance results, the maximum number of iterations ℐ = 3000
showed to comply with the aMGS-MR performance convergence.
In medium-large antennas scenario of Fig. 8a, the single sample
case exhibits the best end performance, slightly overpassing the
MS strategy. On the other hand, as expected, the convergence with
multiple samples is improved (as observed in curves [B] and [C])
compared to the single sample case, which resulted in complexity
reduction. In summary, comparing the performance-complexity
tradeoff between the best results in multiple (Le = 4; curve [C]) and
single (Le = 1, q = 1/4K; curve [A]) cases, the MS strategy is
found to achieve a higher tradeoff metric

χ Le = 4 = − 10log10(8.30.10−6)
3.607.107/108 = 140.86

against the single-sample strategy

Q4

Table 2 LS-MIMO system and channel parameters
Parameter Value

LS-MIMO system
link direction uplink (UL)
number of Rx antennas (BS) N ∈ {64, 128}
number of Tx antennas (MTs) (single
user-antenna)

K ∈ {48, 96}

system loading β ∈ [0.3125, 0.90625]
modulation order 64-QAM
SNR ranges γdB ∈ 0, 25 dB
number of realisations T ∈ 5000, 15000

Channel
channel type flat Rayleigh
channel availability perfectly known at receiver

aMGS-MR detector
max. number of iterations ℐ ∈ {3000, 6000, 9000}
max. number of restarts Rmax ∈ {5, 10}
number of aMGS samples Le ∈ 1, 2, 4, 8
mixing ratio q ∈ 1

2K , 1
3K , 1

4K
stop criterion parameters c1 = 10; c2 = 1; cmin = 10
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χ Le = 1 = − 10log10(4.35.10−6)
4.90.107/108 = 108.42

With increasing number of antennas, K = 96 and N = 128
(Fig. 8b), a lower number of samples has shown to be beneficial,
since the single sample case presented the best performance
combined to the lowest asymptotic complexity, followed by the
twice (Le = 2) sampling case. Nevertheless, due to a slightly

convergence gain observed when using Le = 2 samples, the
tradeoff metric for Le = 1 is found to be χ Le = 1 = 39.83 against
χ Le = 2 = 44.22 with Le = 2 samples.

Fig. 9 depicts the BER performance across SNR regions; also,
the averaged complexity, in terms of number of real operations
(rops), is included. The system operates with parameters from
Table 5 in 64-QAM with a higher system loading condition of
β ≃ 0.9: (i) K = 58, N = 64 and (ii) K = 87, N = 96. One can

Fig. 6  BER performance convergence of different mixing ratios, q, of aMGS in medium number of antennas scenario (K = 48, N = 64) at γdB = 25 dB,
Rmax = {1, 5, 10}, ℐ = 9000 and different Le samples
(a) Le = 1, (b) Le = 2, (c) Le = 4, (d) Le = 8

 
Table 3 Best aMGS parameter values for K = 48 and N = 64
Fig. Le Rmax q BER (10−6) ENI χ
Fig. 6a 1 5 1

4K
4.35 807 109.42

Fig. 6b 2 5 1
4K

9.5 600 137.85

Fig. 6c 4 5 1
3K

8.3 594 140.86

Fig. 6c 4 5 1
4K

6.8 640 132.97

Fig. 6d 8 5 1
3K

5.0 695 125.61
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notice that, in this system loading condition, the MS strategy
results in BER performance gain and complexity reduction,
specially with increasing SNR. Besides that, in Fig. 9a), the highest
number of samples result, i.e. Le = 8, showed the best performance
and lowest complexity among all aMGS-MR and MGS-MR
presented. Another important conclusion with increasing the

number of antennas (Fig. 9b) is that the Le = 4 samples
performance resulted in the best performance, overcoming the
Le = 8, which denotes its potential for LS-MIMO scenarios with
more than a hundred antennas. 

A system loading analysis against BER and rops complexity is
depicted in Fig. 10 under γdB = 25 dB. Differently of the aMGS-

Fig. 7  BER performance convergence of different mixing ratios, q, of aMGS in medium number of antennas scenario (K = 96, N = 128) at γdB = 25 dB,
Rmax = {1, 5, 10}, ℐ = 6000 and different Le samples
(a) Le = 1, (b) Le = 2, (c) Le = 4, (d) Le = 8

 
Table 4 Best aMGS parameter values for K = 96 and N = 128
Fig. Le Rmax q BER (10−6) ENI χ
Fig. 7a 1 5 1

4K
2.26 648 39.66

Fig. 7b 2 5 1
2K

6.16 531 44.66

Fig. 7b 2 5 1
4K

3.60 552 44.89

Fig. 7c 4 5 1
2K

4.25 646 37.85

Fig. 7d 8 5 1
2K

8.51 938 24.60

Fig. 7d 8 5 1
3K

2.95 1241 20.28
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MR, the MGS-MR detector is set to ℐ = 8K M and Rmax = 50
[11]. One can conclude that, under high system loading, i.e.
β ≥ 0.8, the MS strategy is benefited more significantly, both in
terms of performance and computational complexity,
demonstrating the potential of this strategy when the LS-MIMO
system operates under high loading crowded scenarios. This can be
explained as the number of mobile users increases, approaching the
full-loading system condition β → 1, the set of possible symbol
combinations becomes larger, such that the noisy solution from the
mixture has its negative effect aggravated, affecting the algorithm's
convergence; whereas the MS strategy is able to mitigate this
effect, having a beneficial effect on the convergence which results
in improvement in performance and complexity reduction. In both
scenarios of N = 64 and N = 128 BS antennas, the best tradeoff

scheme under high system loading condition is found to be with
Le = 4 samples, which resulted in the lowest BER performance and
computational complexity. 

It is also noticeable in Fig. 10 that the performance gap between
the MGS-MR, with a single sample, and the aMGS-MR with
Le = 1 is due to the mixing ratio feature. As demonstrated in
Section 5.1.1, the optimal q = 1/4K value results in better
performance when a single sample is considered.

5.3 Asymptotic analysis with the number of antennas

The BER performance of the aMGS detector in different LS-
MIMO scenarios is analysed under increasing number of antennas
and samples. Results presented in Fig. 11 were simulated
considering a wide range of number of antennas,

Table 5 Best performance versus complexity tradeoff parameters for aMGS-MR detector
Parameter K × N No. of aMGS samples, Le

1 2 4 8
mixing 48 × 64: 1

4K
1

4K
1

3K
1

2K
ratio, q 96 × 128: 1

4K
1

4K
1

2K
1

2K
Max. no. of iterations, I 3000
Max. restarts, Rmax 5
iterations stop criterion, c1 10
restarts stop criterion, c2 1

 

Fig. 8  BER performance and complexity versus convergence for the
aMGS algorithm considering 64-QAM modulation, β = 0.75, best mixing
ratio q (curves [A] to [D]) and optimal value as proposed in [11], i.e.
q = 1/2K with Le = 1 (curve [E])
(a) 48 × 64, (b) 96 × 128

 

Fig. 9  SNR versus BER performance/average number of rops in aMGS-
MR detector using best q option on each Le case, 64-QAM, β ≃ 0.9,
Rmax = 5 restarts and for the MGS-MR: q = 1/2K, Rmax = 50 [11]
(a) 58 × 64, (b) 87 × 96
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N = {32, 64, 96, 192}, high system loading β ≃ 0.9, medium
γdB = 25 dB and 64-QAM. It is instructive to confirm that the
performance remarkably varies with the number of samples in MS
strategy, Le = {1, 2, 4, 8}, while the MGS-MR detector is described
by the Le = 0 line. The number of restarts and mixing ratio values
for the aMGS-MR follow Table 5, while for the MGS-MR was
considered Rmax = 5 and q = 1/2K [11]. One can notice that the
MGS-MR and aMGS-MR with Le = 1 does not provide a good
BER performance compared to the aMGS-MR with MS cases, and
its degradation in performance becomes more prevalent under a
large number of antennas. Indeed, with an increasing number of
antennas, one can conclude that the aMGS-MR with Le = 4
samples becomes the most interesting strategy, denoting a
performance gain of more than a decade in relation to the others.

As a result, the MS strategy with Le = 4 samples appears to be the
most suitable choice in other LS-MIMO scenarios with hundreds of
antennas, high system loading and medium/high modulation
orders. 

6 Conclusions
aMGS detector for large-scale MIMO systems has been proposed
based on multiple-samples on coordinate updating process. The
proposed aMGS LS-MIMO detection scheme has demonstrated
capability to mitigate the impact caused by the random symbol
from the mixture, which is aggravated either in near full-loading
system condition or when a medium or high-order modulation is
deployed. Moreover, suitable tradeoff metric values have been
found for a wide LS-MIMO system configuration scenarios when
the number of samples is set in-between Le = 1 and Le = 4.
Furthermore, a simplification in the target function is hold, aiming
at reducing complexity by avoiding the exponential calculation.
The proposed target function is based on ML cost minimisation
and requires less mathematical operations than the original MGS,
while no degradation in performance is observed.

Our numerical analysis for the mixing ratio parameter
optimisation considering a wide range of system scenarios has
demonstrated that the best mixing ratio value is determined by the
system loading and by the quantity of samples of the aMGS as
well. As a result, we have found different optimal values than
q = 1/2K reported previously by Datta et al. [11].

The modifications in MGS technique proposed herein have
demonstrated effectiveness in achieving improvements in the
detection algorithm's convergence, which results in significant
gains in both performance and complexity aspects, specially when
the system loading is high (β ≥ 0.75), compared to the original
MGS technique. These advantages can be achieved without an
increase in complexity, since the aMGS strategy is based on simple
average operations and simplification procedure. On the other
hand, when a low system loading is considered, the MS strategy
resulted in a performance degradation. Finally, in LS-MIMO

Fig. 10  Performance and complexity versus system loading, considering γdB = 25 dB, 64-QAM, Rmax = 5, ℐ = 3000
(a) Performance for N = 64, (b) Performance for N = 128 antennas, (c) Average rop complexity for N = 64, (d) Average rop complexity for N = 128

 

Fig. 11  Three-dimensional figure comparing BER performance × number
of receive antennas × Le samples of the aMGS-MR schemes and MGS-MR
(displayed in Le = 0), 64-QAM, β ≃ 0.9, γdB = 25 dB
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scenarios with more than hundreds of antennas and high system
loading, a choice of Le = 4 samples with q = 1/2K showed to be
the most interesting.
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9 Appendix

Q5

Q6

 
9.1 Stopping criterion parameters

In Fig. 12, the stop criterion is applied under different values of c1,
which tunes the maximum number of iterations in stalling mode,
and c2, which rules the maximum amount of restarts. For the cmin
parameter, the same value of [11] was adopted, i.e. cmin = 10. The
maximum number of iterations is set ℐ = 3000 and Rmax = 10
restarts. The system is operating under 64-QAM modulation and
γdB = 25 dB, with K = 48, N = 64 and Le = 1 samples. It is worth
noticing that all curves have reached their convergence, so that
even with an increasing in the number of iterations ℐ, the
performance would not be significantly changed. 

For the stopping criterion analysis, the simulations are
performed aiming to analyse each parameter individually. Thus, for
the parameter that is not under analysis a large (infinite) value is
assumed. The mixing ratio in Fig. 12a is set to q = 1/2K. As
expected, in the absence of stopping criterion the algorithm's
convergence is remarkably retarded, while a marginally improved
performance when compared to the results with stopping criterion
is attained. Moreover, considering stopping criterion, the best
performance-complexity tradeoff is obtained with c1 = 1. Although
a better performance is perceived when c1 = 30, the ENI almost
doubled, denoting a worse performance versus complexity tradeoff.
Indeed, increasing c1, a slightly better performance is reached,
since more iterations in stalling mode is allowed; on the other
hand, the averaged number of iterations is almost doubled.

Fig. 12  BER performance versus ENI convergence for several stop
criterion parameter combinations. K = 48, N = 64; γdB = 25 dB; 64-QAM;
Rmax = 10, Le = 1, sample and two mixing ratios
(a) 48 × 64, q = 1/2K, γdB = 25 dB, 64-QAM, (b) 48 × 64, q = 1/4K, γdB = 25 dB,
64-QAM
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Regarding the restarting stopping criterion, the choice of
c2 = 1.0 is clearly the best tradeoff among those compared, since a
significant performance gain is observed from c2 = 0.5 and less ENI
is required to achieve the same convergence if compared to
c2 = 1.5 or 3.0.

With mixing ratio q = 1/4K in Fig. 12b, it is noteworthy that
the combination of c1 = 10 and c2 = 1.0 denotes the best tradeoff in
terms of iterations and restarts, respectively; indeed, the first, with
an expressive performance gain regarding c1 = 1 or 5, with a

marginal ENI increment; the second, analogously with respect to
c2 = 0.5.

Finally, when c1 = 1.0 results in best tradeoff in Fig. 12a, while
the choice of c1 = 10 achieved marginally same performance and
ENI. On the other hand, in Fig. 12b scenario, c1 = 1.0 showed a
significant performance loss compared to the case of c1 = 10. From
this analysis, we adopted in the remainder of this work c1 = 10 and
c2 = 1.0 as stop criterion for iterations and restarts, respectively.
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RESEARCH

Mitigating the Noisy Solution Impact of Mixed
Gibbs Sampling Detector in High-Order
Modulation Large-Scale MIMO Systems
Alex M Mussi1,2* and Taufik Abrão3

Abstract

A neighborhood restricted Mixed Gibbs Sampling (MGS) based approach is proposed for low-complexity
high-order modulation large-scale Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (LS-MIMO) detection. The proposed
LS-MIMO detector applies a neighborhood limitation (NL) on the noisy solution from the MGS at a distance d
– thus, named d-simplified MGS (d-sMGS) – in order to mitigate its impact, which can be harmful when a
high order modulation is considered. Numerical simulation results considering 64-QAM demonstrated that the
proposed detection method can substantially improve the MGS algorithm convergence, whereas no extra
computational complexity per iteration is required. The proposed d-sMGS-based detector suitable for
high-order modulation LS-MIMO further exhibits improved performance × complexity tradeoff when the
system loading is high, i.e., when K

N ≥ 0.75. Also, with increasing the number of dimensions, i.e., increasing
number of antennas and/or modulation order, a smaller restriction of 2-sMGS was shown to be a more
interesting choice than 1-sMGS.

Keywords: Massive MIMO; low complexity detector; Markov chain Monte Carlo; Gibbs sampling
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1 Introduction
In order to meet the demands of high transmission
capacity, high reliability and spectral and energy ef-
ficiency requirements of modern wireless communica-
tion systems, the multiple input and output (MIMO)
technique has been proposed and considered an appro-
priate solution due to to their ability to provide multi-
plexing and diversity gains without the need for addi-
tional spectral features. These advantages are further
enhanced by large-scale use, called Large-Scale MIMO
(LS-MIMO), which has important application in fifth
generation (5G) wireless communications. Such struc-
tures hold the same benefits as conventional MIMO,
however on a larger scale. More properly, LS-MIMO is
defined as a transmission/reception design using typ-
ically several tens or even hundreds of antennas in at

*Correspondence: alex.mussi@ifpr.edu.br
1Federal Institute of Paraná, Ćıvica Avenue 475, 85935-000 Assis

Chateaubriand, Brazil

Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

least one of the communication terminals, usually in
the base station (BS) [1, 2]. This turns out to be con-
venient for the systems in question, since the reduced
dimensions of user equipments (UEs) suggest a single
antenna arrangement in each UE; on the other hand,
a huge amount of antennas need to be is installed in
each BS.

However, the LS-MIMO high capacity/spectral effi-
ciency comes with a price: as the number of anten-
nas at BS increases, the computational complexity of
data detection tends to grow proportionally. Hence,
efficient and low-complexity symbol detection tech-
niques becomes critical as the processing of large num-
bers of signals can become a system bottleneck. It is
well known that maximum likelihood (ML) detection
could provide optimum symbol detection, but its high
complexity forbids it from a practical implementa-
tion for MIMO systems. Therefore, sub-optimal linear
and non-linear detectors with low complexity are often
employed. Many low-complexity LS-MIMO detectors
have been proposed in recent literature, including de-
tectors based on a) local neighborhood search, such as
likelihood ascent search (LAS) algorithm [3], and reac-
tive tabu search (RTS) algorithm [4]; b) message pass-

Manuscript Click here to access/download;Manuscript;d-sMGS_LS-
MIMO_Detector_EURASIP_[manuscript].tex
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ing (MP) algorithms, based on belief propagation (BP)
technique, such that LS-detectors inspired in graphi-
cal models, as factor graph (FG) [5] and Markov ran-
dom fields (MRF) [6]; c) minimum mean square error
(MMSE) approximation techniques [7, 8], which result
in low-complexity at the price of achieving good perfor-
mance only at low system loading factor; d) Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques, which are
based on Gibbs Sampling (GS) [9] and its variations
[10, 11, 12, 13], emerging as a promising approach to
deal with LS-MIMO structures, since such techniques
demonstrate a near-optimum performance while re-
quire a low-moderate complexity (quadratic order) and
also presenting a simple and effective way to solve the
large-scale detection problem.

From the GS based techniques, in [10] a strategy
of mixing between the conventional GS solution and
a random or noisy solution was proposed, which is
controlled by a mixing ratio parameter and is called
Mixed GS (MGS). The MGS has been shown to solve
the stalling problem of the GS detector in low order of
modulation, i.e., 4-QAM. With the modulation order
increasement, the multiple restarts (MR) technique is
proposed, which restarts the algorithm with a new ini-
tial solution, taking advantage of the random evolu-
tion of the algorithm and can result in a better cost
solution. The MGS-MR detector showed near-optimal
performance in 16-QAM modulation, however, in high
modulation order the noisy solution interferes with
the convergence of the algorithm, requiring an extra
strategy to avoid the impact of this solution. In [14]
is proposed the use of multiple samples, called av-
eraged MGS (aMSG), in order to minimize this im-
pact, besides a simplification in the target distribution
function. Numerical results demonstrate a convergence
improvement in high order modulation and high sys-
tem loading, on the other hand, the choice of sample
amount and mixing ratio tends to be difficult. In the
present work, a strategy for reducing the solution is
also addressed, through a limitation in the neighbor-
hood of the random solution, which presented supe-
rior performance to the aMGS, with marginally similar
computational complexity.

Also related to the MGS detector, in [15] an op-
timization on mixing time was introduced to accel-
erate the finding of the optimal solution. Numeri-
cal results demonstrated that a mixing time dynamic
choice based on SNR can improve convergence, al-
though the stalling problem persisted when a fixed
mixing time is adopted. Besides that, these results did
not considered the performance behavior in high-order
modulation systems. A QR decomposition approach
within the MCMC detector was addressed in [16, 17],

which demonstrated to reduce the number of opera-
tions due to the lower triangular matrix feature. Fur-
thermore, based on the concept of multiple random
parallel Markov chains, work in [18] proposes a MR
strategy through parallel chains; such strategy reduced
the algorithm’s running time compared to MGS-MR,
despite the increasing of the number of real operations
per symbol.

The contribution of this work follows: i) a neigh-
borhood limitation (NL) strategy is proposed aim-
ing at improving the MGS convergence rate oper-
ating under higher-order modulation and large scale
MIMO regime. The proposed strategy, called d-sMGS
(d-simplified MGS), performs a NL in the random so-
lution coming from the mixture used by the MGS de-
tector. As a result, the impact caused by this noisy so-
lution is mitigated and the convergence is increased. ii)
an analysis of the performance × complexity tradeoff
is carried out among the proposed d-sMGS, the con-
ventional MGS [10] and the aMGS (averaged MGS)
[14], which the latter is an approach that also aims to
alleviate the impact caused by the random solution,
although the procedure is based on multiple sampling
(MS) strategy, which samples the estimated symbol
multiple times and performs a mean operation to ob-
tain the result.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the adopted large-scale MIMO sys-
tem model. A review on the MGS technique is pre-
sented in section 3 and the MGS based approaches
with noisy solution reduced impact are discussed in
section 4, while the aMGS approach is described in
subsection 4.1 and the proposed simplified MGS with
NL detector for LS-MIMO is developed in subsection
4.1. Computational complexity are presented in sec-
tion 5 and extensive numerical simulation results are
analyzed in section 6. Conclusion remarks are provided
in section 7.

2 System model and problem formulation
We consider an uplink (UL) single-cell MIMO commu-
nication system operating in multiplexing gain mode
with K active single-antenna users and N receive an-
tennas at the base station (BS), as disposed Fig. 1.
We mainly investigate the performance × complexity
tradeoff of suitable LS-MIMO detection schemes and,
for simplicity, the availability of the channel state in-
formation at the BS is considered, which also aims to
reach the pure efficiency of each detection technique.
Thus, the pilot training stage and the respective pilot
contamination effect have not taken into account in
such context.

Moreover, for simplicity, the communication chan-
nel is assumed to be frequency-flat fading, compound
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by the complex channel matrix Hc ∈ CN×K . The el-

ements of Hc are all independent complex Gaussian

random variables with zero mean and unit variance,

i.e., Hci,k ∼ CN [0; 1], where Hci,k denotes the element

in the i-th row and k-th column of the matrix Hc. Let

sc be the K×1 complex vector corresponding to the K

symbols M -QAM transmitted over the single-antenna

users, sc ∈ AKc where Ac denotes the QAM constella-

tion adopted. The UL received signal, yci , at the i-th

BS antenna can be written as:

yci =

K∑

j=1

Hci,jscj + ηci , i = 1, . . . , N (1)

= Hci,ksck︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+

K∑

j=1,j 6=k
Hci,jscj

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intracellular interference

+ ηci︸︷︷︸
AWGN

.

where yci denotes the i-th element of the complex re-

ceived signal vector yc and scj is the j-th element of

sc. In matrix form, the received signal vector at the

BS is re-written as

yc = Hcsc + ηc (2)

where ηc denotes the additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) vector, assumed to be a complex Gaussian

random variable with zero mean and variance given

by:

E[ηcη
H
c ] = σ2IN (3)

where σ2 is the noise variance at each receive antenna.

The average received SNR at each receive antenna

can be modelled as:

γ =
KPs

σ2
, (4)

where Ps is the power of the received symbols. For

simplicity, in Eq. (4) it is considered that the large-

scale fading effect has been compensated in such a way

that all K users’ signals are received with equal power

at the BS, and assumed equal to KPs, denoting the

total sum power available at the transmitters [19].

In this work, a real-valued system model correspond-

ing to (2) is adopted, which is given by:

y = Hs + η (5)

where y ∈ R2N×1, H ∈ R2N×2K , s ∈ R2K×1, η ∈
R2N×1, and defined as:

H =

[
R (Hc) − I (Hc)
I (Hc) R (Hc)

]
(6)

s =

[
R (sc)
I (sc)

]
, η =

[
R (ηc)
I (ηc)

]
, y =

[
R (yc)
I (yc)

]

For the QAM complex alphabet Ac, the elements
of s assume integer values from the underlying pulse-
amplitude modulation (PAM) alphabet A, i.e., s ∈
A2K .

The maximum-likelihood (ML) decision rule is given
by

sML = arg min
ŝ∈A2K

||y −Hŝ||2 (7)

However, the ML detector in (7) is exponentially com-
plex in K, being prohibitive for large K ·N , which is
the case of LS-MIMO systems [19].

3 Conventional method: review of Mixed
Gibbs Sampling detection

The LS-MIMO detector Mixed Gibbs Sampling (MGS)
proposed in [10] is revisited in this subsection, which is
based on the motivation to solve the stalling problem
presented in the conventional GS detector.

To sample the estimated symbol at each position, a
target distribution [20] is evaluated, which is given by:

p(ŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝ2K |y,H) ∝ exp

(
−||y −Hs||2

α2σ2

)
(8)

where ŝi denotes the i-th position of the estimated
symbols vector ŝ, α denotes a positive parameter,
which tunes the mixing time of the Markov chain [20]
and is also called as temperature. The conventional
Gibbs sampling detector does not include the α pa-
rameter in its sample process, and thus can be viewed
as a special case when α = 1. A larger temperature
speeds up the mixing and aims to reduce the higher
moments of the number of iterations when finding the
correct solution. However, as stated in [10], the stalling
problem persists even with large α.

The MGS detector utilizes a mixing of: a) Conven-
tional Gibbs sampling (i.e., α = 1); and b) the infinite
temperature version of (8) (i.e., α = ∞), resulting in
a random and uniform sample from all the possibili-
ties, called a noisy or random solution in this paper.
In this way, the MGS follows a sampling distribution
given by:

p(ŝ1, . . . , ŝ2K |y,H) ∼ (1− q)ψ (α1) + qψ (α2) (9)
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and

ψ (α) = exp

(
−||y −Hŝ||2

α2σ2

)
, (10)

where q denotes the mixing ratio. The MGS detector
of [10] considers the α1 = 1, α2 = ∞ combination,
which results in a near-ML performance, overcoming
the stalling problem of the GS, being also a simple
implementation choice. On the other hand, in high-
order modulation, such as 64-QAM and 256-QAM,
the noisy solution interferes in the algorithm’s conver-
gence, since there are a large number of symbols in the
constellation and a simple random solution in this sig-
nal space has a high possibility of being far from the
real solution, which causes the algorithm to require
more iterations for convergence. In this sense, the pro-
posed d-sMGS detector acts to mitigate this harmful
effect.

Regarding the mixing ratio parameter q, in [10] an
analysis in low order QAM constellations is carried
out and its suitable value choice is presented as the
inverse of the number of dimensions in the system,
i.e., q = 1

2K , which is also employed in the proposed
detector during our numerical simulations.

In the MGS algorithm, an initial solution ŝ(t=0) is
considered for the estimated symbols vector, where t
represents the current iteration. Indeed, the initial so-
lution may be chosen either by a random symbols vec-
tor or as the output of a linear low-complexity detec-
tor, such as zero forcing (ZF) or MMSE. The index i,
in addition to the position of the vector ŝ, also denotes
the coordinate referring to the MGS algorithm, where
i = 1, 2, . . . , 2K. Therefore, each iteration requires 2K
coordinate updating. At each iteration, updating the
2K coordinates is performed by sampling the distribu-
tions given by:

ŝ
(t)
i ∼ p(ŝi|ŝ

(t)
1 , . . . , ŝ

(t)
i−1, ŝ

(t−1)
i+1 , . . . , ŝ

(t−1)
2K ,y,H). (11)

One can notice that by (11) each updated coordinate
is fed, in the same iteration, to the next coordinate.

The probability of the i-th symbol assuming the
value aj ∈ A, ∀j = 1, . . . , |A| can be written as:

p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H) =

exp

(
−||y −Hŝi,j ||2

α2σ2

)

∑|A|
l=1 exp

(
−||y −Hŝi,l||2

α2σ2

) ,

(12)

where the cardinality of set A is expressed as |A|,
while ŝi,j denotes the vector ŝ(t) with its i-th position
changed to the symbol aj .

The sampling process based on (12) can lead to a
numerical limitation due to the exponential function.
In this sense, such implementation was carried out
through a logarithmic intermediate step, as:

log (p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H)) =

= f(i, j)−


ford

0 + log


1 +

|A|−1∑

m=1

exp
(
ford
m − ford

0

)





= g(i, j) (13)

where f(i, j) = −||y −Hŝi,j ||2
α2σ2

and ford
i is i-th po-

sition of f in descending order, for i = 1, . . . , |A|. A
practical and computationally efficient evaluation of
MGS target Function is summarized in the Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 MGS Target Distribution Function Calcu-
lation

1: //Coordinate update process
2: for i = 1 to 2K do
3: //MGS target distribution function calculation
4: for j = 1 to |A| do
5: fj =

||y−Hŝ
(t)
i,j ||

2

α2σ2

6: end for
7: Ordinate f in descending order and denote ford

8: f ′ = ford
1 + log

(
1 +

∑|A|
m=2 exp

(
ford
m − ford

1

))

9: for j = 1 to |A| do
10: gj = fj − f ′
11: p(ŝi = aj |ŝi−1,y,H) = exp (gj)
12: end for
13: end for
14: //Terminate

The MGS algorithm ends after a certain amount of
iterations, and the vector of estimated symbols is cho-
sen as the vector that presented the lowest ML cost,
considering all iterations. In the next subsections, the
additional strategy of multiple restarts (MR) [10] and
the stopping criteria for the iterations and the restarts
are addressed.

3.1 Multiple restarts
In medium QAM order modulations, such as 16-QAM,
the mixing strategy of MGS is unable to achieve near-
optimal performance [21] in a reasonable number of
iterations, while MR procedure, as proposed in [10] has
demonstrated promising results, leading the MGS-MR
under 16-QAM to near-optimal performance.

In the aMGS and d-sMGS detectors the MR strategy
is also incorporated, namely aMGS-MR and d-sMGS-
MR detectors. Thus, the Algorithms 2 and 3 run either
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a maximal number of restarts Rmax times or it is lim-
ited by a stopping criterion and the lowest cost found
considering all restarts is the final solution. As dis-
cussed in Section 6, the MR strategy can improve the
convergence of the algorithm compared to the same
number of iterations in a single execution, resulting in
a better performance-complexity tradeoff.

3.2 Stopping criterion
Given that the mixing strategy provides the local min-
imum escaping feature, the evolution of the cost func-
tion values across iterations becomes unpredictable
and the optimal solution can be found before the max-
imum number of iterations I has been reached [14]. In
this sense, an efficient stopping criterion is paramount
in reducing the complexity of the MGS detector.

Similarly, the decision to set a restart in the algo-
rithm requires a criterion definition, since the opti-
mal solution may already have been found, not requir-
ing an extra execution of the algorithm. Hence, MR
strategy must be balanced aiming to achieve a better
performance-complexity tradeoff.

Stopping criteria have been proposed in the liter-
ature. For instance, in [10], the stopping criterion is
based on the difference between the best ML cost
found so far and the noise variance. Moreover, the
QAM constellation size could be taken into account.
The main idea in [10] is to stop the detection iterations
if a maximum number of iterations I is attained or if
the iteration in stalling mode is larger than a maxi-
mum of Θs iterations.

Assume the estimated symbol vector, in the t-th it-
eration, is ŝ(t). The quality metric of ŝ(t) is defined as

φ(̂s(t)) =
||y −Hŝ(t)||2 −Nσ2

√
Nσ2

(14)

Hence, the stalling limit for iterations, Θs, is given by

Θs(φ(̂s(t))) = cs · eφ(̂s(t)) (15)

where cs is a constant depending upon the M -QAM
constellation size, which increases with M . Although
(15) is suitable as a stopping criterion, a minimum
number of iterations cmin must be defined to ensure
the quality of symbol detection. Therefore, Θs can be
rewritten as

Θs(φ(̂s(t))) =
⌈
max

(
cmin, cs · eφ(̂s(t))

)⌉

with cs = c1 log2(M) (16)

where c1 is a tunning constant which defines the al-
lowed number of iterations in stalling mode.

For the MR strategy, the criterion set the allowable
number of restarts Θr, which also is based on quality
metric φ(̂s(t)):

Θr(φ(̂s(t))) =
⌈
max

(
0, cr · φ(̂s(t))

)⌉
+ 1

whith cr = c2 log2(M) , (17)

and c2 is the tuning constant adjusting the maximum
number of restarts.

At the end of each restart, Θr is computed and
checked if the actual number of repetitions is less than
Θr. If yes, go to another run of the algorithm; else,
output the solution vector with the minimum cost so
far as the final solution.

For the aMGS and d-sMGS detectors presented be-
low, aMGS and d-sMGS, we also assume the stop cri-
teria described in this subsection.

4 Reducing the Impact of Noisy Solution
Originally, the mixture between the target distribution
function solution and the random solution, proposed
by MGS detector of [10], attempted to escape local
minima that degrade system performance. In fact, this
procedure showed to significantly improves the perfor-
mance, specially in low-order modulation scenarios, as
4 or 16-QAM. On the other hand, in high-order mod-
ulation systems, the large number of symbols causes
the random solution to degrade the convergence of the
algorithm since it is based on a coordinate update pro-
cess which requires the global solution, thus one or
more positions that consider a random solution (prob-
ably erroneous and far from the real solution) interfere
in the convergence in the other positions and, conse-
quently, in the global one. This condition is aggravated
in high-dimension problems, i.e., combining high-order
modulations and number of antennas, which is the case
of interest in this work.

In this sense, two approaches that tries to alleviate
the harmful impact of the noisy solution are described
below. Fig. 2 summarizes the coordinate update pro-
cess on the aMGS and d-sMGS detectors. The strategy
of multiple samples in mitigating the noisy solution
also runs the risk of nullifying this solution if many
samples are employed, this can happen since a mean
among many terms from a r.v. with probabilities q and
(1 − q) – with q << (1 − q) – tends to be an average
value in which the term with probability q is nullified.
In this sense, the noisy solution would be ineffective
and the condition of stalling problem could happen,
since the mixing of the MGS is a strategy to specifi-
cally tackle it.
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4.1 Approach #1: Averaged MGS LS-MIMO detector
The aMGS proposed in [14] is addressed herein and is
based on the following improvements:

1 Averaged Multiple Sampling on each coordinate:
differently from the single sampling strategy [10],
the aMGS employs an average between Le number
of samples at each coordinate during the update
process. By employing an averaged calculation, an
intermediate (averaged) point between the target
function symbol and the random symbol is more
likely to be chosen, instead of a pure random sym-
bol. As a result, the benefit of local minima escape
is maintained, whereas the negative impact on the
algorithm’s convergence is smoothed.

2 Target Function Simplification: to reduce the
computational complexity related to target func-
tion calculation of (12), the aMGS adopts a min-
imum ML cost approach. This simplification per-
forms less mathematical operations, since the
||y − Hŝ|| computation is already performed in
(12). Thus, the aMGS target function, in the t-th
iteration is evaluated as:

ξ(̂s
(t)
i ,y,H) = arg min

j∈{1,...,|A|}
||y −Hŝi,j || , (18)

where ŝ
(t)
i denotes the updated estimated sym-

bol vector until the (i − 1) position at the t-
th iteration, whereas the other remaining i, (i +
1), . . . , 2K positions assume the values from the
previous iteration, i.e.,

ŝ
(t)
i = [ŝ

(t)
1 , . . . , ŝ

(t)
i−1, ŝ

(t−1)
i , . . . , ŝ

(t−1)
2K ]T

Compared to (12), the calculation of (18) performs
less operations while achieves same BER performance
[14].

4.1.1 MS in coordinate update process
The coordinate update process of aMGS is defined by:

ŝ
(t)
i =

1

Le

Le∑

m=1

ρm,i(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) , (19)

where Le is the number of samples (realizations), and
the random variable (r.v.) ρm,i is a mixture of two r.v.
with weight given by the mixing ratio q, defined by:

ρm,i(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) ∼ (1− q)·ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H)+q ·ψ (∞) (20)

It is important to note that, being (18) a determinis-
tic function, during the Le realizations on each coordi-
nate, (18) is calculated only once, when m = 1. After

that, each m realization has the computational cost of
generating a random number (relative to the mixing
ratio).

At the end of algorithm iterations, the vector with
the lowest cost is assumed the best global solution. Due
to the mean operation, a slicer for M -QAM constella-
tion is needed at the end of the detection procedure.
Thus,

ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best), (21)

where ŝf−best is the “floating-best” solution which rep-
resents the estimated vector related to the best global
cost attained after I iterations, and ŝbest is the final
estimated symbol vector. A pseudocode for the aMGS
is described in Algorithm 2.

4.2 Approach #2: Simplified MGS with Neighborhood
Limitation LS-MIMO detector

We propose an different approach which is based on
a neighborhood limitation of distance d in the ran-
dom solution and is named d-sMGS LS-MIMO detec-
tor. The term simplified refers to the simplified tar-
get function of Eq. 18, which is also employed in this
scheme.

The proposed d-sMGS detector acts in the symbol
constellation performing a NL, with distance d in re-
lation to the symbol estimated in the previous iter-
ation, when sorting the random symbol. This proce-
dure showed to significantly improves the convergence
when a modulation of high-order is considered, as dis-
posed in section 6, and presents the lowest per-symbol
complexity among MGS and aMGS, since it considers
the simplified target function (overcoming the MGS
in mathematical operations) and performs a single
sample (overcoming the multiple sampling aMGS), as
showed in section 5.

4.2.1 NL in coordinate update process
The d-sMGS coordinate update process is based on
a mixture between the simplified target function, Eq.
18, and a limited random solution. Thus, the estimated
symbol in the t-iteration at the i-th coordinate is given
by:

ŝ
(t)
i = χi(ŝ

(t)
i ,y,H) , (22)

where χi (·) is the mixed r.v. with weight q, defined
by:

χi(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) ∼ (1− q)·ξ(̂s(t)

i ,y,H)+q·υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
,

(23)
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Algorithm 2 aMGS for LS-MIMO detection

1: //Initialization
2: s(t=0) : initial random vector; Le # samples; I: max.

number of iterations; t = 1; q: mixing ratio; A ={
a1, a2, . . . , a|A|

}

3: //Iterative process
4: while t < I do
5: //Coordinate update process
6: for i = 1 to 2K do
7: //Simplified target function calculation
8: for j = 1 to |A| do
9: fj = ||y −Hŝ

(t)
i,j ||

10: end for
11: fmin = arg minj fj

12: ξ(̂s
(t)
i ,y,H) = afmin

13: // Le samples on each coordinate
14: for m = 1 to Le do
15: generate ui,m ∼ U [0, 1]
16: if (ui,m > q) then

17: ρm,i(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) = ξ(̂s

(t)
i ,y,H)

18: else
19: r ∼ b(U [1, |A|])e
20: ρm,i(ŝ

(t)
i ,y,H) = ar

21: end if
22: end for
23: //Averaging between samples

24: ŝ
(t)
i = 1

Le

∑Le
m=1 ρm,i(ŝ

(t)
i ,y,H)

25: //Storage of cost and temporary vectors

26: βi = ||y −Hŝ
(t)
i ||

27: S:,i = ŝ
(t)
i

28: end for
29: //Best cost in the t-th iteration
30: βmin = minβi
31: //Best global solution test
32: if (βmin < βbest) then
33: βbest = βmin

34: imin = arg mini βi
35: ŝf−best = S:,imin

36: end if
37: t = t+ 1
38: bt = βbest

39: //Stop criterion for iterations
40: if (bt == bt−1) then
41: m = Θs(̂sbest)
42: if (m < t) then
43: if (bt == bt−m) then
44: ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best)
45: //Terminate
46: end if
47: end if
48: end if
49: end while
50: ŝbest = slicer(̂sf−best)
51: //Terminate

the r.v. υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
denotes an uniform sorted sym-

bol in the constellation neighborhood of ŝ
(t−1)
i , with

distance d.
In this algorithm, the neighborhood of the current

solution ŝ
(t−1)
i is defined as

N
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
=
{
s′ ∈ A | κd

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , s′

)
≤ d
}

(24)

where κd is the symbol distance function in the
real-valued constellation considered, for example, let

A = {−7,−5,−3,−1,+1,+3,+5,+7}, ŝ(t−1)
i = −3

and s′ = +1, then the symbol distance function re-

sults in κd

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , s′

)
= 2.

Thus, the r.v. υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
samples from a dis-

crete uniform distribution on the set N
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
=

{
n1, . . . , n|N |

}
.

A pseudocode for the proposed d-sMGS is described
in Algorithm 3. The multiple restarts additional strat-
egy is omitted, since it simply restarts the algorithm
with another initial solution.

5 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity is described in terms of
real number of operations (rops), in which one rop de-
notes the computational complexity of the real math-
ematical operations: addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation or division. For the exponential and logarith-
mic functions, an approximation through Taylor Se-
ries with 18 terms has been considered to calculate
the computational complexity. Table 1 describes the
per-symbol computational complexity (CT ) involved in
each step of d-sMGS algorithm. Additionally, the total
per-symbol complexity of the aMGS and the conven-
tional MGS has been evaluated. The per-symbol com-
plexity of the initial solution is denoted by CI , which
is adopted in this work as the output of an MMSE
detector, which has also its total complexity described
in the Table 1 [22]. From Table 1, one can notice that
the d-sMGS algorithm, aMGS and MGS algorithms
have the same asymptotic per-symbol complexity or-
der of O(K2), although the conventional MGS algo-
rithm may require an additional complexity dependent
on constellation size due to the exponential function,
which is represented by the cardinality |A|. On the
other hand, the additional complexity due to the av-
eraged strategy of the aMGS represents a negligible
impact, since it requires only (2Le + 2) rops per iter-
ation, whereas such additional complexity is not de-
pendent on the problem size. The proposed d-sMGS
algorithm combines advantages of both by using a sin-
gle sample such as the MGS and the simplified aMGS
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Algorithm 3 d-sMGS for LS-MIMO detection

1: //Initialization
2: s(t=0) : initial random vector; d: constellation distance;
I: max. number of iterations; t = 1; q: mixing ratio;
A =

{
a1, a2, . . . , a|A|

}

3: //Iterative process
4: while t < I do
5: //Coordinate update process
6: for i = 1 to 2K do
7: //Evaluation of χi (·), Eq. 23
8: generate ui ∼ U [0, 1]
9: if (ui > q) then

10: //Simplified target function calculation, Eq. 18
11: for j = 1 to |A| do
12: fj = ||y −Hŝ

(t)
i,j ||

13: end for
14: fmin = arg minj fj

15: ξ(̂s
(t)
i ,y,H) = afmin

16: χi(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) = ξ(̂s

(t)
i ,y,H)

17: else
18: //Generation of the d-limited set

19: N
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
=
{
s′ ∈ A | κd

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , s′

)
≤ d
}

20: //Sampling from a discrete uniform distribution

on the set N
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
=
{
n1, . . . , n|N|

}

21: υ
(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)
∼ U

[
n1, n|N|

]

22: χi(ŝ
(t)
i ,y,H) = υ

(
ŝ

(t−1)
i , d

)

23: end if
24: //Updating the estimated symbol vector in the i-

position
25: ŝ

(t)
i = χi(ŝ

(t)
i ,y,H)

26: end for
27: //Storage of cost and temporary vectors

28: βi = ||y −Hŝ
(t)
i ||

29: S:,i = ŝ
(t)
i

30: //Best cost in the t-th iteration
31: βmin = minβi
32: //Best global solution test
33: if (βmin < βbest) then
34: βbest = βmin

35: imin = arg mini βi
36: ŝbest = S:,imin

37: end if
38: t = t+ 1
39: bt = βbest

40: //Stop criterion for iterations
41: if (bt == bt−1) then
42: m = Θs(̂sbest)
43: if (m < t) then
44: if (bt == bt−m) then
45: //Terminate
46: end if
47: end if
48: end if
49: end while
50: //Terminate

target function. The complexity increment given by
the neighborhood constraint is considered negligible,
since the symbol is already previously estimated and
such procedure represents only a random sampling in
a restricted vector.

From Table 1, it may be noted that the proposed
d-sMGS has its per-symbol complexity independent of
the parameter d, so the use of larger neighborhoods
in the random symbol generation has no impact on
complexity. With respect to the per-symbol complexity
of the initial solution, CI , in this work we adopted the
output of an MMSE detector, which has also its total
complexity described in the Table 1.

It is important to emphasise that the complexity of
the d-sMGS, aMGS and MGS algorithms is defined by
the number of iterations, which is controlled by the
stopping criterion Θs, with the upper limit I. Simi-
larly, the amount of restarts is controlled by Θr, with
an upper limit Rmax. In terms of complexity, the MR
procedure can be interpreted as an extra amount of
iterations necessary for each new restart. In this sense,
an Ieff is considered in Table 1, which denotes the total
amount of iterations (including all restarts) performed
at each symbol period. Since Monte-Carlo method is
employed in simulations, in section 6 a mean value
of Ieff considering all realisations is evaluated and is
called effective number of iterations (ENI):

ENI =
1

T

T∑

i=1

Ieff,i (25)

where T denotes the total number of realisations
(symbol periods) during the Monte-Carlo method sim-
ulation and Ieff,i denotes the Ieff in the i-realisation.

5.1 Quality metric
Due to the large number of parameters involved in the
presented LS-MIMO detectors, a simple performance-
complexity tradeoff metric is considered [14], which
aims to establish a fair comparison analysis between
different detection strategies:

χ(BER, CT ) = −10 log10 (BER)

10−8 · CT
= − BERdB

10−8 · CT
(26)

where BERdB denotes the bit error rate in dB. Higher
values of χ(·) imply more efficient and effective LS-
MIMO detector.

6 Numerical results and discussion
In this section the uncoded BER performance related
to the d-sMGS algorithm for LS-MIMO detection is
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evaluated through Monte Carlo simulations. The sim-
ulations are performed for a large-scale MIMO operat-
ing in multiplexing mode and assuming that a perfect
channel state information is available at the receiver
side. Table 2 summarizes the main system and chan-
nel parameter values deployed in this section.

As proposed in [10], the mixing ratio parameter is
adopted as the inverse of the number of dimensions
in the system, i.e., q = 1

2K . For the stopping criterion
parameters, we have adopted c1 = 10, c2 = 1.0, and
cmin = 10 [14].

This numerical simulation section has been divided
into two main parts: in subsection 6.1 the mixing ratio
q and number of samples Le parameters of the aMGS
detector are discussed, as it denotes a technique that
also aims at reducing the impact of the noisy solu-
tion; in subsection 6.2, we present numerical results of
performance and computational complexity of the pro-
posed d-sMGS detector against the aMGS and MGS
techniques, addressed in this work.

6.1 aMGS parameters discussion
The aMGS-MR BER performance for different mixing
ratios q = {1/2K, 1/3K, 1/4K}, considering Rmax =
{1, 5, 10}, is presented in Fig. 3 for each fixed Le ∈
{1, 2, 4, 8} samples scenario [14]. The number of users
is equal to K = 96 while N = 128 BS antennas
(β = 0.75). The system is operating under medium-
high SNR, γdB = 25dB. First, it is evident that the
choice of different mixing ratio values impact both
performance and complexity (represented by the ENI
quantity at convergence). In addition, one can no-
tice that the large amount of Le = 8 samples be-
comes harmful to the algorithm, once convergence is
achieved with larger ENI. Among the other results,
the best performance-complexity tradeoff is presented
with Le = 2 samples and q = 1/4K, which results in:
χ|Le=2 = 44.89; against χ|Le=4 = 37.85 with 4 sam-
ples and q = 1/2K; and χ|Le=1 = 39.66 with 1 sample
and q = 1/4K. A detailed analysis of the aMGS perfor-
mance/complexity gain in relation to the mixing ratio
and the number of samples can be found in [14].

It can also be concluded that with increasing num-
ber of samples Le, the curve represented by q = 1/2K
has its convergence improved, resulting in less com-
plexity. That is, when the impact of the noisy solu-
tion is reduced, the choice of q = 1/2K is presented
as the best performance-complexity tradeoff. In this
sense, the value q = 1/2K is adopted for the proposed
detector d-sMGS.

Through the analysis performed in [14], the param-
eter values summarized in Table 3 have been adopted
for the aMGS in the reminder of this work. For the
MGS-R, the following parameters have been adopted:

q = 1/2K, I = 8K
√
M , Rmax = 50, c1 = 10 and

c2 = 0.5 [10].
In Fig. 4 the convergence of the aMGS algorithm

adopting best q values, from Table 3, is analysed
against the average rops complexity, with 96× 128 an-
tennas and 64-QAM [14]. For comparison purpose, a
single sampling result using the optimal mixing ratio
value as proposed in [10], i.e., q = 1/2K (curve [E])
is also included. One can notice that a less number of
samples has shown to be beneficial in this LS-MIMO
scenario, since the single sample case presented the
best performance combined to the lowest asymptotic
complexity, followed by the two (Le = 2) and four-
fold (Le = 4) sampling case. Nevertheless, due to a
slightly convergence gain observed with Le = 2 sam-
ples, the tradeoff metric for Le = 1 is found to be
χ|Le=1 = 39.83 against χ|Le=2 = 44.22 with Le = 2
samples. A detailed analysis of the aMGS perfor-
mance/complexity gain in relation to the mixing ratio
and the number of samples can be found in [14]. An in-
depth analysis of the performance-complexity tradeoff
of aMGS can be found in [14].

6.2 Analysis on the proposed d-sMGS
First of all, we focus on finding the maximum num-
ber of iterations I aiming at maximizing tradeoff per-
formance x complexity. In the literature, the quantity
I = 8K

√
M adopted in [10] is quite reasonable since it

takes into account the number of active users and the
modulation order. In this sense, Figure 5 shows the
performance convergence of the proposed algorithm
with the increase of the maximum number of itera-
tions. We considered K = N = 16 antennas in 64-
QAM with NL distance d = {1, 2, 3} and used the
parameter a to denote the maximum number of iter-
ations, so thatI = aK

√
M = 128a. It can be clearly

seen that the increase in the NL distance is not ben-
eficial to the algorithm’s performance, which is easily
explained by the fact that, with increasing d, the neigh-
borhood of the random solution increases, approaching
the condition of unrestricted solution in the constella-
tion, retaking its negative impact on the algorithm’s
convergence. Thus, observing the 1-sMGS curve, it can
be seen that its convergence is reached with a equal
to 8, which coincides with the result adopted in [10].
Therefore, this value I = 8K

√
M will be adopted for

the proposed d-sMGS detector in the reminder of this
work.

The Fig. 6 shows the SNR vs. performance/computational
complexity of the addressed detectors. A high sys-
tem loading, i.e., β ≈ 0.9, in 64-QAM modulation
is adopted with: a) K = 58, N = 64 and b) K = 87,
N = 96 antennas. The parameters used for the MGS-
MR and aMGS-MR detectors follow in their respective
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works: for the MGS-MR I = 8K
√
M and Rmax = 50

[10]; for the aMGS-MR I = 3000, Rmax = 5 and the
choice of the mixing ratio value is given according to
the best option criterion published by the author [14].
One can notice in Fig. 6.a that both proposed detectors
presented significant performance gain in the region of
high SNR in relation to the other detectors, equivalent
to approximately one decade against the second best
performance detector aMGS-MR with Le = 8 sam-
ples. Differently from that observed previously, the
increase in the NL distance did not cause a loss of
performance, since the 2-sMGS detector resulted in a
marginally similar performance to the 1-sMGS. Thus,
it denotes a tendency that the increase of the NL dis-
tance can be beneficial in scenarios with greater num-
ber of antennas, such as LS-MIMO. Related to the
computational complexity, it can be observed that the
complexity of the 1-sMGS, 2-sMGS and aMGS de-
tectors with Le = 2, 4 and 8 samples are marginally
equivalent, although the aMGS with 8 samples pre-
sented the least number of rops (excluding the linear
MMSE detector). Considering that both d-sMGS and
aMGS have marginally the same complexity per itera-
tion, it is shown that the strategy of multiple samples
converged with fewer iterations, on the other hand,
with inferior performance to that reached by d-sMGS.

With increasing antenna numbers, Fig. 6.b, it is re-
iterated the hypothesis that the increase of the NL
distance results in a performance gain. One can notice
a significant performance gain in the 4-sample aMGS
detector, surpassing the result with Le = 8, which cor-
roborates the hypothesis that a smaller restriction in
the noisy solution becomes beneficial with the increase
in the number of antennas. In fact, in the region of high
SNR, γdB = 25 dB, it can be seen that the 2-sMGS and
aMGS with Le = 4 achieve similar performance, al-
though in the medium SNR region (γdB = 23 dB), the
proposed d-sMGS still appear superior. With respect
to the complexity in terms of rops, it is noticed that
the 2-sMGS-MR and aMGS-MR detectors with Le = 4
and 8 samples presented a marginally equal complex-
ity in γdB = 25 dB; however, the least complexity is
again reached by the aMGS, specially in medium SNR
region (γdB = [21, 23] dB). Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that the proposed d-sMGS detection technique
presented the best performance in both scenarios, and
the smaller restriction of neighborhood with d = 2 was
a more interesting choice with increasing number of an-
tennas, in addition, there was no significant increase of
complexity compared to the multiple sample detector
aMGS, in other words, the complexity of the 2-sMGS
detector was marginally equal to the lowest complexity
techniques: aMGS with Le = 4 and 8 samples.

A system loading analysis against BER and rops
complexity is depicted in Fig. 7 under γdB = 25 dB. It

may be first noted that at high loading, i.e., β ≈ 0.9,
the proposed detection scheme showed a significant
gain in performance over the aMGS. In the other re-
gions, there is no clearly outstanding technique, how-
ever, a lower restriction in the noisy solution demon-
strated better results, which are represented by the 2-
sMGS overpassing the 1-sMGS and aMGS with Le = 1
or 2 in front of the Le = 4 and 8 samples. In relation
to the computational complexity with N = 64 anten-
nas (Fig. 7.b), one can notice that in the medium-
high loading region (β ≥ 0.75), the proposed d-sMGS
strategy presented less complexity both with respect
to multiple sampling aMGS and conventional MGS.
In the medium-low system loading results (β ≤ 0.5),
multiple sampling schemes presented lower computa-
tional complexity. Therefore, one can highlight the
superiority of the proposed strategy in both perfor-
mance and complexity in medium-high loading con-
figurations, demonstrating the potential of this strat-
egy when the LS-MIMO system operates under high
loading crowded scenarios. This can be explained as
the number of mobile users increases, approaching the
full-loading system condition β → 1, the set of pos-
sible symbol combinations becomes larger, such that
the noisy solution from the mixture has its negative ef-
fect aggravated, affecting the algorithm’s convergence;
whereas the NL strategy is able to mitigate this effect,
having a beneficial effect on the convergence which re-
sults in improvement in performance and complexity
reduction.

With the increasing number of antennas at N = 128,
the system loading analysis reflects a clear superiority
of the 2-sMGS detector in high loading configurations,
both in performance and in complexity. This perfor-
mance behavior corroborates the hypotheses raised in
Fig. 6 regarding performance improvement with in-
creasing NL distance. On the other hand, in medium-
low loading, the complexity of 2-sMGS was shown to
be greater than aMGS and 1-sMGS, equating only to
the conventional MGS-MR.

7 Conclusions
A neighborhood limited d-sMGS detector for large-
scale MIMO systems has been proposed based on the
neighborhood constraint of the noisy solution at a dis-
tance of d.

The proposed LS-MIMO d-sMGS detection scheme
demonstrated the ability to mitigate the impact caused
by the noisy solution from the mixture, which is aggra-
vated and can become harmful when the full system
loading condition is present or when a high order mod-
ulation is implemented.

The modifications in the MGS technique proposed
here have demonstrated effectiveness in achieving con-
vergence improvements in the detection algorithm,
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which resulted in significant gains in performance and
complexity compared to both the multiple sampling
aMGS technique as well as the conventional MGS.
These advantages are especially obtained when the
system loading is high and there are a large number
of antennas, condition favorable to LS-MIMO. More-
over, with increasing the number of dimensions, i.e.,
increasing number of antennas and/or modulation or-
der, a smaller restriction of 2-sMGS was shown to be
a more interesting choice than 1-sMGS.

In addition, the NL strategy represented less com-
plexity per iteration compared to aMGS or MGS, since
only one sample is calculated and the simplified objec-
tive function is considered. On the other hand, when
a low system loading is considered, the NL strategy
resulted in a slight increase in complexity.
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Figures

Figure 1 Single-cell uplink LS-MIMO communication system
with K single-antenna unit equipments (UEs) and a
base-station (BS) with N receive antennas.
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Figure 2 A brief description of the coordinate update process on the aMGS and the proposed d-sMGS detectors.

Figure 3 BER performance convergence of different mixing ratios, q, of aMGS in medium number of antennas scenario (K = 96,
N = 128) at γdB = 25dB, 64-QAM, Rmax = {1, 5, 10}, I = 6000 and different Le samples: a) Le = 1, b) Le = 2, c) Le = 4 and
d) Le = 8. [14]

Table 1 Per-symbol Computational Complexity of aMGS, conventional MGS and MMSE Algorithms.

Procedure Step Complexity

d-MGS – Algorithm 3

Target function calculation lines 11–16 16KN − 4N + |A| (16N + 2)

Generation of the d-limited set line 19 negligible

Cost computation at each coordinate line 28 20N

Θs, Eq. (16) line 41 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI + Ieff

[
16KN + 16N + |A| (16N + 2) + 24

K

]

aMGS – Algorithm 2

Target function calculation lines 8–12 16KN − 4N + |A| (16N + 2)

Averaging between samples line 24 2Le + 2

Cost computation at each coordinate line 26 20N

Θs, Eq. (16) line 41 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI + Ieff

[
16KN + 16N + |A| (16N + 2) + (2Le + 2) + 24

K

]

MGS – Target distribution function calculation on Algorithm 1

Target distribution function calculation lines 4–6 16KN − 4N + |A| (16N + 12)

Evaluation of each symbol probability lines 8–12 1238|A|
Cost computation of estimated vector 10N

K

Θs, Eq. (16) 24
K

Total per-symbol complexity: CT = CI + Ieff

[
16KN − 4N + |A| (16N + 1450) + 10N+24

K

]

MMSE Algorithm

Total per-symbol complexity: CT =
(

1
6

)
K2 +

(
3
2

)
NK +

(
3
2

)
N +

(
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6
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Figure 4 BER performance and complexity vs. convergence
for the aMGS algorithm considering 64-QAM modulation, best
mixing ratio q (curves [A] to [D]) from Table 3 and optimal
value as proposed in [10], i.e., q = 1/2K and Le = 1 (curve
[E]) [14].

Table 2 LS-MIMO system and channel parameters.

Parameter Value

LS-MIMO System

Link direction Uplink (UL)

# Rx antennas (BS) N ∈ {64, 128}
# Tx antennas (MTs)

K ∈ {48, 96}
(single user-antenna)

System loading β = K
N
∈ [0.3125, 0.90625]

Modulation order 64-QAM

SNR ranges γdB ∈ [0, 25] dB

Channel

Channel type Flat Rayleigh

Channel availability Perfectly known at receiver

Specific detector parameters

Max. number of iterations I = 8K
√
M

Max. number of restarts Rmax = 20

NL distance d ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Mixing ratio q = 1

2K

Stop criterion parameters c1 = 10; c2 = 1; cmin = 10

Table 3 Best parameters for aMGS-MR detector presented in [14]

# aMGS samples, Le

Parameter BS antennas 1 2 4 8

Mixing N <= 64: 1
4K

1
4K

1
3K

1
2K

ratio, q N > 64: 1
4K

1
4K

1
2K

1
2K

Max. # Iterations, I 3000

Max. Restarts, Rmax 5

Iterations stop criterion, c1 10

Restarts stop criterion, c2 1

Figure 5 Performance convergence against the maximum
number of iterations I of the proposed d-sMGS detector, with
16× 16 antennas in 64-QAM modulation among different NL
distance values. The number of iterations is related to the
parameter a, were I = aK

√
M .

Figure 6 SNR vs. BER performance/Average number of rops
in d-sMGS-MR detector against aMGS-MR approach and
MGS-MR. Parameters: K = 58, N = 64, 64-QAM, β ≈ 0.9.
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Figure 7 Performance and complexity versus system loading, considering γdB = 25dB, 64-QAM: a) Performance for N = 64; b)
Performance for N = 128 antennas; c) Average rop complexity for N = 64; d) Average rop complexity for N = 128.
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Figure 2 Click here to access/download;Figure;Proposed_approaches.eps
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